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Summary

This research project has investigated what is happening as preschool children with
special needs explore spatial concepts. The research used an ethnographic approach to
research the topic at three early childhood centres. At each centre, all of the special needs
children and their mainstream peers attended who participated in this project.
The researcher took the role of participant observer in the centres during the collection
of data. The children were observed during their normal moming activities. Later the field
notes were collated and the children's activities organised under the headings of spatial
activities, interactions and language use. These headings were further classified to
indicate the specific nature of the children's behaviours.
The trends that emerged were that the special needs children tended to perform at the
elementary end of the spatial continuum. The special needs children lacked self esteem
and tended to play alone or in small groups and they were dependent on adult assistance
to support their play. Language use was confined to seeking assistance or verbally
reinforcing their activities.
In contrast, the mainstream children, performed at more advanced spatial levels. They
had excellent communication skills and they tended to play in groups. The mainstream
had high self esteem and they were successful problem solvers.

Chapter One

Introduction

1. Preamble
The purpose of this study is to discover what behaviours are occurring as young
children develop spatial concepts. It is relatively easy to determine what children already
know but it is more difficult to discover what happens as they learn.
There has been a great deal of interest in recent years about how children learn. Many
of the researchers have looked closely at teaching strategies, such as precision teaching
and the classroom environment, rather than concentrating on the children themselves.
This has resulted in a teacher-centred, product-oriented approach.
Most of the current research on spatial concepts has concentrated on the post primary
sector (Pegg, 1992). Some similar research has been done in the primary area (Owens,
1992). Perhaps this is because it possible to quantify results from traditional pen and
paper tasks. Very little research has taken place in the preschool area as these very young
children are more difficult to assess by traditional means because they are only able to
express themselves in oral or hands-on simations rather than written tasks. There have
been many theories put forward to explain the learning process. These include
behaviourist (Cegelka & Lewis, in Mason, Cegelka, Lewis, Henry, Larkin & Danner,
1983), and information processing approaches (Larkin, in Mason et al., 1983) as well as
the cognitive theories of Piaget (1969) and his notion of developmental levels. Each of
these approaches has its exponents and each has enjoyed periods of popularity. Some of
these theories play a role in this study. However, researchers must ask more questions to
fmd additional information about how children leam mathematical concepts.
To address the issue of how preschool children explore and acquire spatial concepts, it
is necessary to closely examine what is occurring as the children explore mathematical
notions. This is because elements of spatial exploration overlap into all areas of
mathematics as the boundaries between the various strands are not distinct.

This study is seeking to find out more about the behaviours and learning patterns of
preschool children. To gain a complete picture about young children's learning, both
special needs and mainstream preschool children have been observed in early childhood
settings. The chosen focus is the spatial area of mathematics. This spatial area has long
been neglected in favour of the number and measurement areas and this research attempts
to partly redress this fact by concentrating on this aspect of space.

2. Background and Context of Study
The researcher has a background in early childhood education and was a practising
teacher for many years, initially in the K-6 area and later in the K-2 area. During this
time, the researcher developed an interest in the teaching of and the learning of
mathematics. As a result, the researcher became a K-3 mathematics consultant for the
NSW Department of Education and assisted in the implementation of the Mathematics K6 Syllabus (NSW Department of Education, 1989). During this time, the researcher
developed a special interest in the development of spatial concepts. The researcher was
then seconded to a position as lecturer of primary mathematics education in the teacher
education field. Later this area was further narrowed as the researcher accepted a further
position as an early childhood mathematics education lecturer.
The researcher has always been interested in how children learn mathematics. Many
years of face-to-face teaching have answered some of the frequently asked questions,
about the acquisition of number and measurement concepts, but many more have been
raised. The spatial area of mathematics is a fascinating one but it has largely been ignored
by teachers and researchers. Perhaps this is because spatial concepts are more difficult to
recognise and quantify when compared to the number strand which usually gives a right
or wrong answer. This provided a real challenge to explore the area of spatial concepts.
The researcher also has had a long standing interest in special needs children. Over
many years the researcher has assisted in the integration of special needs children into
infants mainstream classes. This has led to a close liaison with special educators and
counsellors. The teaching emphases for young special needs children have most

frequently been reading and language activities (Hallahan & Kauffman, 1978). In an
attempt to redress this imbalance, the researcher decided to conduct some preliminary
research in the area of arithmetic with 6-8 year old children. During the early and mid
1980s, the researcher was an infants classroom teacher at a suburban school. This project
was established because a group of special needs children had difficulties in acquiring
arithmetic concepts. It was a study aimed at introducing basic number facts to special
needs children who were integrated into infants mainstream classes. One of the findings
was that these children learnt more readily and efficiently when games and group
activities were used in the teaching/learning process as opposed to formal paper and
pencil activities. The study was part of a unit in the researcher's masters degree. So it
was a natural progression to explore another area, and one that has been neglected, the
area of space in mathematics.
The researcher had access to a large number of early childhood centres because she
was working in that field and had made many contacts. Membership of the Early
Intervention Association assisted in locating the centres used in this study. The early
childhood field has opened up new opportunities to explore mathematical concepts with a
different focus. So the researcher decided to follow her interests and combine the aspects
of early childhood, special needs and spatial concepts in this research project.

3. Purpose of the Study
This study aims to discover what is happening as preschool children, including those
with special needs, explore spatial concepts. It seeks to fill the void that currently exists
in the mathematical, early childhood and special education areas. A number of groups
stand to benefit from this study.
The children, both special needs and mainstream, will benefit because this research
looks at what children are doing as they learn and to find out the role of concrete
materials, social interactions and language. If these aspects are critical, then how, and
why?

The study will look at the interactions of the participating children. It is anticipated that
once the nature of the learning of spatial concepts is recognised, children could be
provided with appropriate experiences that take this into account. Learning may be
facilitated, and this is an important factor to consider when catering for special needs
children. Mainstream children also stand to benefit by the use of more appropriate
teaching practices as teachers become aware of how they learn too.
Teachers will benefit from this study. In the centres that participated in this study, it is
hoped that the teachers' awareness of spatial concepts will be heightened and they will
begin to appreciate that 'space' covers many areas of mathematics. They may become
more confident with the wide range of activities and materials that can be used in spatial
explorations. It is hoped that teachers may also be aware of the how children learn and be
able to cater more precisely for the children's needs when planning spatial activities.
The centres will benefit from this study because the researcher will be able to carry out
informal inservice activities in the area of mathematics and space in particular. This will
help the staff to set up appropriate mathematical and spatial activities for the children. The
centres will also have an extra teaching assistant as the researcher will interact, when
appropriate, with the children during visiting sessions.
The researcher will gain as this study forms a thesis for a higher degree. This is
necessary because the university that currently employs the researcher requires all
academic staff to upgrade their qualifications as part of the staff development program.
This will enable the researcher to pursue an interest in the mathematical development of
preschool children.
This research will add to the core of knowledge about children and learning. It will
help to fill in some gaps that are apparent in research and education. As explained
previously, the areas of preschool children with special needs and the development of
spatial concepts cover some of these previously neglected areas. The research questions
were framed with this in mind.

4. Research Question
In what way do the behaviours of special needs children differ from mainstream
children as they develop spatial concepts in early childhood settings?
This question, in turn, raised other questions:Are there differences concerning the type of spatial activity?
Are there differences in the interactions that are taking place?
Are there any differences in the use of language?

5. Definition of Terms.
Centre
This is a recognised early childhood service such as a preschool, day care centre or
playgroup that caters for preschool children and the service is offered on a regular basis.
Concept
"This is a collection of perceptual experiences or of ideas that are related by virtue of
their possessing common properties" (Lefrancois, 1975,p.50).
Concrete Material
"These are physical objects such as toys, blocks or mathematical materials that the
child can manipulate" (NSW Department of Education, 1989, p.31).
Explore
"...purpose of discovery, to look into closely, examine, investigate" (Macquarie
Dictionary, 1988, p.620).
Geometry
"Geometry as taught in early childhood education refers mostly to nonmetric geometry
rather than metric geometry. Nonmetric geometry has been realised as important since
geometric models are used..."(Schultz, Colarusso & Strawderman, 1989). Geometry
includes the study of shape and solid figures and their associated relationships.

Interaction
The way communication takes place between the child and his or her intimates parents, care-givers, siblings (Painter, 1991, p. 10).
Learning
There are three criteria for learning.
1. A change in a person's behaviour to do something.
2. The change must result from some sort of practice or experience.
3. The change is a lasting one (Sheull, 1986, p,142).
Mainstream
When special needs children are put into a "normal" classroom for the majority of the
day, they are said to be "mainstreamed" (Kirk & Gallagher, 1983, p.473). For the
purpose of his research. The term mainstream will be used to identify those children in
the ordinary or mainstream classes who need no additional assistance in the learning
process.
Position
"...(Position) aims to develop the child's awareness of objects and people in relation
to his own location and in relation to one another" (Education Department of Victoria,
1981).
Space
The term "space" has two meanings in science. It can be applied to an actual space or
to an abstract, mathematical space. Modem mathematics identifies a number of different
spaces, including topological projective space and metrical space. The images of space
formed in these systems are studied by mathematicians, logicians and psychologists
(Yakimanskaya, 1980, pp.22-23).
"Development of spatial sense is an essential tool for mathematical thinking using
geometry" (Smith, 1997, p.51).

special Needs Children
(a)" The special needs child is one who deviates from the average or normal child in
(1) mental characteristics
(2) sensory capabilities
(3) neuromotor or physical characteristics
(4) social behaviour
(5) communication abilities or in multiple handicaps" (Kirk & Gallagher, 1983,
p.4).
(b) The special needs child differs in some way from the "hypothetical average child".
This special needs child may have problems in "thinking, seeing, speaking, socialising or
moving"...They require special education and related services if they are to realise their
full potential" (Hallahan & Kauffman, 1978, pp.2-4).
Topology
"...prior to organising a projective and Euclidean space, the child starts by building up
and using certain primitive relationships such as proximity, and separation, order and
enclosure. Such relationships are termed "topological" by geometricians, and similarly
regarded by them as elementary from the standpoint of the theoretical reconstruction of
space" (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948, p.xii).

6. Limitations and Assumptions
This study is based on several assumptions. These include:•

Children learn in different ways and at different rates as they have preferred
learning styles.

•

Learning takes place in stages and children must progress sequentially through
the stages. These stages can form a learning continuum.

•

Concrete materials play an important role in assisting children's leaming as
young children physically explore their surroundings.

•

Interactions and language are important in children's leaming.

•

Young children learn through play. They learn by doing rather than from
instruction.
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There some limitations that apply to this research:1. The study is centred on the curriculum area of mathematics and is limited to the
area of space.
2. The children who participated in this study were preschool children who were
attending recognised centres. No other children participated.
3. Constraints of work, time and distance limited the number of research centres.
The researcher was able to visit only three centres on a regular basis.
4. Time and space constraints within the centres limited the research method to
participant observation. The centres had their daily routines and research had
to fit in with the estabUshed routines. Space constraints meant that the
researcher used the activities as set up by the teachers. The researcher was not
able to move activities to a different site.
These constraints helped to set the parameters of the research. The use of three
centres meant that information gathered at one centre could be compared to the
other centres.
7. Conclusion
The area of inquiry of this research is one that has been neglected for a long time.
There is a need to determine how young children, and special needs children in particular,
leam spatial concepts.
This study aims to fill in some of the gaps in the core of knowledge about young
children and their leaming.

8. Outline of Thesis
Chapter one is the introduction to the research.
Chapter two contains the research questions
Chapter three contains the literature review.
Chapter four explains the sites used and the participants.
Chapter five is the method section where the design of the study is explained.

Chapter six examines the findings on a centre by centre basis..
Chapter seven discusses the findings by comparing the two groups of children and
seeks to answer the original question with reference to the literature review.
Chapter eight contains the conclusions and recommendations.
Chapter nine is the list of references.
Appendix A contains the coded field notes.
Appendix B includes the detailed summaries of the special needs children.
Appendix C is the Data table derived from the field notes.

Chapter Two

Research Questions

1. Questions
Main Ouestion:In what ways do the behaviours of special needs children differ from mainstream
children as they explore spatial concepts in early childhood settings?

Subsidiary Questions:-

A Are there differences concerning the type of spatial activity?

B Are there differences in the interactions that are taking place?

C Are there differences in language use?

2. Conceptual Framework
This research is centred on preschool children and focuses on those who have special
needs. The children and their centres are discussed in detail in the relevant chapter. It is
necessary to establish a framework in order for this research to answer the questions that
have been asked.
"Development refers to a change in an individual's ability or capacity in any on or a
combination of three interacting domains" (Wyne & Q'Connor, 1979, p. 10).
Development is seen as being a continuous process that is best illustrated by the notion of
a continuum. This eliminates problems caused by age based criteria (p. 12). Piaget's
theory (in Wyne & Q'Connor, 1979) is stage based but Piaget includes a suggested age
range for each stage (pp. 14-16). The van Hiele (1986) theory of spatial development, on
the other hand, is solely stage based (pp.53-54).

In this research the concept of a continuum is used as a theoretical basis so that the
special needs children could be seen with some perspective. As the stages of development
overlap, it is sometimes a difficult task to positively assign children to a particular
developmental level, especially if the children are in a transitional stage between levels.
The implication for this research is that all of the children are exploring spatial
concepts. However, the children with special needs would tend to perform towards the
beginning or preliminary end of such a continuum. The mainstream children, in contrast,
would be at more advanced stages. Thus the researcher is able to observe children
exploring similar spatial aspects but the outcomes and/or the processes might differ
greatly.
The mainstream children who attended the same centres were also observed and the
intention was that the inclusion of the mainstream children would enable valid
comparisons to be made. This would provide insights into what is happening as children
with special needs explore spatial concepts.

3. Spatial Aspects
Children live in a world that has encompasses the spatial aspects of distance,
proximity and magnitude. As they interact with this world, they quickly discover the
most salient feamres of the objects that they encounter (Yakimanskaya, 1980, p.202).
According to Schultz et al., "children leam topological properties before projective and
Euclidean properties" (1989, p.298).
This research accepts the theory that there is a hierarchal order in the development of
spatial concepts. The development of spatial concepts, according to Piaget and Inhelder's
theory (1948), begins with topological concepts. As the children become mobile, this
aspect of orienting oneself to other objects and people becomes more necessary. As
young children play, they extend on the previous spatial knowledge and begin to interact
with toys such as blocks. They frequently use haptic perception or the process of feeling
the objects to discover or to reinforce the various spatial or geometric properties. This is

supported by Yakimanskaya (1980) in her book, The Development of Spatial Thinking in
Schoolchildren, published in the former Soviet Union.
The topological stage is followed by notions of position. As children become more
mobile, this aspect of orientation in space becomes more important. Leushina (1974)
emphasises that children orient themselves in space and become aware of relative
positions of self and objects in the environment (p. 129). Position is important as the
children use positional language to say where the block or toy is, or to indicate which
particular object they are interested in (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948).
Two dimensional geometry is more sophisticated and abstract than three dimensional
geometry as it involves looking at the surface of an object. Children gradually become
aware of the geometric properties of basic shapes through interacting with them (Schultz
et al., 1989). In this research, two dimensional and three dimensional aspects are
grouped under the more general term "geometry" as the distinction is often blurred,
especially in the elementary stages.
Researcher, Pierre van Hiele (1986), supports Piaget and Inhelder's theory of a
hierarchical system of stages in children's spatial development. Van Hiele concentrated
on the formal or Euclidean aspects of geometry, so the topological and positional
concepts were not specifically included. This notion of a geometric hierarchy was
supported by researchers from the former Soviet Union including Yakimanskaya (1980)
and Leushina (1974).
The notion of a sequence of acquisition of spatial or geometric competencies is
supported by the researchers Rosser, Lane, and Mazzoe (1988). Results from their
research on the order of acquisition of geometric competencies in children, indicate that
there is a definite hierarchical order in which geometric concepts are acquired (p.88).
Hierarchical development in the development of spatial concepts will be examined by
this research. This notion is important because it provides a predictable sequence for all
of the children. It also provides a basis for comparing the two groups of children.
Through observing the children participating in their natural play activities, it should be
possible to determine if there actually is this developmental hierarchy in the development

of spatial concepts. This should be demonstrated by the type of activity demonstrated by
the children. If the children are engaging in topological or positional activities, then this
would tend to indicate that children were exploring elementary aspects of space.
Exploration of the more sophisticated geometrical concepts would indicate a more
advanced stage in the continuum. Thus the relative positions on the learning continuum,
of the different groups of children can be examined.

4. Interactions and Language
This research also attempts to find out what are the children actually doing as they are
engaged in spatial explorations.
What interactions are taking place and with whom?
What roles do peers and adults play?
What is the place of concrete materials?
What role does language play?
The exploration of spatial relationships is seen as an interactive process. There is
interaction of children with materials, other people, and language as they play and explore
spatial relationships (Charlesworth and Lind, 1989). Griffiths and Clyne (1994) also
support this notion, "Children, from their earliest years, learn by actively investigating
the world around them. As children continue to learn, the language elements are
interwoven with the skills of observing, comparing..."(p-l)This research explores what is happening and interactions were observed and noted
from child to child, child to adult and adult to child interactions. Examination of the
purpose of these interactions is seen as a priority.
Do preschool children with special needs use interactions and language in the same
manner as their mainstream peers?
If there are differences, what are they?
Is there a pattern to these interactions?
Who is the instigator and why?
What happens as a result of the interaction?

Piaget, according to Painter (1991), was more interested in expounding his theory of
'Stages' than in language or in language development (p.6). However, Piaget and
Inhelder (1948) proposed a scheme to classify children's utterances. One of the best
known examples of this would be the use of 'egocentric' speech up to the age of six or
seven. This 'egocentric speech' means that the child talks only about itself, does not try
to communicate, expects no answers and does not care if anyone listens to self
discourses. It could be likened to a monologue in a play. Piaget was not particularly
interested in the interactions of the children as he preferred biological aspects to social
ones (Painter, 1991, p.6). Piaget and Inhelder (1948) did not think that language and
social interactions were important in the learning process.
Vygotsky (1978), on the other hand, sees children as social beings. He highlights
the need for social interaction and communication during the learning process (p.25). He
says that children not only act in attempting to reach a goal, but they also speak. In fact he
stresses that the speech increases as the task becomes more complicated. This is how
children attempt to master their surroundings. In an earlier publication, Vygotsky (1962)
has already emphasised the relationship between "sensory materials" and speech as being
"indispensable" parts of concept formation (p.52). Children not only speak, but at the
same time interact with their hands on concrete material (p.26). He also highlights the
social aspects of co-operation, collective activity and collaboration. What is said and done
during these interactions is eventually intemalised and this leads to learning and change.
Children learn by interacting with other people and language is the means of
communication (Vygotsky, 1978).
The notion that learning is a social process is supported by Yakimanskaya (1980) who
indicates that language is used as a means of expression or interpreting activities carried
out (p.72). She stresses the importance of social interactions. Children interact with
objects, with each other and with adults as they explore spatial relations (pp.89-90).
Lindfors (1987) indicates that children's verbal interactions serve a social and cognitive
purpose. This agrees with the social and linguistic notions of Vygotsky (1978).

Pierre van Hiele (1986) believes that language is important in these transitions as each
of the levels in his structure has its own distinctive vocabulary to support the concepts
mastered (p.5). In contrast, Piaget and Inhelder (1948) do not see language as being
important as children move from one level to the next in their spatial understandings.
According to Griffiths and Clyne (1994), young children learn mathematics through
language. They say that "Language and communication play an essential part in this
process" (p.l). They support the importance of language use in mathematical, including
spatial, learning. Four aspects of are talking, listening, reading and writing are seen to be
important language processes used in mathematical learning (Griffiths & Clyne, 1994,
p.4). As the participating children are young and unable to read and write, the speaking
and listening aspects will be most important in examining the children's interactions.
In this research, the children have chosen what materials they wished to play with.
These have included games, toys and puzzles as well as everyday items that were readily
available. The children were observed in their normal setting and were interacting with
familiar materials. This was in keeping with the namralistic mode of the research (Goetz
&LeCompte, 1984, p. 10).
Griffiths and Clyne (1994) and Charlesworth and Lind (1995) strongly support the
use of a 'hands on' or concrete approach to mathematics learning. It is suggested that,
"The manipulation of concrete materials aids skill development and understanding of the
processes" (NSW Department of Education, 1989, p.31).

5. Summary
The previously discussed statements about how children leam about mathematics have
supported the learning theories that underpin the questions asked in this research. The
continuum theory of development suggests that the special needs children should be on
the same continuum but at preliminary levels when compared to mainstream children.
How the behaviours of special needs children differ from mainstream children as they
explore spatial concepts in early childhood settings is the question that this research
attempts to answer.

The literature review examines the relevant publications that have influenced this
research.

Chapter Three

Literature Review

The first section of this literature review explores the nature of mathematical space.
Then it examines the nature of spatial thinking. Theories about the acquisition of spatial
concepts, are discussed with special reference to Piaget and Inhelder. Other theorists
discussed include the van Hieles and researchers from the former Soviet Union. The
second section addresses the process of learning with preschool children. The final
section combines the previously mentioned areas in an attempt to answer the original
research question.
There has been little contemporary research in the area of how spatial concepts develop
in preschool children. Most of the current research and literature has centred on the aspect
of number as opposed to the areas of measurement and geometry (Mannigel, 1992). An
examination of research data bases such as ERIC has revealed that many articles and
books have been written examining mathematical concepts of school aged children
(Clarke & Kamii, 1996). Some have concentrated on preschool children and number
concepts (Phillips & Anderson, 1993) and few have specifically examined the aspect of
space or geometry. Researchers such as Kamii(1985) and Rosser et al. (1988) have
revisited the earlier research of such notables as Piaget and Inhelder (1948) and Dienes
(1971). There are few recent research projects to use as a reference. Piaget's work dates
back to the 1920s and Dienes' to the early 1970s. More recent research projects have
been conducted in the late 1980s and 1990s and these include Clements and
Battista(1992), Del Grande(1987) and Cobb (1994). But there is a need for further
research into the acquisition of spatial concepts by preschool children.
What children learn about spatial concepts has been well documented (Gura, 1992;
Schultz et al., 1989 and Charlesworth & Radeloff, 1991) and can be determined, to a
large extent, by observation. The question of what behaviours occur as preschool
children acquire spatial concepts is more complicated and is examined in this research.

This indicates that the research is inquiring into what activities young children are
engaged in as they attempt to understand spatial concepts.
1. 'Space'
Philosophers and psychologists have argued about the nature of space and
mathematics for centuries. They have debated whether it is an empirical concept derived
from perception or from images, whether it is innate thought and consciousness, or
whether it is operational in character (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948, p.vii). There seems to be
little agreement about what the term 'space' means.
So it is necessary to find a definition of 'space'. A widely acknowledged source is the
Macquarie Dictionary (1988) which defines 'space' in fourteen different ways. The
definition most applicable in the mathematical sense is:"...an expanse extending in all
directions (or having three dimensions) in which, or occupying portions of which all
material objects are located" (p.l 620).
Compared to other definitions, this one sees space in a broad or universal context.
This is in contrast to the more common use of the term "space" as a measurement of
volume.
Griffiths (1970), also takes a broad view about space by including aspects of
topology. These elementary topological perceptions are those of proximity or
'nearbyness', separation, order (or spatial succession), enclosure or surrounding and
continuity" (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948).
In comparison, some authors such as Pierre and Dina van Hiele have taken a narrow
view. Pierre van Hiele (1986, p.42) views space in geometric terms as Euclidean or
projective geometry. This is the traditional view that geometry is composed of lines,
angles, plane figures and solids. This view is supported by many of the writers of
mathematical texts such as Reys, Suydam and Lindquist (1995). Rosser et al. (1988),
also takes a conventional Euclidean view of space. He says that children as young as
three and four years are beginning to reveal some understanding of Euclidean space
(p.76).

Writers such as Yakimanskaya (1980) and Leushina (1974) from the former Soviet
Union appear to have taken a broader view of spatial concepts and spatial thinking.
According to Leushina (1974), spatial relations include distance, relative comparison,
location, dimensions of objects in space, shape and size (p. 17). Yakimanskaya (1980)
takes a more global stance, stating that children's spatial sense or orientation includes
concepts of magnitude and shape, spatial distinctions, the perception of space and an
understanding of various spatial concepts (p. 127). Other authors discuss spatial sense.

Spatial sense is an intuitive feel for one's surroundings and the objects in them. To
develop spatial sense, children must have many experiences that focus on geometric
relationships: the direction, orientation, and perspectives of objects in space, the
relative shape and sizes of figures and objects, and how a change in shape relates to a
change in size (NCTM, 1989, p.49).
The present research agrees with this broad definition. This is because young children
are exploring elementary spatial concepts which include the formal aspects of geometry as
well as the more global aspects of topology. The use of the term "spatial relations"
foreshadows the notion that spatial concepts are too complex to be confined to definitions
and theorems, as seen in formal Euclidean geometry.
This concept of space is important but many writers refer specifically to spatial
thinking. This should be examined to determine what makes its function different from
other forms of thinking.

2. What is Spatial Thinking?
The term 'spatial thinking' is not generally accepted in a psychological sense. This is
"because the epistemological function of thinking can be characteristic of other
psychological processes too" (Yakimanskaya, 1980, p.4).
Perhaps a more meaningful line of investigation is to analyse thought as a special form
or qualitative form of reality. It is rare to find spatial thinking as an independent thought
process, as other processes and actions are usually involved. The psychological reality

expressed by the term 'spatial thinking' is unique and distinguished by the special term
'ontogenesis'.
Several eminent Soviet psychologists such as Rubinshtein, Vygotsky and Leontev,
cited in Yakimanskaya (1980), have examined spatial thinking. They employed the three
methodological principles of "practicability, systemic structural analysis and
ontogenesis "(Yakimanskaya, 1980, p. 14).
These principles are explained as follows:1. The practical and pragmatic element (practicability) owes its origins to the
philosophical principles underpinning Soviet psychology.
2. From an epistemological view, the use of systematic structural analysis makes it
possible to recognise distinct facts and events in the world and link these with important
relations and connections. The most comprehensive spatial properties and relations are
studied in mathematics. The concepts of shape and size are thought of as being precise
and defined in a mathematical sense. On the other hand the shape and size of real objects
are poorly defined especially when one considers that time and space really cannot be
separated. The epistemological function of spatial thinking is isolated as an independent
form of mental activity (Yakimanskaya, 1980, p. 17).
3. Ontogenesis is the process of spatial thinking isolated as an independent form of
mental activity. There are a number of stages in ontogenesis. These stages are initially
intertwined with other forms of thinking. It involves the constant recording of mental
images. At first real objects are used as the basis. As ontogenesis progresses there is a
transition from spatial images of real objects, in the mind, to conventional graphic
representations of these images to the recording of stored mental images. The mental
image is the basic operative unit of spatial thinking. The spatial characteristics of the
object are represented in the image (Yakimanskaya, 1980, p.26).
The process of ontogenesis begins with children's physical manipulations of the object
and only gradually becomes isolated as an independent form of abstract thinking. This
thinking is performed by means of mental images and used in highly complicated

activities. Children gradually build up or construct a framework of visual and graphic
images.
In the course of ontogenesis children develop a system of body orientation which can
lead later to a more arbitrary use (Yakimanskaya, 1980, p.64). The use of the term
ontogenesis to describe spatial thinking is also supported by Popper (1979). Popper
(1979) discusses "three ontologically distinct sub-worlds...physical...mental

and the

possible objects of thought, that is mental images," in his philosophical publication
(p.154).
Piaget and Inhelder (1948) researched the area of mental imagery in practical tasks and
drawing exercises. They seem to have discussed ontogenesis without specifically using
that term. Piaget and Inhelder (1948) speak of the 'intuition' of space that is dependent on
sensation and imagination. The notions of perceptual and conceptual space were also
explored. Perceptual space appeared to result from direct perception and sensorimotor
activity as children created images of objects or environments. They also state that spatial
concepts are internalised actions which are more sophisticated than mental images alone.
The final stage is the conceptual or imaginal level where delayed imitation and action is
possible from the stored mental images (pp.247-253). Further aspects of spatial
acquisition will be discussed with reference to the different researchers including Piaget
and Inhelder (1948), van Hiele (1986) and Yakamanskaya (1980).
Piaget researched and published widely over several decades. He is perhaps best
known for his theory of stage based development.

3. Piaget And Spatial Development
Jean Piaget's (1969) theory of stage based development is more closely dependent on
the sequence of development rather than on the passage of time. While Piaget does
suggest an age range for each stage, it is the sequence that is paramount. All children
begin their development from birth and continue progressing at their individual rates
through the stages of development in order. The stages of development form a
continuum.

This stage based developmental theory has four levels. These are:1. Sensorimotor Stage from birth to about 18/24 months.
2. Preoperational Stage from about 18 months to 7/8 years.
3. Concrete Operations Stage from about 7 to 12 years
4. Formal Operations Stage from 11/12 to adult.
The first two of these will be briefly discussed in relation to the development of spatial
concepts. These stages include the expected developmental levels of the children who
participated in this research.
Sensorimotor Stage
This is from birth to about 18 months. Infants use inborn skills of sucking, grasping,
vision and so on to act upon the environment and to respond to objects, persons, and
experiences in the environment. The first period is pure reflex and children lack
coordination between vision and grasping. So visual and tactile-kinaesthetic space are not
yet related to each other. This supports the notion that there is no perceived permanence
of solid objects nor percepmal constancy of shape (Hughes, 1995).
According to Piaget and Inhelder (1948), young children see a world that lacks
permanence. Objects are perceived to appear and disappear as well as to change shape
and position (p.9). Perceptual relationships that relate to projective (perspective), metric
(Euclidean) or the estimation of size at varying distances appear later than the initial
spatial relationships. The most elementary spatial relationships of proximity or
nearbyness , separation, order, enclosure (or surrounding) and continuity are apparent.
These topological notions are used by children to make sense of their environment.
During the last period of the sensorimotor stage, development is marked by the
coordination of vision with grasping. It is at this point that children begin to organise and
transform perceptual space. This is a complex combination of direct perception and
sensorimotor exploration as children control and direct their movements. They have
begun to internalise the properties, spatial or otherwise, of objects and environments as
they develop a reference system of sensory signs and pointers. Use of a mental image

makes possible delayed imitation and, as a result of this the first attempts at drawing
appear (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948, p. 12).
Huttenlocher, Newcombe and Sandberg (1994) hypothesised that the use of reference
systems in determining location in young children is based on the topological notions of
continuity and enclosure. They used groups of twenty children in the age ranges, 16-24
months, four years and six years. In their experiments, the children were asked to tell
their parents where a toy was hidden in a sandbox. The only visible markers were pieces
of white paper placed at six inch intervals to assist scoring.
The results recorded by Huttenlocher et al. (1994) tended to refute some of Piaget and
Inhelder's ideas about the development of spatial concepts. Children as young as 16
months had good visual estimation in locating the object in space. The children's
performance improved with age. A series of similar tasks was set up to counter any
perceived bias in preceding tasks. The results were similar in all cases (p. 145).
If egocentrism was present, then the errors would tend to be close proximity to the
children. This was not the case as the children tended to have success near the centre of
the box and the errors increased as the object was moved away from the centre. Some
children, as young as 16 months, were able to use distance information in estimating the
location if the object in the box. Huttenlocher et al. (1994) suggest that some elementary
spatial coding mechanism may be present from birth and they these gradually become
more sophisticated with age (pp. 143-144).

Preoperational Stage
This is from about age 2 to 7. Young children can use symbols and language to
represent and to mentally act on the environment. At this stage, children can perceive
things projectively and grasp some formal geometric relationships by perception alone.
However young children are still egocentric and strongly guided by immediate
perceptions so activities are completed by trial and error. It is suggested that the
children's egocentricity is hindering the children's ability to create and maintain mental

images. Children cannot as yet reconstruct mental images or engage in representational
thought (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948, p. 14).
Cranton, Elicker, Plumert and Pick (1990) researched the use of frames of reference
by young children. They began with the hypothesis that children first use themselves as a
reference, later that reference point moves to other people and finally they use
environmental landmarks. These notions concur with Piaget and Inhelder (1948). In this
research children aged 4, 6 and 8 years, were asked to tell another person (the listener)
where a cup had been hidden in a sand tray.
Colour was used in one of the set tasks to determine the children's use of
environmental landmarks. The four year old children tended to use themselves or the
listener when giving instructions using front/back dimensions. They seldom used
themselves or the listener as points of reference on left/right dimensions. Surprisingly,
they did not seem to use the distinctive coloured landmarks that were provided either. In
comparison, the eight year old children were able to use the environmental landmarks
provided (Cranton et al., 1990).
In Cranton et al.'s research, the preschool aged children appeared to be fully occupied
keeping track of the cup and the listener in relation to themselves. Their use of the
front/back references would tend to suggest that young children develop more
sophisticated frames of reference than indicated by Piaget and Inhelder (1948).
Overall Cranton et al. (1990) claim that children of different ages focus on different
kinds of environmental landmarks. Children seem to have a growing sophistication that
develops with age, enabling them to select and use relevant spatial information (pp. 1 5401 542).
Hobson (1982) also examined egocentrism in young children's spatial awareness.
Groups of twelve children aged 4-5, 5-6 and 6-7 years were shown a doll and a cube
with coloured faces. They were asked what aspect of the cube, the doll (Fred), might be
able to see from different positions. The results indicated that young children aged 3-4
years, were able to recognise and co-ordinate different view points. The younger children
were not consistent in their performance as success on one item was not an indicator of

success on the next one. They did not seem to have any organised approach to the
problem. Performance tended to fluctuate, as the children's interpretation of another
person's perspective could be quickly replaced by notions of their own immediate
experience and actions. Hobson confirmed Piaget's notion of egocentrism. However, he
added that children develop spatial perspectives at an earlier age than suggested by Piaget
and Inhelder (1948).
This second Piagetian (Preoperational) stage bridges the first topologically based
(Sensorimotor) stage and the Third Concrete operations stage occurs when children are
ready for the formal projective and Euclidean forms of space. Many five year olds were
able not only to name the shapes but could also draw them. This is a sophisticated level
of performance demonstrating abstraction and an understanding of projective geometry. It
is considered to be the second phase of spatial understanding (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948,
pp.28-36).
There are distinct levels of exploration of the shapes but there are also clearly
identifiable levels of performance. These levels range, as expected, from topological
understandings in the very young children to sophisticated geometrical and projective
levels in the older preschool children (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948, p.21). In a later
publication, Piaget, Inhelder and Szeminska (1960), support and expand on this
sequence of the development of geometric concepts. They claim that topology and
position appear early and these are followed by understandings of lines, angles and
lastly, solid figures (pp. 389-390).
Rieser, Garing and Young (1994) conducted research on children's visual memory. In
the first two experiments, children were aged 2.5-9 years. The tasks involved using a full
sized model of a known environment, the children's own classroom. The children were
asked to physically walk from their seat to the teacher's seat. In this task, there were two
groups of six children aged five and nine years. A second task was similar and the
instructions were almost identical. Here the children had to use mental images to describe
their path as the physical element was absent. There were 31 children aged from 33 to 64
months of age in this second experiment.

The younger children (2-3 years) had some problems with the physical response but
could not proceed at all in the visual imagery task. The 3.5-5 year olds were competent
on the physical task but most commenced and then failed the imagery task. These
younger children tended to rush at the task and indicated to the researchers that they had
not understood what was expected of them. Reiser et al. speculate that because of the
informal nature of early childhood settings, young children seldom walk to the teacher's
seat. This task was outside of their experience and they could not imagine the changed
perspective. This research indicates that very young children can use visual imagery
when physical markers are present. Reiser et al. (1994) stress the importance of the
physical aspects of early spatial exploration.
According to Piaget and Inhelder (1948), from the beginning of the second phase of
the preoperational period children can perceive geometric forms. These include straight
lines, curves, squares circles and other geometrical forms. They gradually begin to
reconstruct shapes and forms at the level of mental images or representational thought.
At this stage, the image can supersede the action (p.452).
Goldbeck (1985) examined the relationship between classification and memory for
location. Sixty first grade children, aged 77 to 97 months, were asked to reconstruct a
geometric arrangement of cardboard houses from memory. There were eight houses that
differed in size, shape and colour. The results supported the hypothesis that children need
some Euclidean geometric knowledge as a basis for determining spatial location. This
affirms the notions of Piaget and Inhelder(1948) that the development of basic two
dimensional concepts appear before the three dimensional ones emerge.
It is not till stage three, the concrete operations stage, that children make real progress
in the construction of conceptual spatial thinking (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948, p. 13). This
concrete operations stage marks the beginning of geometric competence as the children
are able to conserve and reverse thought processes. By seven to eight years of age,
children can use mental imagery effectively to mentally transform and juxtapose images
as required. The image can be expressed symbolically (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948, pp.451452).

Piaget and Inhelder (1948) used the Three Mountains task to illustrate this position.
One hundred children, in age groups 4-6.6 years , 6.7-8 years, 8-9 years and 9-12 years,
were shown a model of three mountains. Then they were shown some pictures of the
mountains from different perspectives. The children were asked to indicate what the small
doll might have seen from different locations. The very young children (4-7 years)
understood the task but were unable to decentre and see things from the perspective of
another person who is in a different alignment to the subject or image. It was not until the
children were 7-8 years old that they were able to decentre and manipulate the mental
image to realign their spatial perspectives .
Morss (1987) claims that the Three Mountains task was flawed. He says that the task
should be re-evaluated as the children seemed to be looking at the contents of each picmre
as a whole rather than of a particular perspective. He argues that the results obtained by
Piaget and Inhelder's researcher, Edith Meyer, in the original experiment were not as
conclusive as claimed. Three experimental methods were used and only one had
conclusive results. The other two gave only marginal support for the concept of spatial
egocentrism. Morss adds that in later writings, Piaget appeared to have moved away from
this theory.
Rosser et al. (1988) conducted research on the order of acquisition of related
geometric competencies in young children. Their hypothesis was that children's
performance was related to age. Sixty children aged between four and eight years were
given some simple geometric tasks that involved arranging coloured blocks, rods and
discs into different geometric configurations.
The results showed that Euclidean spatial concepts developed gradually but not evenly
in four to eight year olds. The preschool aged children could complete the simple tasks
using direct recall. They were unable to hold, transform and rotate mental images that
were necessary for the more difficult tasks. This research suggested that there are four
levels of performance in spatial activities and these levels form a continuum of
performance. The levels are:-

"1. encoding only
2. memory and encoding
3. rotation
4. visual perspective taking" (Rosser et al, 1988, p.78).
The findings agreed with Piaget and Inhelder (1948) that formal geometric concepts do
not develop until middle childhood. There seems to be general agreement on this.
As this current research project was conducted in early childhood centres, only the
first two of the Piagetian developmental levels were applicable. It is not likely that
preschool children would perform at the third or concrete operations level.
There are two major themes purported by Piaget and Inhelder (1948) in their writings
about the development of spatial concepts. The first is the Topological Primacy Thesis
and the second is a constructivist perspective. These themes have strongly influenced this
research. The topological primacy theory is examined as the nature of the children's
spatial exploration is observed. The constructivist theory is addressed as the research
seeks to find out what is happening as the preschool children learn about space. These
themes are discussed below.

Topological Primacy Thesis
This Topological Primacy Thesis of Piaget and Inhelder (1948) asserts that the first
spatial notions explored by the child are topological ones. The more complex aspects of
geometry appear later in the developmental continuum.
The progressive organisation of geometric ideas follows a definite order, and this
order is more logical than historical in that initially topological notions (for example,
connectness, enclosure and continuity) are constructed and later projective and
Euclidean relations develop (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948, p.467).
According to Piaget and Inhelder (1948) children's initial experiences with spatial
concepts involve topology. During this stage, space is embodied in the shape of things,
in nearness, separation, enclosure and continuity (Piaget and Inhelder, 1948). Children
cannot represent groups of objects in any other way than the one in which they see them
at a given moment. Children will recognise an object from an unusual angle only if they

children have a complete sensorimotor record of it. Anything else will be regarded as new
and different when seen from an unusual viewpoint (Richmond, 1970, p.30).
The recognition of shapes by sense of touch is known as "Haptic Perception". This
notion has been used as support for the Topological Primacy Theory. Piaget et al.,
(1960) conducted a well known series of experiments in this area of haptic perception.
Children, aged 2-7 years, were separated from objects by a screen. The very young
children, 2-3.5 years, were asked to identify objects such as a pencil, keys, comb or a
spoon using touch only as visual stimulation had been removed by a screen. Older
children, 4-6 years, were given a series of cardboard shapes to match with a set they
could see or to match with drawings. These shapes were grouped according to ascending
order of difficulty. The very young children 2-3.5 years, recognised familiar objects but
were unable to recognise shapes because they were not able to fully explore the shapes.
By the age of three or four, the children were able to recognise topological features of
enclosure and separation. One three year old identified a semicircle as a triangle. Both
have the same topological characteristic of being an enclosed shape. Some of the four
year olds were able to correctly name circles, open rings and "doughnut" shapes but
could not recognise basic geometric shapes such as a circle, square or triangle. Piaget and
Inhelder considered this to be the first stage of spatial understanding (1948. pp.16-38).
Bass (1975) supports Piaget's theory that the first spatial ideas that young children
encounter are topological ones. Bass conducted research on 120 children in kindergarten,
first grade and second grade. Tests were administered to individual children to ascertain
the nature of the topological notions of order and enclosure as well as equivalence. The
tests included simple matching of cards, making toy animal enclosures with wool and
finding equivalent cards from a set. Older children performed better than younger ones
thus supporting the topological primacy thesis. Bass (1975) stresses that young children
first acquire images through perceptual activities such as visual and tactile exploration.
More advanced geometric thought is only possible when children can use imagery as a
basis of representational thought. They must be able to construct and transform spatial
figures and organise a coherent system of relationships (pp.45-46). These form the basis

of projective and Euclidean geometry. Rosser et al. (1988), likewise also support Piaget
and Inhelder's theory of the foundation and subsequent development of spatial concepts
(pp.76-77).
Payne (1990) says that young children first acquire concepts of space as they
distinguish one object from another and this is supported too, by Smith (1997).
Children's drawings have also been used by Piaget and Inhelder (1948) as evidence
supporting the topological primacy thesis. Piaget and Inhelder (1948) claim that
children's drawings are an act of representation rather than perception. This is because
basic topological concepts such as enclosure and proximity are apparent in drawings at
the earliest stages. But this is disputed by some researchers, including Clements and
Battista (1992). They argue on the grounds of inconsistencies claiming that Piaget
accepted some errors from the children that were not acceptable or consistent in the
opinion of other researchers.
Some mathematicians have criticised Piaget and Inhelder's notion of topology because
the topological terms used were not mathematically accurate (Fuys & Liebov, 1993).
Piaget and Inhelder (1948) were not mathematicians and the definitions they used were
not precise in a mathematical sense. Fuys and Liebov also question Piaget and Inhelder's
mathematical classification of the topological figures and the order in which the
topological notions develop, claiming that these too are inconsistent. They support the
general theory of the topology primacy thesis but question the ages and stages of its
development. Fuys and Liebov (1993) claim that some of the topological notions,
including inside/outside may be present in children from birth. Their research included
600 first graders and it indicated that children can learn Euclidean geometry without prior
instruction in topology.
These critics of Piaget and Inhelder, have not totally disproved the topological primacy
theory according to Clements and Battista (Grouws (ed),1992). The proposal is put
forward that perhaps topology is elementary spatial concepts and not an entity in itself. It
is acknowledged that "...ideas (spatial) of all kinds develop over time, becoming
increasingly integrated and synthesised" (Clements & Battista, 1992, pp.425-426).

The theories of spatial learning as put forward by Yakimanskaya (1980) appear to
complement Piaget and Inhelder's theories. Yakimanskaya was interested in basic
learning theory and the Soviet researchers, as reviewed in Yakimanskaya (1980) and
Leushina (1974), seem to have adopted a pragmatic constructivist approach in the
research on the manipulation of visual images. All of these researchers agree that there are
stages in the development of spatial concepts. Such concepts develop gradually, over a
period of time.
Topology is seen as being the first and most basic explorations of the young child.
Although, in recent times, there has been increasing criticism of this notion. Authors such
as Clements and Battista (1992) have suggested that topology really represents early
unco-ordinated explorations. There is no doubt that these early explorations or
topological notions form the knowledge base that the child uses to construct new
knowledge, or make sense of a new situation, as the child moves towards projective and
Euclidean geometry (Clements & Battista, 1992). This research project is examining the
order of acquisition of the concepts of the different aspects of space and to determine if
topological notions are being explored.
Topology is seen to exist but the most recent research suggests that rather than being a
definite stage, of spatial development, topology could be more accurately described as the
most elementary spatial explorations. This thesis accepts this.
As well as the topological primacy thesis, constructivism forms the basis of Piaget and
Inhelder's (1948) theories of how young children learn spatial concepts.

Constructivism
The constructivist approach indicates that representations of space are constructed by
the progressive organisation of the child's physical and mental actions, resulting in the
construction of operational systems. Therefore, the representation of space is not a
perceptual 'reading off of the spatial environment, but is built up from prior active
manipulation of that environment (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948).

Piaget and Inhelder (1948) claim that cognitive development was about the process of
adaptation. This included adaptation to one's environment which would include concepts
about space and spatial orientation. Piaget and Inhelder (1948) believe that children must
have physical experiences with objects and this experience could be auditory, visual,
tactile, or some combination of the three. They contend that the children are forming
cognitive structures that will continue to undergo development as the children engage in
new and more complex interactions with the environment.
This theme is also discussed by Clements and Battista (1992). It is a constructivist
approach and is seen in the stages of development as well as in the process of adaption.
They claim that representation of space, rather than being a perceptual "reading off of the
spatial environment, is built up from prior active manipulation of that environment (p.
422).
According to Elkind (1993), the concept of learning as a creative or constructive
process, has important implications for educationists. He claims that the process of
learning and the content are inseparable and develop together. As children develop their
mental operations, they reflect on and reconstruct the concepts they mastered at the
previous Piagetian level. "In effect, the child creates reality, and recreates it, out of his or
her experiences with the environment" (p.59).
Simon (1995) examines the place of constructivist perspectives and the notion of
social constructivism. This is a combination of psychological and sociological ideologies.
He claims that children construct their knowledge of our world from perceptions and
experiences which are mediated through previous knowledge (p.l 15). This supports this
current research project in that the children are actively exploring and interacting with
their environment as they are constructing spatial knowledge.
Simon (1995) also raises the important issue that a constructivist approach affects the
teacher's beliefs and thus influences the teaching strategies used by the teacher. A
constructivist approach means that the teacher provides a scaffolding structure to support
the interactive process of the children asking questions, solving problems and setting
goals. The students become active learners by design. They are then able to make the

necessary links between old and new learning. This is a useful approach as it allows
children to make sense of previous experiences. When the experience is not what was
expected or intended disequilibrium results. The term 'disequilibrium' was used by
Piaget. At this stage the adaptive learning process is triggered. Vygotsky terms this
process of learning as the area of proximal development (Mannigel, 1992).
The notion of a constructivist approach in early childhood is supported by Perry and
Conroy (1994). These authors revisit Piaget's notion that children acquire knowledge by
constructing it through their interactions with the environment and encourage readers of
this text to conduct research based on observations of young children. Kamii (1985) and
Mannigel (1992) advocate the Piagetian notion that there are three ways of knowing.
These are physical knowledge where the child has actively explored the physical
characteristics of an object. Authors, including Vygotsky (1978) and Del Grande (1987)
agree on this matter. Social knowledge is transmitted by people during social situations.
This supports the social constructivist theory. Logico-mathematical knowledge occurs
when individuals call on previous experiences and knowledge to organise or make sense
of the situation. This is constructivism that takes place in the mind. All three kinds of
"knowing" are used by children during the learning process (Mannigel, 1992). This is
how children make mathematical links as they construct their knowledge (Charlesworth
&Lind, 1995,p.lO).
Cobb (1994) discusses constructivist perspectives and sociocultural perspectives in the
same article. He supports the Glasersfeld (1984, 1987, 1989a) notion that learning is self
organisation. This is constructivism and it occurs when "...students actively construct
their mathematical ways of knowing as they strive to be effective by restoring coherence
to the world of their personal experience" (Glasersfeld, 1984, 1987, 1989a, cited in
Cobb, 1994, p. 12). Cobb thus claims that children build on prior knowledge as they
construct their learning. He also believes that children learn in a social context and
teachers need to be aware of this.
Cobb (1994) adds that constructivists usually have strong links to the theories of
Piaget, especially in the notions of assimilation and accommodation. This is contrasted

with the notion of sociocultural theories in which the emphasis is on the socially and
culturally based nature of mathematical activity. This notion encompasses the work of
Vygotsky (1978) who contends that the social dimension is paramount and that
consciousness is of secondary concern. Vygotsky emphasises the importance of social
interaction with more knowledgable others in the zone of promixal development. This
zone is the difference between the child's current and potential levels of functioning. It is
the zone where learning is likely to take place as the child actively constructs new
meanings at higher performance levels (Mannigel, 1992, p.22). The culturally developed
system of mathematical signs is an important psychological tools for thinking (Cobb,
1994). Vygotsky and Cobb agree that children are social beings and that children learn
best in an interactive social situation. This aspect of learning is investigated as this
research is endeavouring to find out what interactions are happening as the children
explore spatial concepts.
Is there a conflict between the notions of constructivism and sociocultural theory?
According to Cobb (1994), there is a place for both individual construction and
enculturation in the mathematical processes of our society. The issue is one of exploring
ways of coordinating the two, rather than of choosing one option. He argues that
mathematical learning encompasses both notions. Sociocultural theorists stress that
priority be given to students participating in culturally organised practices and that social
and cultural activities are more important than cognitive processes. They highlight the
crucial role that social activity plays in leaming and development. Cobb takes a pragmatic
view when he combines the two notions. This allows for maximum interaction and
leaming to take place.
This research project is in accord with the ideas of Cobb (1994) as it draws on the
notion that children construct their knowledge by relating it to previous leaming and that
this is achieved through social knowledge and social interactions.
Constmctivist notions are also supported by Pierre van Hiele (1986) in his research
into the development of spatial concepts.

4. The Van Hiele Theory
Two Dutch researchers, Dina van Hiele-Geldof and Pierre van Hiele conducted
research when completing companion Ph D degrees from the University of Utrecht. As
secondary teachers, they found difficulty in teaching geometry to the children so they
researched this topic. Children from primary and secondary schools were given various
geometrical tests. Dina researched the learning process. Pierre van Hiele (1986)
concentrated on the children's levels of performance. As a result, they put forward a
theory to explain and elaborate on the way that children learn geometry. This theory of
sequential geometric levels, has achieved wide support from teachers and
mathematicians. In this instance, van Hiele has taken a very formal or Euclidean approach
to the topic.
This is a hierarchy of five levels and a series of phases that advances thinking from
one level to the next. It is a constructivist approach as children manipulate concrete
materials and relate previous experiences as they scaffold their learning (Clements &
Battista, 1992, p.422).
These levels are based on the Piagetian stage theory but differ in that they are not
related to the age of the children. Most of the research has been based on the levels and
little directed at the in-between phases. Perhaps this is because the stages are simple to
identify as there are clear delineations. In contrast, the phases would be difficult to
research because the children would respond inconsistently as they are between the easily
identified stages. This can be compared to the work of Piaget who also recognised that
there was an intermediate position when children were in between the developmental
stages. Children could perform at the higher level but not consistently (Payne, 1990).
In general, research has supported the basic aspects of this theory. These include that
the levels are sequential and that no child can bypass any level. Ideas that are implicit at
one level, become explicit at the next. The levels do not refer to the actual geometric
content, but rather to the way a child thinks about a particular geometrical concept. Each
level has a distinct focus. There is no place for rote learning as the van Hiele levels refer
to thinking skills not memorising (Booker, Briggs, Davey & Nisbit, 1992). The SOLO

taxonomy of Biggs and Collis (1982) clarifies and extends on the van Hiele levels. In
some ways this SOLO taxonomy is an improvement as its levels of performance form a
continuum in contrast to gaps in the van Hiele levels. The research of Pegg (1992)
supports these conclusions. He claims that the SOLO taxonomy supports the van Hiele
levels,
Language plays an important part. Van Hiele claims that each level has its own
linguistic symbols so that people at different levels have trouble communicating. The
implications for teachers are that they have to be very aware of the stages of language
development and thinking skills (Booker et al., 1992, p.226).
Van Hiele Levels
1. This is the visual level. Here children interact with objects which are named and
informally explored and compared. So a figure such as a square is identified by its shape
as a whole. It is named a "square" as a total figure; the relationships are not considered.
2. This is the descriptive level. Children are guided through orientation tasks. Children
are beginning to explore the different relationships between the network that is forming.
Children study the relationships within the figure so the interrelationships between
figures are not apparent.
3. This is the theoretical level. Children are conscious of the relations between objects
and can express them in their own words. Children are now working at the level of
formal geometry according to Euclidean principles.
4. This is the level of formal logic. Children study the formal ideas of geometry. At
this level, children form their own networks of relations of geometric concepts.
Deductive proofs can be developed with little, if any, assistance. The logic of the logical
argument is appreciated.
5. This is the level of the nature of logical laws. Children or adults build an overview
of all they have learnt of the subject. This is the level of creativity and abstraction and
likely extensions include distant space or atomic physics (van Hiele, 1986, pp.43-44,
pp.53-54).

These levels bear a close resemblance to the Piagetian levels of development. There are
similar developmental expectations at each level but the van Hieles have omitted the
notion of age based development. Van Hiele is interested in the building of geometric
structures and also places emphasis on the role of the teacher and the importance of
language (van Hiele, 1986, p. 10). The main difference here is that van Hiele is a
mathematician and has approached this theory from a purely mathematical perspective.
On the other hand, Piaget and Inhelder (1948) were concerned with the all areas of
development in general and did not place importance on the place of language.
The two highest levels in the van Hiele (1986) structure are very sophisticated and are
reached by few adults. However, it is interesting to note that the highest or fifth van Hiele
level involves topology.
Criticism of the van Hiele (1986) levels includes the fact that these levels do not form a
continuous learning curve and that there are gaps, called phases, between the levels.
Children can be at different van Hiele levels simultaneously. A child might be functioning
at level two or three but revert back to level one when faced with a new situation. This
notion compares with the sequential levels of Piaget and Inhelder (1948). It should also
be noted that the van Hieles worked with primary and secondary aged children and that
their approach may have been a direct result of this. Other authors have suggested that
there is a need for a new level, possibly named "O", or a pre-recognition level before the
van Hiele level "one". This would cater for younger children who need visual or tactile
stimuli and who are unable to name geometric shapes (Clements & Battista, 1992,
pp.426-435).

5. Theories From The Former Soviet Union
Yakimanskaya, (1980), in her book "The Development of Spatial Thinking in
Schoolchildren", has presented us with a unique and fascinating account of how children
explore spatial relations. She has been able to draw on research that has occurred in the
former Soviet Union. The preface to the book explains that the research behind this
publication has involved "many teachers, experts in teaching methods, and instructors at

higher educational institutions in Moscow and other cities" (1980, preface). This material
has recently been available to other countries and it is discussed in the following
paragraphs.
Yakimanskaya (1980) claims that spatial properties and relations are not able to be
separated from the concrete originals which bear them. The objective contour makes it
possible to distinguish one object from another. Spatial properties have a dominant role
over other properties which characterise an object (eg. colour, size, texture). These
properties assist an individual to recognise various objects and categorise them.
Researchers such as Yakimanskaya (1980), have linked time and space. It is claimed
that these two aspects cannot be separated. The spatial relationships that a person
perceives are linked closely to the instant that they occur and from the position one takes.
Thus some spatial relationships are consistent while others change. Griffiths (1970) adds
that time and space are not only invisible but are totally related as far as children are
concerned (p.37). Children tend to see things at a particular point in time. Yakimanskaya
and Griffiths claim that these two aspects can be separated and regard what has been seen
as permanent. The reality is that both aspects are changeable. Piaget asserts that the ideas
of time and space are built up gradually as the children mature and interact with the
environment (1948).
The position of one object to another is defined by its relative position in space. Spatial
relations describe not so much the object itself but its relative position within the context
of other objects according to Yakimanskaya (1980). Spatial relations establish the
'S-

geometrical features of static objects. They establish shape, size and spatial relations
between the parts and the whole, the breadth of the object and its position in the plane or
space. So position must involve the use of references. The body image is the most natural
system of orientation, since it is related to the individual's experience.
At an early age, children begin to orient themselves to the real world around them, and
subsequently the imagined space, based on their own body position. This can be seen as
the young infant attempts to make sense of the immediate environment. This orientation is
dominant not only in the practical understanding of space, but also in the translation from

real (physical) to theoretical (geometrical or Euclidean) space (Yakimanskaya, 1980,
p.52). This supports Piaget and Inhelder's (1948) notion of egocentrism.
Gradually children develop the ability to switch to other frames of reference that are
apparently abstracted from the body. They can reflect not only on their relationship with
objects but on the relations of an object to other objects. In other words children can
abstract their position (Yakimanskaya, 1980).
Man is surrounded by space from the moment of his birth. The gradual
development of spatial theory takes place within the context of the
individual's general development, through his mastery of the objective
world in the course of interaction and special instruction, which makes
him fully aware of spatial properties and relations in their universal and
regular connotations (Yakimanskaya, 1980, p. 223).
In part this statement agrees with Piaget's theory that spatial development takes place
within the individual's overall development. Yakimanskaya (1980) states that interaction
is also necessary as children interact with people, objects and their environment. This
interaction is most necessary in the sensorimotor and preoperational stages (Piaget and
Inhelder, 1948). The main point of difference is the notion of adult intervention, termed
"special instruction" by Yakimanskaya (1980, p.223). This consists of closely sequenced
input sessions where the adult is actively instructing the child on selected spatial
concepts. In fact the Soviet authors/editors Yakimanskaya, Metlina and Leushina stress
the value of adult input in the development of spatial concepts. This adult input is very
structured and is at the core of the teaching policies of the former Soviet Union (Meltina,
1977, p.3; Leushina, 1974, p. 13).
The importance and role of adults in the development of spatial concepts is strongly
supported by van Hiele (1986). On the other hand, Piaget and Inhelder (1948) stress that
adults can only provide information to children through language or direct instruction if
children are in the state of disequilibrium and are thus receptive to that information. Then
they can understand and assimilate the information (Piaget & Inhelder, 1948, p.255). So
adult intervention could be misdirected if the children are not in a state of readiness to
receive the information and adopt it.

Thomdyke (in Leushina, 1974, p.23) claims that instruction and development were
identical. In contrast, Piaget separates the two processes believing that instruction does
not influence spontaneous development. Vygotsky (1978) states that the educational
instruction need not always (or have to) coincide with developmental processes. In this
instance, the researcher concurs with Vygotsky and agrees that development and
instruction do not necessarily occur simultaneously. Learning precedes development and
changes or improvements occur as a result of interaction. Educational instruction takes
place frequently in educational settings but development is seen as a set of stages that are
attained more slowly as the child passes the established milestones.
The organisation of the instruction in the Soviet published guides is set out very tightly
in a lock-step arrangement. This would indicate that the children are expected to build on
previously acquired information. It a does not appear to be a constructivist approach
because there is no mention of catering for children's needs. The preschool course of
instruction is set out in ages while the program for school aged children is set out as
requirements for each grade. It would appear that these are mandatory requirements.
There seems to be no allowance made to cater for individual developmental or age/grade
differences. This appears to be a different approach when compared with Piaget's theory
of developmental stages that provide a continuum of development but are not absolutely
binding to particular age groups.
This notion of a learning continuum is a more flexible system that caters for children
who have a developmental delay or are especially gifted. The Mathematics K-6 Syllabus
advocates a similar flexible system of levels that can cater for all children (NSW
Department of Education, 1989). This syllabus is referred to in this instance because the
beginning levels in each strand cover the most basic concepts and are applicable to
preschool aged children. Children have often have completed these basic levels prior to
entering the primary school.
Leushina's (1974) theory of the development of spatial concepts in very young
children follows the widely accepted stages of physical development and is similar to the
accounts of Piaget and Inhelder (1948). She says that "very young babies begin to focus

their eyes and to move head and trunk, the infants' positions in space change. The
children gradually build on sensorimotor experiences and are able to distinguish entities
in space" (Leushina, 1974).
Apparently the children first perceive space as an unbroken continuity. At first children
perceive objects in the horizontal direction but as the children begin to walk, the children
shift their frame of reference to the vertical axis. Once mobile, children begin to learn
about the spatial attributes and relationships of objects in their world (Leushina, 1974, p.
129). Topology is not mentioned by Leushina (1974), but other researchers such as
Yakimanskaya (1980, p. 132) refer to topology by indicating that young children first
learn the notions of proximity, separation, order, enclosure and continuity.
In early childhood, children begin to use a system of reference (Leushina, 1974). At
first the children orient themselves in space on the basis of their personal reference
system, their own bodies. The orientation is towards themselves. Later the frame of
reference shifts away from the children as they orient themselves to an object or person.
The third stage is when the children become detached and can look at the relationship
between two objects, or persons when they are not personally involved (Leushina, 1974,
p. 135). This notion seems to fit well with the Piagetian levels of development in the
preoperational stage.
The most fundamental differences between the Soviet researchers and Piaget and
Inhelder (1948) could be that of the order in which children learn about space in its
various manifestations. It would appear that the development of the children's
understanding of space proceeds from topological, or elementary spatial explorations,
representations to projective (3D) representations, and to metric (2D-Euclidean)
representations. This notion is strongly supported by Fuys and Liebov, (1993). In
contrast, the Soviet mathematics curriculum realises a slightly different position. Through
specially organised activity, the students start by learning the basic or elementary metric
relations of space, then projective relations, and finally topological relations. Topology is
seen in a global perspective and is highly sophisticated in its concepts and this agrees
with the van Hiele (1986) levels too.

It would appear that the concept of space begins with topological or elementary spatial
explorations. Van Hiele contends that topology emerges as a final stage of generalisation
and this is supported by Yakimanska(1980) from the former Soviet Union.
Topology could seem to be at the extremes of the spatial development because of its
global nature. This indicates a spiral progression in the learning of spatial concepts.
Topology begins the process and is seen again at the other extreme in a more universal
and sophisticated open ended form.
The endeavour is to find out what is happening as preschool children explore spatial
relations. So far, the nature of spatial relations has been explored. But it is impossible to
examine how preschool children, including those with special needs, learn without first
examining appropriate literature on the process of learning.

6. Young Children And Leaming
In order to study what behaviours are occurring as young children explore and learn,
we have to focus on the way that new knowledge and skills are acquired. According to
Shuell (1986) there are three criteria for leaming.
1. A change in the person's behaviour or ability to do something.
2. This change must result from some sort of practice or experience.
3. The change is a lasting one (p.412).
All individuals have a characteristic way of functioning. This tells us how an
individual learns. It can be observed during perceptual or intellectual activities. These
ways of functioning or learning are often referred to as 'Cognitive Styles'. These
individual leaming styles are"...highly consistent, stable, and pervasive in an individual's
way of perceiving, thinking and solving problems" (Saracho, 1988, p.211).
Leaming styles tell us how individuals process information. Saracho contends that the
most widely used terms to contrast these individual differences is field dependence versus
field independence. Saracho describes this field dependence-independence as a "bipolar
dimension" which places these positions at the extremes rather than in a continuum.

On the other hand Letteri (1976, p.64) infers that an individual might not be at either
of the extreme positions. Letteri also describes other cognitive dimensions. Letteri
contends that cognitive styles are a prerequisite to learning itself and so learning styles
must form the basis for curriculum design. The first step is to establish the cognitive
styles of the children concerned. But Letteri contends that how to learn is something that
has to be learned and it is rarely taught in the schools.
According to Pohl and Pervin (in Saracho, 1988, p.216), field independent students
prefer the sciences and mathematics while field dependent students prefer social science
subjects. However the outcomes related to either cognitive style show no difference in
academic performance, Saracho thus contends that performance is the result of an
interaction between cognitive style and the task requirements.
In contrast, Scott (1988, pp.30-34) believes that cognitive styles and strategies can
inhibit the full use of one's ability. She lists the traits of gifted students and these include
field independence, superior concentration skills, internal locus of control, active
learning, persistence and reflection. Therefore it could be said that the converse is also
true. It would indicate that students with special needs would tend be at the field
dependent end of the continuum and have poor concentration skills and be impulsive.
As this study is centred on preschool children, including those with special needs, this is
an important aspect.
Yakimanskaya (1980) also discusses the role of learning style in the perception of
spatial relationships. She says that there are individual differences in the perception of
geometric forms and in the freedom and flexibility with which the spatial images are
created and manipulated. Some children are dependent on seeing and handling the
concrete objects and require teacher explanation and intervention. These children rely on
visual and sensory information and have difficulty in forming and retaining mental
images (pp.207-212). This would indicate that they are field dependent in their learning
style and have difficulty in forming generalisations and thinking reflectively.
In contrast, other children are able to quickly establish spatial relations. They are able
to form a mental image of an object and manipulate this mental image freely without

resorting to the original visual aid. These are reflective thinkers who can generalise and
shift their point of reference. This second group could be classed by Saracho (1988) as
field independent thinkers.
Yakimanskaya (1980) also indicates that learning or perceptual style is important in the
understanding of geometrical concepts. She states that it is important to establish the
children's learning styles so that teachers can match their teaching strategies and
maximise learning. Thus it is even more important to be aware of this to cater for the
needs of children with special needs. The focus of this research is examine how
preschool children, including those with special needs, leam spatial concepts.
The role that language plays during the process of children's learning is another issue
that should be examined.
According to Vygotsky (1978), speech helps children to master their surroundings.
Children not only act in attempting to achieve a goal but will also speak. As a rule,
speech arises spontaneously without interruption during an activity. Vygotsky also
claims that speech increases and is more persistent when the goal is difficult to obtain.
Any attempt to stop the child from talking will cause children to 'freeze' and not perform
at all (p.25).
Vygotsky (1978) stresses the relationship between the children's hands exploring an
object and the verbal commentary that accompanies the speech. This is actually
verbalising the process of haptic perception (p.27). At first speech follows the children's
actions, but later the children's speech precedes the action or interaction as the children
plan the activity (p.28). Vygotsky claims a definite link between speech and perception.
It is impossible to separate the child's use of language from the actual learning
process. Language has a definite function. This is supported by Tough (1976) who
made a study of language and learning in early childhood. She says that we should look
carefully at the functions of the child's language. Tough suggests that there are a number
of ways that a young child uses language. She produced the following list which
appears to be a hierarchy of language development.
1. Self-maintaining- maintaining therightsand property of the self."

These include referring to physical and psychological needs and
wants, projecting the self and self interests, justifying behaviour
and claims, criticising others and threatening others.
2. Directing the child's own activity and that of others.
3. Reporting on present and past occurrences.
4. Logical reasoning.
5. Predicting and anticipating possibilities.
6. Projecting into the experiences of others.
7. Building up an imaginative scene for play through talk (Tough, 1976, p.80).
The language categories of Tough (1976) helped to form the basis of the language
categories in this research.
These uses of speech are supported by Painter (1991). She contends that toddlers
begin to classify objects by naming them. Later they conduct a running conmientary on
their play. At further stages, children signal intent, show anticipation and recall of
previous experiences as well as using language to control situations. These aspects of
language use also influenced the coding of the data.
Brown (1980) has also examined the pragmatic functions of language. He indicates
that language serves specific functions. Communication may be regarded as a
combination of acts, a series of elements with purpose and intent. These elements
combine to bring about a desired effect or change by the child (p. 193). These aspects
were observed in this research as the children interacted with peers and adults when they
were exploring spatial concepts.
The social aspects of speech have been emphasised by Vygotsky (1978). He says that
children need the stimulation of social interaction. Children need to speak, to explore
and to have social interaction in order to make sense of the environment. As children
learn to speak, they can use their accumulated knowledge to discover the sensory
properties of objects. This is supported by Griffiths (1970) who says that, "Social
interaction with language makes an important contribution to the development of mental
structures"(p.36).
It should be noted that Piaget and Inhelder (1948) seem to take an opposing view on
the place of language. They indicate that experiences and meaning come before language

(Tough, 1976, p. 11). Perhaps both ideas are not so far apart as the answer could lie in
the type and timing of interactions between the adult and children. Children's attention
could be drawn to one thing, and in the process, the children could become aware of the
generalisations involved.
Hughes (1995) stresses the strong relationship between language and the child's play.
He claims that language assists with play and conversely that play can facilitate the
development of children's language. In this research the children were observed during
play sessions. So the use of language by the children during their play is considered to
be important.
Sechenov (in Leushina, 1974. p. 104) also supports the role of language in the
development of perception. Sechenov says that the child develops the ability to make
appropriate statements when distinguishing objects by size. However, there are some
children who prefer to explore objects for themselves and not listen to adult input.
Leushina (1974) states that the tactile experience is most necessary and when this is
combined with language, it promotes the retention of what is observed (p. 117). This
assists the child to raise awareness of perceptual analysis. This also reinforces the value
of toys and play as media for the development of spatial concepts. As children develop a
sensory system based on their body, vocabulary used to describe basic spatial directions
becomes very important. This verbal description is correlated with the position of body
parts (p. 131).
According to Cobb (1994), learning has a social and cultural aspect as well as
cognitive ones in his support for social constructivism.
Learning is a process of both seif-organisation and a process of
enculturation that occurs while participating in cultural practices,
frequently while interacting with others...each involves the other as if one
perspective provides the background against which the other comes to the
fore (Cobb, 1994, p.l8).
Simon (1995) also examines the idea of social constructivism claiming that knowledge
and the learning processes are part of our culture. Indeed social norms include the
expectations of students, teachers and the community. This also has a direct influence not

only what mathematics is taught, but on the validity of the mathematics itself. The
researcher agrees with this notion of social constructivism in the learning of spatial
concepts.
Children learn best when motivated. Mathematics is learnt through interacting,
investigating, and language, in the context of intellectual, physical and social growth.
(Griffiths & Clyne, 1994, p.l). The author agrees with this too.

7. Preschool Children Leaming About Space
The previous discussion has examined available literature in the areas of spatial
concepts and how preschool children learn. There is a need to examine these areas in
total to gain a clearer picture of preschool children leaming spatial concepts.
However, a literature search based on a combination these areas of inquiry revealed
only a small number of articles. When the topic of special needs was added to the
search, there was no current material. There is a need to learn more about preschool
children, including those with special needs, and how they leam. Spatial concepts seems
to be a neglected area of mathematics. Most of the mathematical research concerning
young children has favoured the number and measurement areas as these tend to be easy
to delineate and can be viewed in a right/wrong or black/white perspective.
In contrast the concept of space is more indefinite and can be seen as a continuum and
be measured in degrees and by comparison to past performance. As previously
discussed, there are stages too that can be used to monitor the children's developing
concept of spatial relations.
Also there is an urgent need to examine how preschool children with special needs
explore spatial concepts. Then leaming experiences can be tailored to meet the children's
specific needs and they can develop to their full potential.
Every child is an individual and children develop at different rates and they each have
their own style of learning. This research aims at finding out more about preschool
children and spatial concepts. It seeks to find out what is happening as the children
explore spatial concepts. All of the children, both mainstream and those with special

needs, from the different centres are included in this research. The mainstream children
form a control group and the results of the two groups can be compared.
Although there was no literature specifically combining all aspects of this research,
some definite trends have emerged. Children are individuals and they learn in their own
way and at their own rate. This reflects the ideas of Bemdt (1992), and Yakimanskaya
(1980). Children construct their spatial knowledge through active participation, both
physical and social (Cobb, 1994). This is strongly supported by Williams and Kamii
(1986) and Smith (1997) who advocate a hands on problem solving approach for young
children to explore spatial concepts. These concepts appear to emerge initially through
topology and early exploration and later progress to position and the more formal
aspects of geometry.
This research project was conducted in different locations in the Sydney metropolitan
area.

Chapter Four

Sites and Participants

This chapter begins by examining the issue of the identification of the children with
special needs. Then the centres and children who participated in this research are
described.

1. Children With Special Needs
The term children with 'special needs' has been adopted to describe the focus children
who participated in this research. However, this term seems to be used in a number of
different situations.
The Department of School Education (1991) has produced a publication titled "Who's
Going to Teach My Child? This publication uses the term 'special needs' in headings
and then in subsequent paragraphs uses the term 'disabilities'. So 'special needs' would
seem to be used in a generic sense. As this publication was written for parents, the use
of the term 'special needs' is intended to create a positive stance. A child with special
needs, or as described elsewhere in this publication, "children with a disability or
learning difficulty", would seem to be included in this generic group.
This use of the term 'special needs' is also supported by the Australian Early
Intervention Association in its recent publication. Your Child Has a Disability (Colmar,
Ed., 1995). Throughout this booklet the term 'special needs' is used as well as the term
'disability'. Many publications use the term 'special needs' as chapter or paragraph
headings and the word 'disability' is then used subsequently. This is supported by many
of the authors in Thornton and Bley (eds.) (1994) in the publication Windows of
Opportunity: Mathematics for Students with Special Needs. The term 'special needs' is
used in the book title and in some chapter headings. There would seem to be a very fme
line drawn between the different terms used by the authors. To the researcher, the term
'special needs' is indeed a generic term but also a positive one. It is looking at the child in

a positive light, regarding all children as unique and each having their individual abilities
as well as needs. In contrast, the term 'disability' seems to have negative connotations as
it highlights what the children cannot do. 'Special needs' would include children at the
extremely handicapped end of the continuum as well as children who have comparatively
mild disabilities.
Marolda and Davidson (1994) pose the following questions.
"When does a 'learning difference' reflect special leaming needs?
When do special leaming needs render a student learning disabled'?" (p.83). Marolda
and Davidson (1994) suggest that a child is leaming disabled when he/she has leaming
problems that place them at a particular disadvantage when tackling the regular
curriculum. It would entail a detailed professional educational assessment to assess the
child's strengths and weaknesses. The term 'disability' would be seen as a label that is
used after an assessment has taken place. They support the need to work from a positive
stance and build on what the child 'can do', rather than from a negative deficit position.
Marolda and Davidson (1994) also state that it is also useful to investigate how the child
with special needs learns. It is efficient to match the child to a compatible and
appropriate intervention strategy (pp.81-93).
Students with special needs are individuals who, for one or more reasons,
require certain adjustments to their educational program. The adjustment
for special needs might be temporary, such as for a student with a broken
arm, or long term, as represented by a visually impaired student (Thomton
&Bley,p.l38).
So the original term, 'special needs' covers a wide range of situations. It should be
noted that special needs children are considered to be "more like than different/rom
other peers" (p. 138). This stance reflects the views of the researcher.
The special needs children included in this research have been identified as having
definite educational needs. In some instances, such as the children with Down
Syndrome, early identification of potential educational needs was completed when the
children were very young. Other children were considered to have special needs when
they had a delay in reaching developmental milestones. These included being slow to

walk and/or speak and having poor communication skills. Some aspects were seen by
parents who alerted carers, and subsequently the teachers to cater for any perceived
need. Only two of the children in this research had been formally assessed by an
educational psychologist and these assessments were initiated by concemed parents.
Parents of children with special needs are advised to seek out the least restrictive
educational environment' for their child. This indicates that children with special needs,
as far as possible, should be educated in the same setting as their mainstream peers. It
could include support services in a normal school or even a special school rather than a
regular class in the neighbourhood school (Department of School Education, 1991). The
least restrictive environment is described as ensuring that the child is separated from
his/her peers, home family and community as little as possible. It is essential that any
intervention does not interfere with the child's individual freedom more than necessary
(Hallahan & Kauffmann, 1978, p.7).
The point that is emphasised is that if children with disabilities or special needs are to
reach their potential, they need to have access to appropriate educational services.
Suitable services might include:
•

quality early intervention programs for preschool aged children

•

suitably qualified teachers

•

favourable teacher-student ratio

•

individualised programs

•

specialised equipment

•

access to auxiliary services such as speech therapy (Department of School Eduction,
1991, p.l2).
These services have been addressed by the centres included in this survey. Each

of the centres had suitably qualified staff and favourable teacher-student ratios. The two
preschools had been actively seeking accreditation and so provided a high quality
service. The playgroup was set up specifically to cater for special needs children so it
had specialist equipment for the children.
Morsink (1984) takes a slightly different perspective on children with special needs.
He says that only handicapped children have special needs (p.l). Morsink (1984)
equates special needs, special education and exceptional children. It would seem that in

the USA, many children who have 'mild handicaps' (p.24) are labelled as being
'exceptional children' because of eligibility for federal government funding (p.24). In
Australia the terms 'special needs' and 'disability' are used and the term 'exceptional
children' seems to have been adopted be researchers and teachers from the United States
of America.
Wyne and 0'Connor(1979) speak of a continuum of development. Differences in
development are a matter of degree. They refer to the stage based milestones of Jean
Piaget (1969) that also depend on the age of the child.
Wyne and O'Connor (1979) believe strongly that development should be looked at in
Piagetian stages, not ages. They then examine three major areas of development. These
are termed the cognitive, affective and physical domains. Although there are three
separate domains defined, Wyne and O'Connor believe that these areas are
interdependent and therefore central to the developmental view of exceptional children.
Cichelli and Sroufe also support the notion of the interdependence of the domains
(1976, p.920).
According to Wyne and O'Connor (1979), the developmental view seeks to account
for deviations and variations from normal development without using or misusing
categorical labels. So a child could have a difference in one or two of the developmental
domains. Development in the cognitive, affective and physical domains can be seen as a
continuum. There are developmental milestones set along these continuums as the
children are seen to move from one stage to a higher stage in the Piagetian hierarchy of
development. Variations from the normal developmental patterns can be seen as a degree
of difference on the developmental continuum. Deviations in development and behaviour
vary and can range from near normal to severe (Wyne and O'Connor, 1979, p.9).
Wachs and Sheehan (1988, p.l7) state that "exceptional" children develop according
to the Piagetian stages but they develop at different rates from normal children. For
'exceptional' children, or those with special needs, the stages are in the same sequence
but development has no correlation with the suggested chronological ages. Cichelli and
Sroufe (1976) agree with Wachs and Sheehan (1988) that 'exceptional' children have

the same progression as normal children but there is a delay (p.926). The terms
exceptional and special needs would seem to be describing equivalent groups of
children. So these previously discussed articles could be read, in an Australian context,
with the term special needs substituted for the term exceptional.
Peterson (1987, p. 148) looks at the age based 'developmental milestones' as a
yardstick for comparing children's development. He also supports the notion of a
continuum of development as in Wyne and O'Connor (1979). Peterson stresses that
exceptional children are found at the extremes of the developmental continuums.
Children who are at the extreme upper end of the continuums are classified as being
gifted and talented, and these children are not specifically considered in this research.
Garwood (1983) highlights the difficulty in classifying preschool children as being
exceptional. He stresses that the developmental variabiUty is likely to be high but tests
are unreliable at such an early stage of development (p. 180). So a developmental
approach as outlined by Wyne and O'Connor (1979) would seem to be most suited to
the needs of preschool children. Garwood emphasises that exceptional children need
instruction that is appropriate to their needs.
Brooks-Gunn and Lewis (1981) add that children who are considered to be 'at risk'
for any reason, or who have clear handicapping conditions, be screened as early as
possible. These children should be assessed in terms of their strengths as well as their
weaknesses. Then intervention should be provided so that they can develop to their full
potential (p.85). They stress that it is most important to develop suitable and reliable
screening tests for very young children.
In this research, there has been no attempt to categorise the special needs children.
This is because it is very difficult to accurately predict the performance of young
children. Tests for preschool children are not reliable (Garwood, 1983). As a result
children who display any of the indicators of having a special need have been included,
rather than excluding children who did not satisfy all of the criteria. Some children, such
as those with Down syndrome were readily identified. Other children were nominated
by preschool teachers as being at risk by having a delay in one of the developmental

areas. Some children were selected by parents who thought that their children might
have learning problems. It should be kept in mind that this group is not homogenous
and there are great variations in developmental rates.

2. Sites and Participants
Centre A had a number of special needs children enrolled and this aspect was
important to the study. This choice was made for pragmatic reasons as this centre had a
close relationship with the researcher's work place. This meant that it was not difficult to
obtain permission to conduct research in the centre. The centre was adjacent to the
researcher's work place so it was convenient to attend on a regular basis. Centre A was
visited regularly for five months. By June it had become apparent that a larger group of
special needs children would be required. This would enable discussion of the findings to
be meaningful and comparisons to be made between the groups. A greater number of
special needs children would also ensure that the findings would be more credible and
generalisations would be more appropriate across other groups of special needs children
as well as other groups of children.
In July Centre B and Centre C were chosen to supplement Centre A. The two
additional centres were chosen from completely different geographical and socioeconomic areas than Centre A. The researcher decided to use sites in different areas to
provide a information from more than one perspective and thus counter any effects that
might have appeared from similar sites. These aspects included socio-economic status,
parental expectations and cultural issues which effect children's prior experiences. Socioeconomic status could also have an effect as children from high socio-economic groups
tend to have particular social knowledge which affects interactions and experiences
(Hughes, 1995). Parental expectations also can have a marked effect on children's
behaviours. This would include attitude, the toys that they chose, or were already familiar
with and the interactions that take place during play (Hughes, 1995). In two of the
centres, the parents were most concerned that the children be prepared for school. One
centre placed emphasis on the formal aspects of learning while the other concentrated on

social aspects. Cultural issues effect children's play and behaviours. So it was important
to include children from different cultures in the research project to provide an egalitarian
perspective. The selection of these additional centres was assisted by an early intervention
teacher network because the researcher wanted to select early childhood centres that had
special needs children attending.
During the first half of the year, the researcher had gathered sufficient data from
Centre A. So the two additional centres were visited during the latter half of the year.
Centre A
This centre was located within the university grounds. It was used by the university as
a child study centre. Lecturers from the university often visited to teach and were
encouraged to make this a regular practice.
The centre was located in an affluent seaside suburb. The parents were mostly
professional and they had high aspirations for their children. The parents were aware of
the importance of education and were keen to provide their children with the best possible
start. They were especially concerned that the children develop social skills to enable
them to share and work on a group situation.
The majority of the children were of Anglo-Saxon descent, although a significant
number come from various ethnic backgrounds. These were mostly the children of
second generation migrants from Asia and Europe and there were a few new arrivals
from South America as well. This reflected the local population. The children were
friendly and articulate and they were used to having visitors at their kindergarten.
There were several children enrolled who would be considered as having special needs
when compared to their peers. This was especially so when the group was compared to
the definition discussed earlier in this chapter. One of the special needs children had been
formally assessed by a private education clinic. He was diagnosed as having to have a
general developmental delay. This information was provided by the child's mother as the
centre had no access to the clinic's files. Careful observation by staff, over a period of
time, showed that there were other children at the centre who also had special educational

needs. These included some children who had a language or a general developmental
delay.
This centre had one classroom and a well developed outdoor space. Three groups of
children attended the centre each week. Group 1 attended for two full days and all of
these children would move to primary school next year. Group 2 attended for three half
days. This was the group that participated in the study because their attendance pattern
fitted in with the researcher's other conmiitments. Group 2 was a mixed group and it had
more special needs children enrolled than in Group 1. The majority of the children in
Group 2 would go to primary school next year but a few of these children were younger
and would be attending for another year. Parents insisted that the very young children
would wait and begin formal schooling after their fifth birthday. Thus they would not be
disadvantaged by being the youngest children at school. Group 3 was the toddler group
and they attended with their mothers for one aftemoon a week. They were not included in
this study.
Centre A was about thirty years old and was purpose built as a demonstration
preschool. The large classroom had a high sloping ceiling and glass external walls which
gave a feeling of spaciousness and light. There was ample equipment for the children as
the toys and other materials had been well chosen and bought over a long period of time.
Many of the materials were new but some of the equipment had been there for a number
of years and had been well looked after. A feature of the outdoor area was the natural
slope that running down to the fence. This had restricted the development of the area as it
was considered to be a safety hazard. There was a sandpit, climbing equipment and a
wide sheltered verandah around two sides of the building.
There were two trained teachers and one teaching assistant at Centre A. One of these
teachers was the director of the centre. The two teachers shared a full time teaching
position so there was a teacher in regular attendance for each of the groups. These two
teachers also shared a teaching and lecturing position in the early childhood program at
the university. They were keen to be involved in the study and were interested to gain
new insights about early childhood mathematics. Parents were rostered to help each day

and sometimes extra parents stayed to help. The parents of the special needs children
were often present so they were available for discussion.

Centre B
Centre B was chosen because it was in an area that was familiar to the researcher
during her previous teaching career. As well, the teacher was enthusiastic about
participating in the research project.
This was a playgroup set up in 1986 by the local health area to assist special needs
children, their parents and siblings. The special needs children who attended this centre
had been identified by the local health authority as children who had developmental
delays or were considered to be 'at risk' because of family history or background. The
siblings who attended were considered to be mainstream in this research. They came
along as part of the family unit and they could also benefit from the activities and
interactions.
This centre was located in the outer western suburbs and it mainly catered for a low
socioeconomic clientele. Most of the families were 'Australian' while the others were
recently arrived migrants from Asia and South America, Many of these families received
government pensions and are reliant on public transport.
The geographical isolation of the families who attended Centre B posed difficulties.
Most of these families found it difficult to use the local private buses as timetables were
geared to getting people to work rather than catering for the needs of families during the
day. A trip to the city or local regional centres could involve several changes of transport.
This meant that the mothers and the children were house bound during the day and
normally would not have been able to attend. The area health authority provided a mini
bus to transport isolated parents and children to the playgroup. The weekly trip to Centre
B provided these families with an outing and an opportunity to socialise.
This centre operated on one morning a week in the assembly hall of a primary school.
This hall could not be considered to be an ideal location for an early childhood centre. It
was not attractive or convenient for children and adults. The raised stage area at one end

created safety problems. The teacher made good use of the large clear area available and
spread out the equipment and activities to create different regions in the hall.
The hall was in regular use by the school and it was only available on the one allocated
day. Because of this, all equipment had to be packed away at the end of each session.
Some of the children from the kindergarten grade in the school attended the group session
after morning tea. These were children that the kindergarten teachers thought would
benefit from the social experience. The presence of these 'extra' children added some
element of balance to the group by including some children who were more like the
siblings group than the special needs children. These school aged children were not
included in this research.
There was one trained teacher who planned the weekly activities, supervised all the
children and conducted the group session. Activities were varied to suit the needs of the
children. An unusual feature of this centre was the presence of a group of senior citizens.
They regarded themselves as 'honorary grandmas and grandpa' to the children. They
acted as untrained assistants and this meant that there was an unusually high ratio of
adults to the children. Both the children and the 'grandparents' seemed to enjoy the
experience and the interactions.
The parents looked forward to attending this playgroup. They appreciated the fact that
their children's needs would be catered for and that the children were able to socialise.
This was important as many of these families could not travel to a regular preschool
centre. The parents made the most of this brief respite from closely supervising their
children. They could network with other parents who were in a similar situation to
themselves. The parents benefited from these interactions in many ways. They were able
to access up to date information about medical matters, services and government grants.
This was of the utmost importance to the families who were socially and geographically
isolated. On some days a trading stall was set up to raise money for new equipment and
make normal stock replenishments. Regular family outings were also organised to
provide for social activities outside the centre. This centre addressed and catered well for
both the children's and the adults' needs.

Centre B was well equipped because it had been established with a generous
government grant. The teacher was able to purchase practical and attractive gross motor
equipment that was used regularly to assist with the children's physical and cognitive
development. There was sufficient equipment to allow the children to proceed from one
activity to the next without having to wait for a space to be vacated. All of the equipment
was checked and put away in the cupboards at the end of each weekly session. As there
was only a small number of children using the equipment, it was in excellent condition.
Centre B was chosen because the researcher was familiar with the area and the
operational day was convenient. The teacher was also most welcoming and enthusiastic
about the study. This centre also provided a contrast as the children attending had very
definite needs and were at the beginning end of the developmental continuum. This was
in contrast to the general developmental delay of the special needs children at Centre A
and Centre C.

Centre C
Centre C was a short drive from the researcher's home. The director was interested in
the research project because she had recently begun post graduate studies.
This was a sessional preschool situated in the southern suburbs. The large grounds
were separated from a railway embankment by a high, strong wire fence. This area was
considered to be middle class and most of the children came from Anglo-Saxon
backgrounds. Other children were from second generation migrant families who had
migrated to Australia in earlier times. It was an older suburb, the houses were mainly
built in the 1940's and 1950's, with excellent access to public transport and good
community facilities. Some families came from new and expensive subdivisions that had
been developed in the nearby riverside and bush areas in more recent years.
The families were either professional people or had family businesses which included
various domestic and commercial trades. In this situation they saw themselves as
managers rather than workers. These parents wanted their children to have every possible
opportunity in life. They valued preschool education which is seen as a preparation for

'big school'. Many parents had expressed high hopes that their children would eventually
go to university and have a well paid career. These parents put much value on formal
aspects of cognitive development.
An early intervention teacher was employed to assist several children with special
needs. The director had made a special submission the previous year for the funding for
this. It was anticipated by the teachers, that the early intervention would enable the
children concerned to develop the skills and concepts needed for a successful entry into
the kindergarten grade of primary school. The parents and the management committee
strongly supported this endeavour.
This centre had been operating for at least twenty years. Over the years it had
expanded from a one unit centre in a small cottage to a larger centre with two class
rooms. Each of the rooms was attractively painted and large windows had been installed
on the north facing wall to maximise light and winter sun. Lined curtains had been
provided to screen out the heat in sunmier. Materials were set out on shelves and tables
for easy selection and access by the children. The furniture was movable and the rooms
could be reorganised very quickly. The only disadvantage was that space was limited so
the rooms had to be completely packed up to provide space for rest and group times.
The centre was well equipped as the parent committee was very active and raised
money to purchase any equipment that was needed. Equipment that was not in use, was
clearly labelled and stored in containers in a large store room. Each day a selection of
materials was put out for the children to use. The outdoor area had been fully developed
with gardens and lawns. Large trees had been retained for shade and this meant that parts
of the area had been covered with artificial turf. There was a large shaded sandpit,
climbing frames and cemented paths for bikes and scooters. Both the outdoor and indoor
areas were carefiilly set out and invited the children to participate in the activities.
Two parallel groups of twenty children attended each day and the attendance patterns
varied. Children were usually enrolled at this centre for the year preceding entry to
primary school. A few of the younger children would attend for a second year as the

parents did not want them to be disadvantaged by being seen as 'immature' and the
youngest children in the kindergarten grade at school.
The two classrooms shared a common entrance foyer. Each of the rooms had its own
separate indoor activity session in the morning. The teachers planned their own activities
for their own classroom and negotiated for the use of special materials. After the moming
juice break, both groups of children combined for play in the outdoor area with the
teachers liaising on the provision and position of play equipment.
Some special needs children were enrolled in each room. There were two trained
teachers and one of these was the director who had overall supervision of the centre.
Each room had an assistant teacher employed. An early intervention teacher was
employed for two mornings a week to interact with the small group of special needs
children. This specialist teacher organised and implemented individual education plans for
the children included in the special needs submission.
The director was an active member of an early intervention association. She assisted
the passage of the researcher's request to be involved in the study through the parent
committee.

Summarv
The three chosen centres represented a cross section of society. In geographical terms
the centres were well separated and in completely different regions. Likewise, the sample
covered a wide social and economic spectrum. The children, too, came from a variety of
ethnic backgrounds.
Centre A had a total of seven special needs children enrolled in a group of twenty
children. Changing enrolment patterns meant that two of the special needs children left
and another enrolled. All of the special needs children were included over the duration of
the study.
Centre B had an enrolment of twelve special needs children. The study specifically
observed five of these children There was also a small number of mainstream siblings

attending. The enrolment and attendance of this centre fluctuated from week to week.
Regular attenders were the main focus of the observations.
Centre C had six special needs children enrolled. These children were equally divided
between both rooms.
There were some variables that had to be considered. The children observed differed
slightly from week to week as children were absent because of sickness or family
activities. The children enrolled at each centre changed for various reasons. However, a
nucleus of special needs children attended regularly and they were the focus of the study.
Changes in the attendance of the mainstream children were not so critical as these served
as a control group for the purpose of making comparisons
One of the teachers from Centre C was absent on one of the visiting day. A change of
teacher could alter the pupil/teacher dynamics and the children might not react in the same
way as previously. The director was not sure if the replacement teacher would accept the
researcher in the classroom. So on this occasion, the researcher visited the other group in
the centre. The children had met the researcher and children during previous outdoor play
sessions so there was no problem. In one way this was a bonus because it provided
access to a larger group of special needs children.
There was naturally a variation in the type of activities set up by each centre.
Occasionally some of these did not contain a spatial element. If this was the case then the
researcher observed the children in a more general way, without taking notes.
It should be noted here that while all of these children would be observed, a smaller
number would become the focus of attention as attendances varied and the researcher was
only able to observe one group at a time.

Chapter Five

Design

This design chapter examines the mode of the inquiry and discusses the case for an
ethnographic approach. Data collection procedures are described and finally, the data
analysis procedures are explained.

1. Mode Of Inquiry
An ethnographic approach was chosen for this research project as it was the most
appropriate for an early childhood setting (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990, p.453). According
to Erickson, (1973, in Goetz and LeCompte, 1984), ethnography allows the researcher to
observe and carefully describe cultural scenes and groups so that the reader can mentally
recreate the scene. By tradition, ethnography has focused on a single phenomenon which
is recorded in great detail. More recently though, studies have been carried out in multiple
settings (Erickson, 1973, in Goetz and LeCompte, 1984, pp.2-3) as was the case in this
research.
The ethnographic process has allowed researchers to study human phenomena. This
meant that the researcher could participate in the gathering of the data instead of being
completely detached as in scientific methods. During the data gathering stage, the
researcher took the role of participant observer (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990, p.446). This
meant that as well as observing the children, the researcher was able to interact, briefly,
with the children to clarify an unclear situation. As a result the researcher was involved in
two roles, as an observer and occasionally as participant, when the data were being
gathered. This was an important aspect as the researcher could monitor the children's
interactions during play sessions. Sometimes the children would initiate an interaction
and this is also acceptable in this role of participant observer. This meant that the children
accepted the researcher as part of their environment. Thus there was a comfortable

relationship between the children and the researcher. The researcher was able to observe
and the children would sometimes ask the researcher to come and look at their projects.
The researcher's dual roles as participant and observer were in accord with several
recent research projects. Huttenlocher et al. (1994) used this approach when examining
the coding of spatial location in young children. The experimenter conducted the
experimental tasks with each child in turn and observed what was happening. The
participant role was seen when the researcher was able to give the child encouragement
during the procedure. Rosser et al. (1988) also had a researcher as observer and as a
participant when appropriate feedback was provided for the children. In the research
conducted by Hobson (1982), the observing researcher provided prompts for the children
and these were taken into account when scoring the tasks.
The chosen research sites were children's early childhood centres and the children
were observed during their routine play sessions. This maintenance of 'normality' was
necessary because ethnography attempts to preserve the normal or natural environment in
research projects. Mannigel (1992) and Charlesworth and Lind (1995) support this
strategy of observing children in their regular play situations to determine their
knowledge of mathematical concepts and interactions that are taking place. The researcher
made no attempt to create a special environment as the children were interacting with the
play materials set out by their teachers. The documentation has attempted to recreate the
scene and capture the children's behaviours and interactions on paper. So the description
of the scene attempted to take in as many details as possible so that the interrelationships
and the causes and consequences of behaviours could be determined (Goetz and
LeCompte, 1984, p.3) and explain the children's behaviours.
The use of ethnographic techniques has permitted the researcher to use a variety of
research techniques at the data collection stage (Goetz and LeCompte, 1984, p. 107). The
researcher mainly used observation and supplemented it with informal interviews and
discussions with carers, teachers and parents.
There are different methods that may be used in educational research. The two
paradigms or models that are most commonly used are the naturalistic and scientific

methods which are at the opposite ends of the research method continuum. However,
Howe (1988, p. 13) questions this use of educational continua. He argues that naturalistic
and scientific methods are the extreme positions and states that this extreme or
'incompatibility thesis' is unworkable because in practice, researchers tend to move away
from extremes. The extremes of these paradigms appear to be untenable positions which
were difficult to justify. Howe (1988) claims that educational researchers should be more
pragmatic and approach research from a 'what works' basis rather than from opposing
paradigms. This research used pragmatic methods as the researcher gathered data during
opportune moments rather than setting up an artificial situation. This approach centred on
the everyday happenings of the children and so the normal routines were not disrupted
when using this naturalistic approach. While the researcher's approach has been a
naturalistic one, elements of a scientific, enumerative approach were used in collating and
analysing the data to determine trends.
This enumerative method was used after the children's behaviours had been coded to
indicate the type of spatial activity, interactions and language use. Each behaviour was
noted and coded. At the end of the research project, the number of instances recorded in
each category was counted to determine the totals (See Appendix C). Later, these raw
tallies were converted to percentages to give a clearer indication of the behaviour patterns
and to allow for comparison of the data.
One of the most commonly used research methods is the inductive-deductive
continuum, according to Cohen and Manion, (1985, p.4). Pure scientific research begins
with a proposition or theory. Then deductive researchers attempt to find the data to prove
their theory. In contrast, inductive researchers begin with the data or phenomena and
attempt to fmd a theory that explained the data (Goetz and LeCompte, 1984, p.4).
This research used the inductive approach to observe children and then attempted to
find an answer to the research question. This was in keeping with the naturalistic
approach that attempted to find out what is happening and why.

An ethnographic approach has permitted the researcher to ask a general question and
then ask more questions to examine and clarify what the children were doing and
learning. During this time the exact nature of the children's learning could be clarified.
This was in keeping with the generative nature of ethnographic research in which an open
question was asked. These questions included. 'What interactions were taking place?'
The answers would gradually become apparent through the gathering of data. A theory or
generalisation could be formed from one or more data bases or sources of information.
During the data gathering process, the researcher was seeking to find patterns in the
children's behaviours and interactions. The constructive approach aims at discovering
what patterns could be identified from an episode or a series of episodes. Observation
and description assisted in this process as it was the preferred approach in this study
(Goetz and LeCompte, 1984, p.6). This is in direct contrast to the enumerative process
where behaviours are counted. It should be noted that after the patterns were determined,
the actual number of instances was tallied for purposes of comparison. This confirmed
the notion that researchers should not always remain at the extremes of these continua but
could take a more pragmatic view and use scientific methods as these became appropriate
(Goetz and LeCompte, 1984, p.4).
As this research used an ethnographic approach, the researcher acted as a participant
observer during the data gathering process (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990). This was in
keeping with the subjective approach where researchers attempt to describe patterns or
meaning to behaviours or episodes observed. The children's behaviours were recorded
and were later analysed and coded. The subjective approach is in direct contrast to the
objective approach where the data gatherer tends to be detached having a completely
passive role and observing rather than asking questions (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990).
Some aspects of the objective approach were used at the later stage when the data were
enumerated and analysed.

According to Hatch (1995, p.9), the researcher's subjectivity must be acknowledged
and taken into account. In this research, the researcher had some preconceptions about
the nature of the acquisition of spatial concepts. These included the active physical and
social involvement of the children during the learning process (Griffiths & Clyne, 1994,
p.l). The researcher was aware of these factors as all researchers should systematically
search for their own subjectivity at the beginning of the research. The researcher's beliefs
about the development of spatial concepts initially helped to shape the observation
categories. Later in the research, the categories were refined many times in an attempt to
answer the additional questions that were posed during the research project. The
researcher attempted to be non intrusive when observing the children during play
sessions to allow the children to play normally. Questions were used to clarify simations.
Qualitative research tends towards being at the inductive, generative, constructive and
subjective end of the continuum as the observer has to work hard at not affecting the
setting in any way. "The principal concerns with an understanding of the way in which
the individual creates, modifies and interprets the world in which he or she finds himself
or herself (Cohen and Manion, 1985, p.9).
According to Gay (1987), ethnography is the collection of data on many variables over
an extended period of time in a naturalistic setting (p. 544). Ethnography is a form of
qualitative research that had developed from anthropology and the social sciences. This is
in contrast to the usual educational perspectives of psychology and scientific processes.
Goetz and LeCompte (1984) claim that "Ethnographers attempt to describe systematically
the characteristics discover and validate associations among phenomena, or to compare
another setting" (p.8).
This approach examined people and their world. It involved extensive data collection
over a period of time to discover the variables in the selected settings. The researcher's
role of participant observer necessitated a self-conscious effort by the researcher to
control personal bias and the reactive bias of the participants (Goetz and LeCompte,
1984).
To be credible, a research project must address the aspects of validity and reliability.

2. Reliability And Validity
Ethnographic researchers study particular groups in detail. For research to be
considered reliable, sufficient detail must be provided so that the research could be
replicated by other researchers with similar groups of participants. This has meant that a
researcher using the same methods would obtain the same results as the prior study
(Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990, p. 161). This is an interesting situation because in fact it
would be impossible to recreate the exact conditions. Although, a replica study, if
attempted, would probably reach similar general conclusions about the place of physical
and social interactions and the acquisition of spatial concepts (Gura, 1992). If the same
groups of children could be accessed, they would be older and the settings and staff
might also have changed in some way. It would be almost impossible for a study to have
perfect extemal reliability.
Goetz and LeCompte (1984, p.214) claim that ethnographers can increase the extemal
reliability of their data by dealing with the five potential problem areas of researcher stams
position, informant choice, social situations and conditions, reconstruction and the data
gathering methods and analysis.
The first potential problem area is that of researcher status position. This was of
paramount consideration especially when the researcher is a participant. In this study, the
researcher took on the role of a participating observer (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990). The
primary role was that of observer so that the events could be observed and recorded in
field notes.
The second aspect of extemal reliability is that of informant choice. In this instance the
early childhood research sites were chosen because they had children with special needs
enrolled. These were the children who would be compared to the mainstream children
who were to be the monitoring group. In this way the data obtained could be viewed and
compared from a wider perspective. The involvement of the teachers and parents from the
centres also increased the number of data sources. Parents and teachers not only added to
the information gathered but they discussed and added to the background information.

The third aspect is that of social situations and conditions. In this research, three
centres were visited to collect data. Centre A and Centre C were conventional sessional
preschools and they operated from 9am to 3pm daily. Not all of the children at these early
childhood centres were involved in the study. The groups of children who were observed
attended on the day that the researcher visited. Both Centre A and Centre C had a mixture
of mainstream and special needs children. Staff included a trained teacher, an assistant
teacher, teaching assistants and mothers who were rostered to help in each room. Centre
B was similar in that the routines, equipment and activities corresponded. But this was
different from the other centres because it was a special play group, set up to assist
children with special needs and their families. There was no assistant teacher but
volunteers from a senior citizens group acted as helpers. Each of the centres followed
their normal morning routine so that interruption from the research was minimal. The
children were able to react and interact in their normal social situation.
The fourth aspect is that of reconstruction. This has been mentioned previously as it
would be difficult to replicate the exact conditions. The researcher has endeavoured to
provide sufficient description that the reader could mentally picture the scene. Definitions
have been used so that the research methods and intentions could be clearly understood.
The final aspect are those of data gathering methods and analysis. Researchers should
aim to present their methods clearly ( McGee-Brown in Hatch (ed.), 1995, p. 199). The
methods of data analysis likewise should be clearly explained to the reader. This includes
not only the data but the process of analysis in this smdy.
Internal reliability raises the question of whether, within a single study all observers
and data gatherers agree (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990, p. 162). As the researcher was the
only person collecting the data, it became necessary to have this data verified. At each
centre, the researcher spoke to the teacher or to the child's parent to assist in this process.
These were informal conversations and the substance of these was recorded. The internal
reliability of the data coding was addressed by having these codings verified by an early
childhood mathematics expert.

When it was possible, the children's conversations were recorded in writing. This was
especially the case for the special needs children in the study. It was a more difficult task
to record, verbatim, the conversations of the mainstream children. When possible the
exact words were written down but there were occasions when the substance of the
verbal exchanges was recorded.
The use of three research sites assisted in the reliability of the data. The data collected
at each site could be compared with the other sites and emerging trends could be
identified. The use of centres in different geographical and social areas also meant that the
research had a broad base and could not be easily influenced by one of the sites. The
teachers in each of the centres acted as peer reviewers as the data obtained was checked
for its accuracy. The centre staff frequently discussed the mathematics involved in the
children's play activities and the researcher made suggestions for future activities that
they could make available for the children. At times the teachers also added background
information to the data collected each day. This was to validate and clarify the information
gained.

Research projects must have validity or truthfulness. This aspect investigates whether
the original research proposals can be a reflection of human life or behaviour. This aspect
of validity is a strength of ethnographic research as the careful descriptions of data
collection and analysis techniques attempt to ensure that there is a "match" between the
participants and the emerging implications from the data collected (Fraenkel & Wallen,
1996). So it is important that the test or data actually measures or investigates what is
intended (Gay, 1987).
Methods to ensure validity include the use of triangulation and internal and external
validity. Internal validity asks the question of whether the researcher was actually
observing or measuring what they intended. External validity addresses the issue of
whether the results of the research were applicable across groups (Fraenkel & Wallen,
1990, p. 164). Although the issues of internal and external validity are interrelated, it has

been customary to separate them in discussion (Cook and Campbell, 1979, in Goetz and
LeCompte, 1984, p.221).
Qualitative research is eclectic in the selection of data collection and analysis
techniques. Data collected can be cross checked to verify accuracy. This is triangulation
and its application resembles the way surveyors check points on a map by lining up the
various co-ordinates. Triangulation attempts to check the validity of the data and to
correct the personal bias of the observer (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990, p.461). This element
is essential if the study is to be credible.
According to Cohen and Manion (1985), triangulation should include several types,
including time, space, investigator and method triangulation (p.257).
Time triangulation is where factors of change and process were considered. In this
study the data was gathered over a period of time in three centres. Centre A was visited
for six months. Centre B and Centre C were visited during the second semester for a
period of three months. Thus changes in behaviour or performance would be viewed and
be considered. The extended time frame also allowed the researcher to gain a detailed
knowledge of the children and the centres.
Space triangulation was considered as the study was being conducted in three different
centres in different geographical areas of the city. Each of the centres was located in
different socioeconomic areas of the city as well. This aspect of difference in region and
socioeconomic areas has permitted the data being gathered from a variety of sources. The
findings then would be more credible as they would not be dominated by or slanted
towards the beliefs and practices of a narrow minority.
Investigator triangulation should include the input of the teachers from each centre as
well as parents who are available. Thus the data were verified on a regular basis as the
researcher cross checked with teachers and available parents each day.
Method triangulation was addressed as the researcher observed the children to gather
the data. At times the researcher asked the children questions to clarify any unclear
situation. Informal interviews between the researcher and the teachers were used to
discuss and verify the information. Parents were also consulted in an informal way. The

parents were keen to find out about the research and this opportunity was used to confirm
information. Often the parents offered additional information which was useful in
understanding their child and interpreting the data.
The centres were visited over a period of months, as opposed to some research
projects taking years. The problems of the passage of time and changes occurring could
be discounted as all centres experienced this phenomenon. Maturity and maturation occur
over time and like most ethnographic studies, this research was conducted over many
months. One technique to control the effects of maturation is to identify implicitly what
behaviours are being investigated (Goetz and LeCompte, 1984). This was done. The
researcher was investigating preschool children and the development of spatial concepts
to determine what kind of spatial activity was taking place. The researcher was also
observing the children's interactions and behaviours as they explored and played. Both
groups of children studied, the special needs and the mainstream, could be observed and
compared. Each group was described prior to the study conmiencing. Development was
apparent over the time span of the study. This was to be expected in young children.
Both mainstream and special needs groups were observed simultaneously so the effect of
maturation posed no problems (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990, p.248).
Observer effects was another area of concern in regard to validity (Goetz and
LeCompte, 1984, p.223). There was an initial period, of a few weeks, when the
researcher visited each centre to become familiar with the children and the setting. There
were some occasions when the researcher interacted with the children during the data
collection stage. Occasionally some aspect had to be clarified, so the researcher asked
questions of the children. At times, the children asked the researcher to assist, comment
on or view completed projects.
The researcher endeavoured to systematically describe the relationships and the
contexts of the participants and the interactions that were taking place. Data were
regularly checked with teachers and parents at each centre. The data were initially coded
and over time the coding categories were revised, as previously discussed, to become
participant derived. During the research, these categories were changed, enlarged, refined

and reworded many times to accommodate the interactions and play of the children. This
was important as the spatial categories were changed and language ones added.
In experimental research, researchers should control selection and regression effects
so that the groups being studied can be compared (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990, p.249).
There was no actual treatment given as both groups of children were observed during
their routine play sessions. The special needs children from each centre were nominated
by their teachers and the mainstream groups comprised the other children who were
attending the various centres at the same time.
The issue of the loss and replacement of participants during the study is important
(Goetz and LeCompte, 1984, p.226). In this case the group of special needs children was
small and the observations took place over a number of months. There were changes in
the attendance pattem at each of the centres. This especially effected Centre A when two
of the children left during the research. This was caused by changes in family
circumstances and the parents decided to withdraw the children from the centre. The
researcher countered this by observing a core group of special needs children are
discussed in more detail in the findings section of this thesis. Other special needs children
who attended were also observed along with the mainstream children. In this way the
issue of the changing groups was addressed.
The researcher should guard against reaching spurious conclusions in a study (Goetz
and LeCompte, 1984, p.226). The danger exists that the researcher should be sure that
the any conclusion was actually caused by the treatment or innovation being trailed. In
this study, the children were being observed to determine their learning behaviours and
so no such treatment was given. The aim was to find out if there was any relationship
between the behaviours of the two groups and to find any causes and consequences of
these behaviours. The data had to be carefully examined to determine possible
explanations to explain the behaviours observed.
Comparability refers to the degree that the components of a study are sufficiently well
described so that other researchers could use the study in other contexts. Translatability is
similar to comparability but it refers to the degree to which the researcher utilises theory

to support the research (Goetz and LeCompte, 1984). Ethnographic research is highly
dependent on the identification and description of the phenomena involved. This has been
the aim of the researcher. The use of a multi site design was an advantage in this instance
as there was the opportunity for comparisons to be made across the three centres. This
was an advantage enabling generalisations to be made and issues examined across all
three centres rather than from one single site. According to Goetz and LeCompte (1984),
four factors can affect the credibility for cross group comparisons. These were selection
effects, setting effects, history effects and construct effects (p.229).
Selection effects examined the degree of match between the groups in the study. In
each of the centre that were selected, there were special needs children attending. All three
centres had a philosophy of catering for the needs of the children. One of the centres was
specially set up to cater for the special needs children and their families. In this way
Centre B catered for the special needs children and the mainstream siblings who also
attended. Centre C had an early intervention teacher employed to provide the one to one
assistance for the special needs children. This assistance was mostly provided in the
classroom during the normal play sessions. At times though, the early intervention
teacher withdrew some of these children for specific sessions during the outdoor session
time. Centre A endeavoured to cater for the special needs children through the process of
observing the children and catering for specific needs by setting up appropriate activities
during the normal morning session. Each centre endeavoured to cater for the special
needs children and this was the common goal. The geographic and socioeconomic issues
were outUned later in the previous chapter.
The presence of the researcher obviously had to have some effect on each of the
settings. The researcher was careful to maintain the same profile within each of the
settings. The researcher acted mainly as an observer who recorded what was happening
as the children interacted with various materials and each other. As well the researcher
occasionally interacted with the children as previously discussed. Researcher effects were
also cross checked as the researcher checked the observational data with the teachers after
each session. This was used to verify the accuracy of the observations and to act as a

monitor on researcher effect. These sessions had the added bonus of sharing the
information gathered so that the teachers could use the information to add to pupil
profiles. It would assist the centres to cater for the children's needs and the information
was being obtained from more than one perspective (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990, p.461).
The effects of the historical background of each of the centres should be considered
(Goetz and LeCompte, 1984, p.231). While each of the centres was different because of
the effects of geography and socioeconomic status, there were commonalities. Each of
the centres had special needs children attending and each centre was attempting to cater
for the needs of these children. So their philosophies were in accord and this was the
unifying factor.
Construct effects were examined in the setting out of the terms, definitions and
meanings that were utihsed in this study. The researcher was the designer of the study as
well as the observer of the children so the instructions for and the actual observations
were in total agreement (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990, pp.451-2).
The credibility of this study has been addressed through examining the aspects of
reliability and creditability. These aspects were critical to the eventual evaluation of this
study. The aim of this study was to study phenomena as it occurred. This approach
emphasised the interaction of all participants. Credibility was maintained by, examining
all of the influencing factors (Scriven, in Goetz and LeCompte, 1984, p. 10).
The selection of a research setting and methods can be pragmatic and specially chosen
to suit the nature of the study. This aspect has been discussed in the section describing
the centres. The aim was to ensure that the descriptions of the research contained
sufficient detail so that the characteristics of the group studied and constraints generated
could be clearly understood. This information should be of use to other researchers in
other ethnographic studies.
The naturalistic approach permits the personal experiences of the researcher and
participants to be accepted as part of the study. This allows a great depth of
understanding that might be lacking in quantitative or scientific research projects.

Educational ethnography has represents a way to study human behaviour and it was an
investigative process. (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1990, p.453).
In recent years there was been a shift in educational research. Previously this was
concerned with testing and measuring pupil progress using standardised questions which
depended on quantitative research methods. The questions have changed. Researchers
now want to know not only what has happened, and how, but whether the results were
occurring as intended (Fetterman, 1988, p. 13). The answers to these questions should
assist us to discover new relationships between parents, teachers and pupils and to gain a
more complete knowledge of the educational process.
This researcher adopted an ethnographic approach as it is the most appropriate method
to study the young children as they explored spatial relations. It was also the most
efficient method to use when studying preschool children as they were used to having an
interactive situation in the early childhood settings. The number of children involved in
this research was limited by the nature of the inquiry and the availability of centres. Thus
it was more suitable to use a qualitative model as opposed to a quantitative one. It was
difficult to access a large number of preschool children with special needs and these
children responded frequently on a one to one basis or in a small group. The researcher
was actively engaged in this study.

3. Data Collection Procedures
Three centres: Centre A, Centre B and Centre C were involved in this research.
It was planned to visit Centre A on a weekly regular basis and observe the children
over a six month period. The focus was to be on the special needs children and these
were the minority group at the centre. Mainstream children would also be observed
during the same sessions and this would ensure that the observations of the special needs
children were seen in context for purposes of comparison.
The researcher visited the centre and took the role of an assistant teacher for several
weeks before the data collection began. This allowed the researcher to get to know the
children and not be a complete stranger to these children. This meant that the children

accepted the researcher as a normal occurrence and behave normally in her presence. It
was originally planned to use a still camera and video as well as observations in the data
gathering process. The use of a video and still camera was dependent on a grant
application. This application was not successful so these methods could not be used due to
financial constraints. The researcher tried to use her own camera, in Centre A but this
was not successful. After the first two weeks it was decided to abandon this notion and
rely on other methods, such as discussions with centre staff and parents, to verify the
data.
Data obtained in the observations were then discussed with the teacher at the end of
each session. This could check on the accuracy and reliability of the observations and
also share the information. The information could also be available for inclusion in the
pupil profiles kept by the teachers to plan future pupil activities.
The researcher was positioned near activities that had the potential for spatial
exploration. This included blocks, lego train, climbing apparatus and the sandpit. Other
possible areas were further away but also within the researcher's sight and the researcher
shifted position when necessary. Some of the behaviours observed were spontaneous
activities. As the focus was on the special needs children, these children were specifically
observed as well as the mainstream children who also took part in the activity, or were
nearby.
Whenever possible parents of the participating children and other helpers were
involved too. The researcher planned to speak to these people, on an informal basis to
ensure the study's reliability. This would fill in any gaps in the data. This role involved
much tact as the researcher was not the teacher and did not have any authority on the
centre. So the discussion mainly centred on describing what the children were doing and
explaining the practical mathematical concepts to them.
It was planned to record field notes during visits to the centre and to write the notes up
the observation as soon as possible, this material would form the nucleus of the
observation data. The completed observations were then later coded to highlight the
aspects most relevant to the research.

By the middle of the year, it had become apparent to the researcher that additional
centres would be required for this research. Two of the special needs children had left
Centre A and there were not sufficient special needs children at Centre A to establish clear
trends or to compare the findings for the special needs children. More children were
needed to be included in the sample so that credible comparisons could be made.
It was at this stage that the researcher contacted Centre B and Centre C to gain the
necessary permission to participate in the research. This approval took several weeks so
the two new centres were first visited in September. Visits to the original centre, Centre A
were discontinued because of time constraints and work obligations.
Fieldwork Timetable
Phase One.

Preparation (2-3 weeks)

Phase Two.

Observations. During this time the researcher observed the children

Phase Three.

Discussions with staff and parents and was held in conjunction with
Phase Two.

During the first phase, which took two to three weeks, the researcher visited the centre
and interacted with the children in the role of an assistant. No field notes were be taken at
this time. The aim was to get to know the children and be accepted as a "normal" visitor
in each centre.
The second phase was the data gathering stage. Each morning the researcher observed
the children during free play time when the children could select their own activities from
the ones set out by the teachers. The researcher sat close by, making field notes about
what was happening. These field notes were written into a small notebook which has
been retained and is available for purposes of verification. These notes were used as the
basis for the data section (Appendix A) which was written up as soon as possible after
the observation session. This meant that important details were preserved.
The morning play session usually lasted for about an hour. Then the researcher would
participate in the morning drinks and snack time with the children and teachers. After this
the children went outdoors to play in the sandpit or to interact with the materials set out by
the teacher. If possible, the researcher recorded, in written observations, what the children

were saying as they interacted with each other and the environment. There were times
though that the conversations were too quick or too numerous to record verbatim. The
content of these was noted. By this time the children had ignored the researcher. If the
children were distracted or curious about the note taking, the researcher closed the note
book for a while and ceased recording. As the research method was qualitative, the role of
the researcher was be that of an participant observer. It was almost impossible to
just observe young children, especially in an early childhood centre as the children were
used to interacting with adults and thought it strange if to be completely ignored.
The researcher had be mindful of the danger of personal bias and attempted to maintain
the participant observer role. The researcher tried to put aside all previous knowledge,
concentrate on the children and record as if the happenings were all novel and new.
Phase three occurred at the end of each session, when the researcher spoke to the teacher
of the group. This time was used to relate the morning's events and to share the children's
actions and interactions with the teacher. This information could then checked with the
teacher to determine the consistency of the observations. At times the teacher would
confirm the notes and often indicated that it supported their previous observations.
Sometimes the researcher had observed a new skill or occurrence. The teacher was then
able to use this information and incorporate some of it into the children's observation
records. So the centre and the children were able to benefit from this study as the
observational material could be used for future planning.
Parents helped in all of these centres. The researcher told the parents about the study
and, where possible, talked to the parents and explained the spatial activities as well as
other mathematical concepts to them. The parents were interested to learn how the
different areas of spatial concepts were interrelated. They were surprised at some of the
spatial and mathematical notions that the children explored. Sometimes the parents added
additional background information to supplement the data. It was the teacher's role to
give the parents advice, so the researcher referred persistent parental and personal
inquiries to the teacher.

Later, in the following evening the researcher checked the field notes and transcribed
them from brief notes with many personal shorthand codings to the data that are included
in Appendix A. Thus the researcher was able to accurately record the day's happenings
and important details were retained. These were subsequently recorded as a table to
facilitate the addition of comments in the columns established for this purpose. Finally,
the coding symbols, that classified the children's actions and interactions, were added.
Likewise, the content of discussions with teachers and parents were recorded. These
were included as part of the summary.
This plan was repeated at Centre B and Centre C in the latter half of the year. There
was a slight difference in routine at Centre B. Instead of going outdoors after morning
tea, the children had an indoor music session. The researcher spoke with the teacher after
the children had left and the equipment was being put away.

4. Data Analysis Procedures
The observation records were coded at the end of the study to highlight the type of
activity or reaction that had taken place. Over a period of time these codings were revised
and adjusted to accurately match the children's activities. These codings were placed on
the left hand side of the data.
The observations of the children would be coded as follows:S for special needs children
These are the children who have been identified in chapter 4 as having special needs
or needing additional support in the regular classroom.
M for mainstream children.
These are the peers of the special needs children who are in the regular program.
These classifications assisted the researcher to compare the two groups of children and
thus answer some of the original questions.
Spatial activities were coded to indicate the type of spatial activity that the children
were engaging in. The coding was:-

T This was for topological activities.
It is acknowledged that all spatial activities could be classed as topological.
In this case, the early elementary explorations are being considered (Clements &
Battista, in Grouws (Ed.), p.426). This is in keeping with the definition in chapter
2 and is mainly concerned with boundaries and proximity. There is no specific
positional or formal geometric content.
P This was for positional activities.
Activities classed as "position" involved dehberate placement of objects or
awareness of position in space, relative to objects or people. See definition in
chapter 2 (Education Department of Victoria, 1981).
G This was for two and three dimensional geometry. This included projective
geometry and EucUdean geometry. The definitions in chapter 2 include explorations
that have elements of formal geometric shapes such as rectangles and squares as
well as prisms. Kellough, Carin, Seefeldt, Barbour and Souviney (1996) support
this description of geometry (p. 358).
These classifications facilitated the classification of activities and provided information
about the types of spatial activity that the children were engaging in.
This research examined the interactions that were taking place as the children were
engaged in exploring spatial concepts. According to Vygotsky (1978), children are
social beings and they must interact and communicate during the leaming process (p.25).
This notion was supported by Griffiths and Clyne (1994) who stress the importance the
place of language in the process of leaming basic mathematical concepts and this includes
spatial concepts (p.26). Painter (1991) claimed language was a social phenomenon and
this was crucial aspect in the leaming process as the child named or described objects and
functions (p. 10).
The interaction coding was devised on the basis of:C The child who was being observed.
M Manipulative materials being used in the activity
A An adult was present in the interaction.

These codings could be used in various combinations to highlight who was the
instigator and who was the receiver of the interaction. This was how these codings were
used.
CA This was used when the child had initiated contact with an adult.
The aim here was to examine the namre of the interaction and determine whether
the child was seeking approval, feedback or appraisal.
CC This was used when the child initiated an interaction with another child or
children.
CM This was used when the child interacted with concrete materials.
The researcher aimed to find out what this interaction with the concrete material
entailed. Was it haptic perception where the child was mentally mapping the
object while feeling it? Perhaps the child was problem solving or using the
concrete material to solve a problem.
AC This was used when an adult initiated contact with the child being observed.
What was the nature of the adult participation? What was the child's reaction?
Was adult assistance accepted or rejected?
ACM This was used when an adult intervened while a child was actively playing
with concrete materials. This interaction changed the focus of the play.
These adult/child interactions were very important. At times there were multiple
interactions. In this case, the codings were expanded to include additional members of the
group. So MMM would indicate that three mainstream children were present. Likewise a
coding of C2 or C3 would indicate that peers were present.
The adults and the children were using spatial knowledge in completely different
ways. Adults, because of their own schooling or experience, tended to see the children's
spatial interactions in terms of formal or Euclidean geometry. The children, on the other
hand, saw these spatial explorations in a more pragmatic sense. They were more
concerned about what works or fits, rather than naming shapes or investigating formal
geometric relationships.

As the data gathering continued several aspects kept recurring. The children's
interactions and self talk were seen to be critical to the activity. There was a need to
examine these more closely to determine the Hnk between thought and language and the
importance of interactions to learning and development in view of Vygotsky's perspective
(1962, 1978). .
These codings were devised and used, as appropriate, in the comments column on the
right hand side of the data. These were used to describe the purposes of the interactions
and language use. After several revisions, the following codes were adopted.
These were
A This was used when the child was actively seeking attention. The aim was to
determine who the child was signalling and the nature of the interaction.
D This was used when the child was describing an object or action. This was
important because this category had a variety of purposes that were closely related
to other categories such as reinforcing (Painter, 1991).
R This was used when the child was reinforcing an activity. The child might have
been repeating adult instructions to accompany an action or could be self
monitoring or rehearsing a procedure.
I This was used when the child made a statement of intent. The child forecast what he
or she or the group was going to accomplish. This was goal setting and is
consistent with the views of Vygotsky(1978).
At the conclusion of the study, the data were organised. Codes as previously indicated
were added, as appropriate. These codes on the observations were collated and tallied to
determine the emerging trends by enumeration. The first process was to count each
separate item as listed above. This table of occurrences and observational sightings is
included in Appendix C. At first these were counted for each participating centre and these
formed the initial set of tables, enabling comparisons to be made within individual centres.
Finally these tables were combined so that overall trends could be determined. One special
needs child from each centre was examined in detail to provide a basis for

purposes of comparison. The data gathered on individual children at each centre were
examined to provide a clear indication of how each child learnt spatial concepts
(Appendix B).
In Chapter 6, the counted behaviours, were recalculated as a percentage of the total
number of each particular behaviour (space, interactions and language use) to show clear
results that could be compared.
In Chapter 7, the data on the mainstream children as a group were compiled and trends
were examined. These results were shown as percentages and incorporated into an
additional set of tables. From this the researcher was able to determine trends and made a
valid comparison of the two groups. These trends were compared with the special needs
children to establish what was happening as special needs children, as a group, learnt
about space. It was then possible to address the original questions and discuss the
emerging trends with reference to the literature review.
What aspects of spatial concepts do preschool children with special needs explore?
How does this compare to mainstream peers?
This aspect was examined to determine whether the children were involved in spatial
exploration.
This question of spatial preference was addressed as the codings on the data were
collated. The results of each group was discussed separately and then the two compared
to discover emerging trends. Wyne and O'Connor (1979) have supported the notion of a
learning continuum. This notion was taken into account in the final discussion.
Are there differences in the interactions taking place?
This question has asked what was actually happening as the children explored spatial
concepts. The researcher observed this group of children to determine if they interacting
with anyone or anything. The roles of peers and adults were examined too. These notions
were supported by Vygotsky (1978) who saw young children as social beings. Vygotsky
highlighted the roles that interactions with people and materials, and the accompanying
language, played in the learning process.

At the conclusion of the summary for each centre, the trends that emerged for the
special needs children were closely examined. These were then compared to the
mainstream group. The aim here was to gain some perspective by comparison with the
mainstream group who served as a control measure. Wyne and O'Connor (1979) have
stated that special needs children learn the same concepts as mainstream children. The
main difference is that the special needs children pass through the stages at a slower rate
than mainstream children. This notion of a learning continuum was also supported by
Piaget and Inhelder's (1948) notions of a predictable learning sequence as children
acquire spatial concepts.

Chapter Six

Findings

In this chapter the data codings are examined and the results discussed on a centre by
centre basis. In Centres A and C the teachers suggested that one child become the primary
focus of the observations. These observations were highlighted and discussed in detail in
the Special Needs Children notes in Appendix B. Other special needs children and the
mainstream children at each centre were also observed and the observed behaviours were
classified as explained in the previous chapter. The trends that emerged were then
compared. The different aspects, are discussed under the headings of spatial activity,
interactions and language use.
The findings are presented in table form. The occurrences of each aspect or behaviour
have been shown and then converted into percentage form. Finally, the totals were
included to facilitate the discussion.

Comparison Of Children From Centre A

SPATIAL CONTENT
Special Needs
Children
N
2
T
32
P
10
G

CENTRE A
Mainstream Children

%

100
59
40

N
0
22
15

%

0
41
60

Total
0
54
25

The first aspect to be examined was spatial concepts (Table i). There were 18
mainstream children at Centre A. Ten were included in the study because they were the
children who were present and they participated in the recorded observations. This aspect
was discussed in the design chapter.
The observations revealed many instances of spatial activities. The special needs
children engaged in 100% of the topological activities observed. These children

frequently explored boundaries and aspects of separation. There were no topological
activities observed for the mainstream group. If present, topology, including the notion
of boundaries, was used in conjunction with position or geometric shape.
Activities involving position were seen in the sandpit, the block corner and the tree
house when the children experimented with and vocalised their positions in relation to the
tree house. The special needs children explored position on 59% of occasions, while the
mainstream children's activities comprised 41% of the spatial observations recorded.
The mainstream group employed a high number of formal geometrical notions (60%),
when compared to the special needs children (40%). There were many instances of
geometry as shape in such activities as shape games, when sorting geometrical shapes
and computer games. The mainstream children used three dimensional aspects of
geometry in a practical way in eight of the observations. This was seen in the sandpit
when making a rectangular pool and at the woodwork bench to join variously shaped
pieces of wood. The special needs children used geometry when sorting blocks or
solving puzzles on ten occasions and was mainly seen when they solved simple puzzles.
The percentages indicate a marked difference between the two groups. The difference
was that the mainstream children identified practical aspects of the shapes and were
actively involved in discussion about the purposes that the shapes could be used for. The
special needs group seemed to be unaware of some geometric attributes and only used the
shapes as a basis for exploratory building activities on a trial and error basis.

CENTRE A
INTERACTIONS
Special Needs
Mainstream Children
Children
N
%
N
%
CC
16
44
20
56
CM
43
41
51
49
CA
20
80
5
20
16
67
AC
8
33
2
100
ACM
0
0
Table ii

Totals
36
84
25
24
2

The main difference between the groups became apparent in the number and type of
social and material interactions that occurred as they used and explored the materials

(Table ii). The number of interactions the special needs children had with concrete
material was negligible (51%) when compared to the mainstream group (49%) but the
social conditions differed.
The mainstream children interacted with their peers as seen in 56% of the
observations, when compared to the special needs group's 44%. These percentages do
not reveal exactly what was happening. The mainstream children tended to work and play
in cohesive groups. The special needs group interacted with their peers but this frequently
involved smaller groups or parallel play situations (Refer to data, Appendix A).
The special needs group had 20 child initiated interactions with adults, representing
80% of the total child to adult interactions, compared to the mainstream's 20%. These
interactions were mostly of an attention gaining nature (80%), when the child was
looking for adult approval or reinforcement for his or her actions. Often the special needs
children sought reinforcement during an activity as they were unwilling to take a risk or
to solve problems. In contrast, the mainstream group had 20% of this type of interaction.
These children tended to make requests for assistance when they realised that adult help
was necessary or to come and see the completed task. This was possibly a device to seek
reinforcement but it happened after, as opposed to reinforcement during the event.
The special needs children actively sought adult intervention on 67% of occasions,
showing that adults supported their play. This was in contrast to the mainstream's 33%.
The special needs children were poor problem solvers. They would ask for adult
assistance rather than persevere with a task. On the other hand, the mainstream children
were willing to risk and attempted to seek solutions in individual or group situations.
This aspect was reflected in the ACM colunm, when adults intervened in the special
needs children's play (100%) without being asked. So the adults were actively watching
the special needs children and frequently altered the direction of the play. The mainstream
children only received assistance after it had been requested.

CENTRE A
LANGUAGE USE
Special Needs
Mainstream Children
Children
N
%
N
%
A
13
68
6
32
D
18
21
46
54
R
8
47
9
53
I
0
0
15
100
Table iii

Total
19
39
17
15

As seen in Table iii, the special needs group frequently asked for adult attention
(68%). The mainstream group also signalled when they wanted adult intervention but
these were on only 32% of occasions which were discussed previously. They seldom
actively sought adult intervention but if an adult came by, the children tended to engage in
social chat about their activity rather than specifically seek reassurance.
The special needs children used descriptive language on 18 occasions (46% of the
total) to describe the construction (big, tall, under, over..). Sometimes this descriptive
language was used as a reinforcement during activities. James said,
"Under, over," as he ran his hand over those attributes of the arrangement of the train
track. The use of descriptive and reinforcing language was similar in both groups. The
special needs children used description in 46% of the observations, compared to 54% for
the mainstream children. Reinforcing through language comprised 47% for the special
needs group and 53% for their peers. The mainstream group was more precise and their
descriptions contained more exact information.
"We're going to make the biggest cake in the worid," said Emma.
This was an appropriate example with the description being used to signal intent. The
mainstream group differed mainly in these statements of intent. They were specific about
their intentions (100%). On one occasion, the boys decided to be firemen and put out the
fire. As a group they set the goal of extinguishing the fire, in a selected location, and set
about their task. They talked among themselves and clarified the details of the task in
hand.

The language of the mainstream group was fluent and the communication very clear.
There were only three non verbal occasions with the mainstream children and these were
at times such as at the woodwork bench when the boys were concentrating on the task in
hand. The mainstream children enjoyed working in a co-operative environment. They
talked a lot about the activities and they frequently worked as a team to attain the set goal.
There were no recorded observations of special needs children specifically signalling
their intention of doing something or making something. These children appeared to rely
on adult suggestion rather than commencing an open type of activity. On two occasions
an adult guided the child through the activity. One example of this was when Alex was at
the computer and he wanted to succeed but did not have the prerequisite knowledge or
skill.
Centre A Summary
When looking at the total observations it must be kept in mind that bias could be
created by one or more of the special needs children being the focus of the observations.
This could create an artificially high number of incidents or behaviours in any category.
The main focus of the observations was the special needs children and this was the
reason for discussing them in detail in Appendix B. The mainstream children were
observed too and included in the tables and discussion. This enabled the researcher to put
all of the observations and the findings into perspective in an attempt to make judgements
about the children's spatial explorations.
Spatial Exploration.
Spatial activities were observed in a number of different places at centre A. In the
indoors environment these included the block comer, lego and lego train on the carpet,
cooking, painting, paper craft, junk modelling, and printing. The outdoor section
provided structures such as a sandpit, fort, tree house and climbing frames. Outdoor
activities included jigsaws, puzzles, sorting trays as well as woodwork, puppets dress
ups, and dancing.

Activities involving topology alone were restricted to the group of special needs
children. They explored boundaries and proximity with the farm set and the lego.
Position was the favoured spatial activity of the special needs children (59%). Nearly
every child who was observed explored aspects of position. They looked at the position
of their bodies in space. This was demonstrated when Madelaine, Adriana and Allana
danced on the rug. When the children used the obstacle course, they walked, jumped and
crawled over the different obstacles. They experimented with the position of their bodies
in relation to other objects. Other activities included the awareness of the relative
positions of objects. The train observation showed that the boys were aware of the
position of the train, track and bridge to make the train crash.
Aspects of geometry were also well represented as the children experimented with
solid shapes such as blocks, lego, woodwork, in the sandpit when they used geometrical
shapes as the basis for constructions. There were 25 observations that indicated a
conscious use of geometry. The mainstream children used aspects of geometry on 60%
of these occasions and the special needs group on 40% of the geometrical activities (See
Table i).
There were some instances of geometry seen as the children solved puzzles and used
computer programs based on the recognition and counting of shapes. The mainstream
children were involved in the majority of the more formal aspects of spatial activities.
The spatial activities appear to have demonstrated that there is a hierarchy in the
development of spatial understandings. It would appear that the earliest stage is topology
followed by position and then formal aspects of geometry.

Interactions and Communication.
The children at Centre A enjoyed interacting with the staff. The special needs group did
not hesitate to ask for assistance if it was needed. This indicated that they were field
dependent. As a group, the special needs children tended to look to their peers for cues to
sustain their play when they followed their lead. It was interesting to note that at times the
adult intervention was not sought. These happenings were recorded with an AC symbol

(adult to child) in the data and it showed that sometimes the uninvited assistance was not
always wanted (See Appendix A). This was especially the case with James and Ken
when they were being disobedient.
The mainstream group of children had high self esteem and declared their intentions
and then proceed towards the goal. They were autonomous and field independent and so
did not seek many cues from adults or the immediate area. Joshua was one of the
acknowledged leaders of the children and was the instigator of many of the games. Alex
was the most independent of the special needs children. There were times when he was
fiercely independent but he called for help when needed, and then would readily accept
the assistance.
The researcher noted that the majority of the children at Centre A were articulate and
conversed freely with each other. In contrast the special needs children were often alone
and played silently. Their interactions were very limited and their language, when used,
was restricted to describing or reinforcing actions as well as gaining attention.
In this centre, only one child, James had any formal early intervention assistance. It
should be noted that James frequently asked for adult assistance and reassurance. He
seemed to need encouragement in most of his daily activities. He was unwilling to
employ trial and error tactics and was dependent on external clues. Perhaps this formal
early intervention has posed a problem. Did the techniques used in early intervention
sessions encourage James to become reliant on adult assistance?
In Centre A the special needs children tended to be more involved in the concepts of
spatial position. They were also actively looking to adults or their peers for reassurance
or guidance. As a group, the special needs children engaged in fewer social interactions
as they explored spatial notions. They also communicated less frequently with the other
children who might also be involved in the play.

Comparison Of Children From Centre B
The majority of the children at Centre B had definite special needs and had been
referred to the centre by health professionals. Many of these children were multiply
handicapped having a combination of developmental delay and physical handicaps.
These children tended to be at the most elementary end of the continuum for
handicapped children. The inclusion of these children in this sample has meant that the
data has come from a broad spectrum rather than being confined to a narrow section of
the continuum. The children at the other centres (with two exceptions) had not formally
(medically or educationally) been classified as having special needs and were included
because they could be included in the criteria discussed in chapter one.

CENTRE B
SPATIAL CONTENT
Mainstream Children
Special Needs
Children
%
N
%
N
9
1
91
10
T
0
0
100
14
P
10
1
90
9
G

Totals
11
14
10

Table iv indicates many instances of the special needs children engaging in topological
notions, representing 90% of such instances when compared to mainstream peers. The
children explored boundaries, enclosed spaces, nearbyness and sequence which are very
early aspects of topological spatial experiences.
The special needs children at Centre B participated in a large number of spatial
activities that involved position (100%). This included body position as well as position
of objects, accounting for a large number of the spatial observations.
Christopher and Daniel were the only children to experiment with geometrical shapes.
They investigated aspects of plane geometry when they made shapes and matched them.
These special needs children actively explored and used formal aspects of geometry on
90% of the spatial activities observed. It should be noted that this finding was influenced
by the two children.

CENTRE B
INTERACTIONS
Special Needs
Mainstream Children
Children
N
%
N
%
CC
0
0
0
0
CM
22
96
1
4
CA
11
100
0
0
AC
14
100
0
0
ACM
3
75
1
25
Table v

Totals
0
23
11
14
4

The special needs children played with the materials provided rather than their peers.
There were no instances of child to child interactions among the special needs children in
Table v. Interactions with materials or play equipment accounted for 96% of the
interactions observed for the special needs group. These children tended to be very
dependent on adult assistance. The children actively sought assistance and reassurance
from adults in all (100%) of the observations. This phenomenon could have been caused
by the large number of adults that was present to assist the children. The children seemed
to expect assistance and these adults intervened on 100% of the observed occasions
without any invitation during play. The honorary grandmas and grandpa had good
intentions but they did not give the children the opportunity to solve problems or extend
on their play.
Adults also interacted with the special needs children and the materials they were
playing with on 75% of occurrences. In each case, the course of the activity was altered
by the adult.
The only mainstream child at Centre B was Kelly. Her behaviour differed from the
special needs children in the area of social interaction. She tended to be

more

independent and only asked her mother to come and admire her painting of the house
after it was finished. Later in the morning Kelly was playing with the skittles and she was
able to correctly count the fallen skittles. She rejected the uninvited adult assistance to set
the skittles up again.

CENTRE B
LANGUAGE USE
Special Needs
Mainstream Children
Children
N
%
N
%
A
3
100
0
0
D
2
100
0
0
R
4
100
0
0
I
1
100
0
0
Table vi

Total
3
2
4
1

Table vi indicates that the communication skills of these special needs children were
poor because of the delay in language development. Although the special needs children
accounted for 100% of all the observations, the actual number of occurrences should be
examined. The small totals confirm the language delay see in this group. This was
expected and confirmed by the fact that many of the special needs children were non
verbal. Daniel was the exception and he dominated this aspect. Daniel not only named the
shapes but he indicated his intention to make more shapes. Only Christopher and Daniel
regularly used spoken language to communicate. This language use was confined to
attention seeking, describing and reinforcing an activity with verbal commentary
occurred. There was only one statement of intent and that was from Daniel when he
stated that he would make more play dough balls.

Centre B Summary
The children at Centre B tended to be younger and have more specific special needs
than the children at the other centres. They interacted with the play materials as they
explored spatial concepts. They tended to explore topology and position rather than
geometric concepts.
The social interaction of this group of children tended to be very limited. They did
seldom interacted with each other. The main interactions observed were requested and
unrequested assistance from adults. During these interactions, the children seldom spoke
but frequently used body language to signal for assistance. However their smiles

indicated that they enjoyed the situation. Only two of the children used language as an
interactive device.

Comparison Of Children From Centre C
CENTRE C
SPATIAL CONTENT
Special Needs
Children
N
%
70
T
7
34
76
P
27
7
G

Mainstream Children
N
3
11
19

%
30
24
73

Total
10
45
26

Table vii
Table vii indicates that there were ten instances of topology being used. The special
needs group had 70% of observed occurrences and this reflected their preferred play
activities. Topology was mainly seen in boundaries in painting and enclosure in block
and sand play. The mainstream children participated in only 30% of the topological
activities.
Spatial activities for the special needs group seemed to be centred on position. There
were 34 instances of position activities (76%) in observed play. The majority of these
observations concerned Tom who had received specific early intervention sessions based
on position. David was also involved in many of these observations, and the rest were
evenly divided among the other children.
There were seven instances of geometry based on shape and some three dimensional
activities were observed during some sessions of block play. This aspect of geometry
highlights one of the differences between the two groups. The special needs children
investigated geometrical aspects 27% of the time, compared to their peers' 73%. The
mainstream children were confident and used their knowledge of geometry to build
bigger towers and make more intricate patterns.

CENTRE C
INTERACTIONS
Special Needs
Mainstream Children
Children
N
%
N
%
CC
6
26
17
74
CM
31
66
16
34
CA
18
95
1
5
AC
14
100
0
0
ACM
4
100
0
0
Table viii

Total
23
47
19
14
4

It was interesting to examine what was happening during the children's play sessions.
Table viii indicates that there were 23 child to child interactions observed. The special
needs children actively looked for peer interaction on only 26% of these occasions. This
was markedly different from the mainstream children who had 74% of the recorded
observations of child to child interactions. The special needs children engaged in solitary
play or interacted with adults rather than their peers.
The children were actively interacting with the play materials on most occasions. The
special needs children preferred a hands on approach as they had 66% of the recorded
interactions with the materials. This aspect was dominated by Tom and David. The
mainstream children had only 34% of the recorded interactions with hands on materials.
The mainstream children interacted more with each other and less with the concrete
materials.
The special needs children actively looked for adult assistance (95%). There were
many occasions when this was recorded. However, there were some occasions when all
of the children needed some encouragement or reinforcement from adults. But only the
special needs children were overt in these requests. Tom often looked for assistance, as
did David and Mitchell. There were few recorded instances (5%) of the mainstream
children actively seeking adult intervention.
Adults volunteered assistance (ACM) to the children to help them interact with the
material on four occasions. In each case (100%), it was the special needs children who
were involved. The assistance was given in order that a task be completed. The question
then must be asked whether it is the process or the product that is most important. Tom

was helped with the painting on glass. He was also assisted with some colour sorting and
one to one correspondence activities. Jay was helped to climb down from the climbing
frame. Perhaps the adults were a little too eager to assist. The children, if left alone for a
moment, might have attempted to solve their own problems.
CENTRE C
LANGUAGE USE
Special Needs
Mainstream Children
Children
N
%
N
%
A
46
7
54
6
D
10
40
15
60
R
2
22
7
78
I
6
67
3
33

Total
13
25
9
9

Both groups of children were able to effectively gain attention when it was required as
seen in Table ix. There were only minimal differences on this matter, 46% for the special
needs children and 54% for their mainstream peers.
The special needs children gained attention to reinforce their behaviours on seven
occasions (78%). They appeared to need the approval of adults to support their play. This
differs from the mainstream group who looked for reinforcement on only two occasions
(22%). The mainstream children were autonomous and were able to risk and they did not
need much reinforcement.
Again, both groups of children used descriptions. The special needs children used the
descriptive process as a means of reinforcement (60%). On the other hand, the
mainstream children used descriptive language as part of their social interactions and to
give precise instructions in the course of play (40%). When Greg and Shane were
building the aqualab, they carefully described which piece they wanted and gave
instructions about where to place each piece too. The mainstream children appeared to
talk a lot amongst themselves as they played in groups. Some of this was 'social chat' but
often it was integral to the activity as they described, explained or reasoned in the group
situation.
As a group the special needs children were very tentative and cautious in the play.
There were only three occasions (33%) when special needs children stated their intention

to do something. Tom indicated that he was going to crash the car. The mainstream
children, in contrast, frequently announced that they intended to do something (67%) and
then proceeded to implement the project.
The mainstream group had scattered observations. Many of the observations were not
recorded verbatim and an indication of the context and content was included in the data
section (Appendix A).

Centre C Summary
The children in Centre C were verbal and confident. Most of them were autonomous
thinkers who made their own rules about the rules of their games. They were able to
negotiate and solve their problems with ease.
The special needs children interacted with the material and participated in simple spatial
activities. They were field dependent as they tended to prefer solitary play and needed
support from adults.
The mainstream children were very fluent and confident in their conmiunications.
There were a some observations taken when these children were too engrossed in their
tasks to speak. This mainstream group seemed to have high self esteem and did not need
constant affirmation from peers or adults. Their play was more sophisticated and
involved more complex spatial notions. The mainstream children preferred to play in
groups and they only needed occasional adult support or reinforcement. This indicated
that they were field independent in their leaming style.
Tom accounted for the majority of the observations on the special needs children. It is
obvious that his preferences had an influence on the observations at Centre C. However
the observations should be examined to see if there was any discernible pattem.
During play sessions all of the children explored spatial concepts. The children
enjoyed using their spatial knowledge to solve such problems as assembling the aqualab
and building complicated structures from he building blocks. The main difference in the
two groups of children was in the type of spatial activities that occurred and in the kind of

interactions that were taking place during these sessions. The next chapter discusses these
issues.

Chapter Seven

Discussion

This chapter seeks to answer the questions posed in chapter two. The main research
question is:In what way do the behaviours of special needs children differ from mainstream
children as they explore spatial concepts in early childhood settings?
This aspect of comparison of the special needs and mainstream children will be
addressed through the discussion of the subsidiary questions. Differences, if any will be
highlighted in the conclusion.
An additional set of tables has been created by amalgamating the tables from the
previous chapter. The new tables, x-xii. facilitate the processes of comparison and
discussion of the emerging trends that have been identified. The original research
questions have been addressed with reference to the literature review.

1. Spatial Activities
Are there differences conceming the type of spatial activity?

T
P
G

SPATIAL« CONTENT
Mainstream Children
Special Needs
Children
N
%
%
N
4
17
83
19
33
29
71
80
58
35
42
26

Total
23
113
61

Table x shows that the children engaged in spatial exploration as they played. The very
young special needs children or those with multiple handicaps were engaged in many
topological activities when they painted, played with blocks and farm sets. This
represented 83% of the topological activities that were recorded. They were aware of the
proximity of peers as well as adults. This use of topology supports the research of Bass
(1975) who explored topological notions with young children. She concluded that

children's performance improved with age and the very young children could succeed at
the elementary topological tasks using visual and tactile exploration. They could not
complete the more difficult tasks that entailed the use of visual imagery as opposed to
physically interacting with materials.
The special needs children, especially those from Centre B, tended to be involved in
more frequent explorations of topology (87%). They played and explored topological
notions of boundaries, nearness and separation. In comparison, the mainstream children
seldom explored topology (13%). These findings tend to support Piaget and Inhelder's
(1948) topological primacy thesis that topology appeared as the first spatial explorations
in young children's play. This must be balanced with the notions of Huttenlocher et al.
(1994) who claim that some spatial concepts are present from birth. This article
specifically refuted the topological primacy thesis of Piaget and Inhelder (1948). So these
findings must consider this as a possibility but the weight of evidence seems to support
Piaget and Inhelder (1948).
The special needs children, as a group, had a definite preference for spatial activities
that involved position (71%). They were involved in exploring position through using
their own bodies and being aware of their position in space, as well as in manipulating
blocks, lego and toys. The mainstream children, in comparison used position less often
(29%) and it was seen in the same play activities previously described. It would appear
that the mainstream children were aware of aspects of position but they did not need to
draw attention to it. They were able to intemalise the process rather than vocalise.
The older special needs children explored simple geometrical aspects of geometry
when solving jigsaws (42%). More sophisticated aspects of geometry were seen when
the special needs children were playing in the sand pit and constructing with blocks and
lego. Mainstream children used their knowledge of shape and solid figures to create
complex buildings and bridges (58%).
There appeared to be a hierarchy in the developmental level of the different types of
spatial activity. The most elementary spatial activities were topological and these were
followed by concepts of position. These aspects were mainly seen in the younger

children. The older special needs children and their mainstream peers tended to
investigate aspects of geometrical notions. This supports the research of van Hiele (1986)
whose theory demonstrates levels of geometric competence. Rosser et al. (1988)
conducted research that concluded that there were clear developmental stages in the
acquisition of spatial concepts.
In contrast, the mainstream children explored few topological notions (17%). They
were able to use topology as a basis elementary exploration of geometrical space to
support their play activities. The mainstream children were able to utilise all of their
spatial knowledge to solve such problems as constructing the aqualab. They were more
willing to take a risk and use trial and error techniques in problem solving. Their excellent
language skills meant that they were able to discuss problems and then determine a new
method to reach a solution. These findings support Cranton et al.'s (1990) notion that
children develop an increasing sophistication as they master spatial concepts. Cranton et
al. (1990) conducted research that determined that children use more extensive frames of
spatial reference as they grow older. The first references are to the child itself. With
increasing maturity, the children are able to shift their reference frames to other positions
and are able to create and manipulate mental images of objects and scenes. These findings
also support the sequence of spatial development as outUned by Yakimanskaya (1980).
All of the children engaged in positional play. The difference was that the special
needs children had to physically interact with the toys and materials to achieve the desired
result (71%). They also saw the notion of position as the end product of their play. In
comparison, the mainstream children (29%) were able to mentally visuahse the goal and
could use ontogenesis as a process in achieving the final product. Ontogenesis is the
process of creating mental images and being able to hold these images in the mind and to
mentally manipulate and rotate them at will (Yakimanskaya, 1980).
The more formal notions of geometry were explored by both groups of children. The
observations produced a similar result as for positional space. The special needs children
were often able to name and sort shapes and objects according to basic geometric
principles (42%). The mainstream children could do this too but they could also use the

same geometrical characteristics of the same shapes to solve their problems (58%). They
were able to build higher towers and more exact roads and assemble three dimensional
puzzles. The mainstream children were working at more advanced stages on the
developmental continuum.
These spatial activities would seem to confirm both Piaget and Inhelder's (1948) and
van Hiele's (1986) notion of stages of spatial development. The special needs children
were at elementary stages with the mainstream children being at more advanced levels.

2. Interactions
Are there any differences in the interactions taking place?

CC
CM
CA
AC
ACM

INTERACTIONS
Mainstream Children
Special Needs
Children
%
N
%
N
63
37
37
22
38
58
62
96
11
6
89
49
15
8
85
44
10
1
90
9

TOTALS
59
154
55
52
10

Table xi contains a summary of the children's social interactions. Cobb (1994), a
social constructivist, emphasises the importance of social interactions in the development
of mathematical concepts. Vygotsky (1978) also stresses this aspect.
The special needs children did not interact effectively with their peers. Their child to
child interactions totalled 37% of the total. Sometimes the special needs children would
engage in parallel play while keeping a close watch on their chosen peers. At times they
simply copied the activity or game at a later stage. The mainstream children, in
comparison, had more frequent interactions with peers (63%) and were socially aware
and tended to work in groups.
All of the children used toys and other materials during their play. The special needs
children did this on 62% of occasions. This highlights their need to physically interact
with the materials used in play. On the other hand, the mainstream children used concrete

materials less often (38%). They engaged in group activities and they seemed able to
mentally visualise rather than handle the materials to reach their goal.
There was a noticeable trend, in the special needs children, towards being dependent
on adults. In some instances, the children needed physical help to complete a chosen
activity. This aspect was especially prevalent in the children with severe handicaps and
with the younger children. The older special needs children tended to seek assistance
from adults, as was seen in 89% of the observations. These children were often
unwilling to risk or to proceed to a new aspect of the activity without adult reinforcement.
When confronted with a problem, the special needs children would quickly become
frustrated. Then they would give up and walk away or ask for adult assistance.
According to Saracho (1985), these children are very field dependent in their learning
style.
The special needs children received the majority of unsolicited adult intervention
(85%). The adults appeared to watch the special needs children and frequently anticipated
their requests for assistance. Sometimes this help was not wanted or appreciated.
Likewise, adults tended to physically intervene with this special needs group. This
accounted for 90% of adult instigated interventions with children and their play.
Tom and James, the special needs children who had received early intervention were
noticeably more field dependent and more likely to ask for adult assistance if they thought
it was needed. This contrasted markedly when compared to those who had received no
intervention and these children would often give up and walk away rather than ask for
help.
The interactions of the children at Centre B did not follow the same pattem as the other
centres. Centre B had a large number of adult helpers who were needed to assist the non
mobile children. These helpers tended to hover around the children and they frequently
anticipated the children's needs when they intervened. So the children did not have to ask
for adult assistance and this limited the social interactions. As well, the children were
often prevented from taking risks and learning from their errors. The more able children
at this centre were encouraged to be independent and to make their own decisions.

Hughes (1995) says that there is a hierarchy in the development of social skills
through play. This notion was seen in this research. Special needs children were often on
their own or in parallel play situations. Special needs children interacted with their peers
on 37% of occasions when compared to the mainstream group (63%). The activities they
chose were often closed activities, such as jigsaws, that had only one correct solution
(Jones, 1977). They frequently copied the play patterns of their peers and requested adult
intervention to assist. Play was seen tasks to be completed and was a product rather than
the process. The special needs children asked adults to come and see the finished
products to provide positive reinforcement (89%). In comparison, the mainstream
children usually played in groups and co-operated or worked as a team to solve
problems. Chosen activities, in comparison tended to be open ones that had a variety of
possibilities, such as dress ups or the sand pit (Jones, 1977). They were autonomous and
rarely asked for adult intervention. Play was seen as a way to meet the goal that the group
or individual had set.

3. Language Use
Are there any differences in the use of language?

A
D
R
I

LANGUAGE USE
Mainstream Children
Special Needs
Children
%
N
N
%
37
13
22
63
47
31
53
35
37
11
63
19
84
21
16
4

Total
35
66
30
25

The language use of the children is summarised in Table xii.
In this research, the language ability of the special needs children tended to be very
limited. The children from Centre B were non verbal through handicap as opposed to
being non verbal through choice. According to Lindfors (1987), these children are at very
elementary stages in the development of communication skills

Ill

Some of the special needs children, such as James, Daniel and Matthew, varied from
being non verbal to having fluent conversations. This was an indication of the
interactions that were taking place. They could socialise and communicate competently
with adults but interactions with peers were infrequent. At times they would engage in
non verbal solitary play.
All of the children could summon assistance when it was needed. The special needs
children (63%) did this more often than their peers (37%). The reasons for this have been
discussed at length in the previous section.
Again, descriptive language was used by both groups. There was little difference
between the special needs children (53%) and their mainstream peers (47%) with this
strategy. However, this descriptive language was used for different purposes.
In spatial activities, the mainstream children used language infrequently to reinforce
notions of position. Observations of their play accounted for 37% of positional language
compared to 63% for the special needs group.
Many of the special needs children responded to adult questions with a short simple
response. Perhaps the question itself should be examined. The adults frequently asked
closed questions so that only a one or two word answer was needed. This should be
compared the notion of scaffolding (Bruner, 1966) in that dialogues between adults and
children assist with language and concept development. This poor framing of questions
can inhibit cognitive development.
Mainstream children were independent and seemed to have high self esteem. As a
group, they announced their intentions to reach a certain goal and then proceeded towards
meeting that goal (85%). They interacted freely with their peers and would persist with a
task or play activity. Problem solving techniques of trial and error were implemented.
These research observations are in keeping with the stages of language development
indicated by Painter (1991), Tough (1976) and Vygotsky (1978). Painter (1991)
indicates that language is used to classify, make running commentary, show intent,
anticipate and recall past situations during the learning process. The mainstream children
did all of these.

The mainstream children appeared to have fluent communication as they interacted in
group situations, most of the group conversations were complex and quick. When in
groups, the mainstream children predicted, made suggestions and discussed how they
would solve problems as they played with the concrete materials. This is in keeping with
the language acquisition order of Painter (1991). They also described and reinforced their
activities with accompanying language but this was not as frequent as in the special needs
group. Language was used as a vehicle to solve problems as well as being a
communication between peers. The only times that the mainstream children were non
verbal were when they were completely engrossed in a task and speech was not
necessary.
All of the children used language to describe what they were doing. The special needs
children used description as a commentary to monitor and reinforce their play (53%). In
contrast, the mainstream children frequently used descriptive language as a means to an
end; to say how long or which block to move (47%). All of the children used positional
language to accompany and guide their activities but the special needs children were more
frequent than the mainstream children in this use.
Many of the children indicated their intention to do accompUsh a goal. However, the
mainstream children not only used this strategy more often (84%) but they immediately
began to proceed towards the goal. Sometimes these were difficult goals to reach. This
was clearly seen when the boys wanted to set up the aqualab. In contrast, the special
needs children, set goals less frequently (16%) and the goals they set were more
immediate and more easy to reach. Tom announced that he was going to crash the car just
before it happened. Painter (1991) sees this signalling of intent as being a pragmatic use
of language.
This research finding supports the notion of the changing function of speech in
Vygotsky (1978). Vygotsky states that "Children solve practical tasks with the help of
their speech, as well as their eyes and hands"(p. 26). Vygotsky (1978) claims that speech
initially follows the children's actions. The next stage is when speech guides and
determines the children's action. This appears to describe the special needs children's

speech. In the final stage speech becomes the planning function before the activity begins
as was the case with the mainstream children. The latter stages are supported by Painter
(1991).
These language functions all interact on each other during the course of any
conversation. There are definite rules that apply to any conversation and children learn
these very quickly. The first thing that the child learns is how to get attention otherwise
no conversation is possible (Painter, 1991).
Both groups of children were able to summon adult assistance when it was required
but the special needs children (63%) did this more often than the mainstream children
(37%). The special needs group seemed to need adults to intervene and support their play
or help to complete tasks. They would often ask for reassurance as they appeared to lack
self esteem and would not take a risk.
If any assistance was needed, the mainstream children readily asked for help rather
than sit and wait for an adult to notice them The type of assistance that these children
requested was sometimes a request for the adult to add an extra dimension to enhance the
play rather than intervene. This was seen when the girls asked the teacher to read a story;
something that they could not do for themselves. Tim asked the teacher to show him how
to thread the lace and he quickly copied the strategy. At other times the teacher was asked
to come and see a finished product.
The special needs children who had received formal early intervention did not function
like the mainstream children either. This group displayed some of the characteristics of
both groups. They did not play alone as much as the group that had experienced early
intervention and they did have some interactions with their peers. They did not request as
much adult assistance either. Perhaps this shows that it is part of a continuum rather than
a simple solution at either end of the scale.
As a group the special needs children interacted with concrete materials rather than
peers during play. They tended to be dependent on and requested adult intervention to
reach their desired goal. The interactions with their peers tended to describe what was

happening and to reinforce their activities rather than to predict or make a contribution
towards a common goal.

4. Summary
The interactive nature of language supports the notion that language and social
interaction play major roles in children's leaming. It seems to support the claims made by
Cobb (1994) that language and social interactions support the learning of mathematical
and spatial concepts.
It should be noted that the special needs children tended to be at the lower end of the
developmental continuum in each of the aspects studied. Likewise, they tended to be
reliant on adult assistance in their leaming and were field dependent when compared to
their peers.
According to Griffiths and Clyne (1994), young children learn best when motivated.
Children learn through interaction, through investigating and through using language.
All of the children engaged in a variety of spatial explorations during play activities. It
should be noted that the children interacted with different kinds of concrete materials such
as toys during these sessions. Differences were apparent not only in the type of spatial
activity that the children engaged in, but also in the social interactions and use of
language. The mainstream used their spatial knowledge and language as a process to
solve problems but the special needs children saw spatial activities as an end in
themselves, as a product.
This research has highlighted the nature of the interactions. There was a marked
difference between the preschool children with special needs and their mainstream peers.
The use of language and the social interactions during the leaming process emerged as the
major differences between the two groups.

Chapter Eight

Conclusion

This chapter reflects on the results of the research and makes recommendations for
future research and practice.
The aspects of the children's learning behaviours to be discussed are the type of spatial
activity, interactions and language use.

1. Spatial Explorations
The aspect of spatial activity revealed a learning continuum of spatial notions. The
most earliest spatial explorations would seem to be elementary or topological in nature,
depending on whether one accepts the idea of topology being the earliest spatial level.
The learning process then proceeds to position and finally to the more formal aspects of
3D and 2D geometry.
Some new questions could be posed. What happens in the K-2 setting? What aspects
of space do these children explore? Do school-aged children concentrate on the more
formal aspects of 2D and 3D geometry? This would seem to be the situation suggested by
many of the researchers such as Cranton et al.(1990) who advocate an increasing
sophistication of spatial concepts as children grow older.
Research in Infants grades could be conducted to determine at what age/stage young
children can actively manipulate spatial images in their minds. According to Rosser et
al.(1988), this can be seen in children of this age.
The van Hiele levels of geometric performance could also be examined. Is an "O" level
needed for younger children? (Clements & Battista, 1992). The existing van Hiele levels
could be used as a basis of comparison to determine the level of spatial thought and the
associated vocabulary utilised by K-2 children.
The special needs children in K-2 grades should be monitored to determine if they are
making progress along the geometric continuum (Wyne & O'Connor, 1979). Do they

begin to develop 2D and 3D concepts rather than the more elementary ones of topology
and position seen in this research?
Younger children could also participate in a new research project, to investigate
aspects of space explored by two and three year olds explore? Some of Piaget and
Inhelder's (1948) theories, such as the Topological Primacy Theory and haptic
perception, could be examined. These could be revisited in a new setting.
All of the children used toys or concrete materials in the course of their spatial
explorations. The main difference between the two groups of children was how they
played and interacted rather than what they were doing as they explored spatial concepts.
The first pedagogical implication for teachers is that they should provide concrete
materials for children of all ages to use. Rather than dictating what materials should be
used, teachers should present a variety of materials available for selection. The children
can decide what they would like to use, and this can facilitate the problem solving
process.
The special needs children tended to see spatial exploration as a product oriented task.
It was work. They sorted blocks and built simple structures that showed minimal spatial
understandings. These structures could be seen as elementary and near the beginning of
the levels of block construction (Reifil, 1984).
In contrast, the mainstream children used aspects of space such as shape or size in the
process of their game or problem solving activity. They used their advanced spatial
knowledge to build sophisticated structures and make intricate patterns. The mainstream
children used spatial knowledge as a process to achieve goals in their play.
Teachers should encourage the use of problem solving, especially in regard to spatial
notions. Open ended problems , such as "How many different ways can you arrange
these blocks?" are appropriate for children of all ages. These aspects could be further
examined in future research.
Recently many interactive computer programs that have a mathematical basis, have
been released. Some of these include spatial concepts. This could provide a unique
opportunity to compare the understandings and behaviours of a group of children who

had experience and practice with these programs with a control group who had not had
the same experiences. This project would be most suited to children aged five to eight as
they have the language and fine motor skills that would be critical in this evaluation.

2. Interactions
The research also examined the interactions that occurred as the preschool children
explored spatial concepts. Differences were noted in the type of interactions that were
taking place. The special needs children often engaged in solitary or parallel play
situations. They were more likely to have social interactions with adults than peers.
Language was only used to monitor play or seek reassurance from adults (Painter, 1991).
The special needs children had low self esteem and tended to be field dependent. They
needed adult intervention to support their play. They frequently asked for assistance to
complete simple tasks the they were capable of doing by themselves.
The mainstream children provided a contrast to their special needs peers. They
preferred to work in co-operatively in groups. Social interactions were frequent and
complex. Language was used as a tool to facilitate the meeting of individual and group
goals. They had high self esteem and were autonomous learners. They did not rely on
adults to facilitate their play. The mainstream children were field independent and seldom
relied on external help during their play activities (Saracho, 1988). There were times
when the mainstream children worked independently on a task too. But the same children
would be seen in a group situation a few minutes later.
All of the children interacted with toys and other concrete materials in their play. The
special needs children seemed to have difficulty in sharing toys. They needed their own
toys as they did not have the social skills to share. In contrast, the mainstream children
frequently shared materials as they worked co-operatively with peers.
The pedagogical implications of this research indicate that teachers should provide a
learning environment that encourages the children to interact with each other. This aspect
is most important for children with special needs. Teachers can scaffold learning
experiences so that children's learning styles are catered for. So children should be able

to play or solve problems in large or small groups or individually, whatever is
appropriate for the task. Then peer to peer interactions would be encouraged as social
interaction are integral to the learning process.
Specific teaching strategies need to be examined in further inquiry. The preschool
environment tends to be child-centred with children selecting their activities (Hughes,
1995). In contrast, the infants classrooms tend to be more formal and teacher directed.
Ideally the K-2 classrooms should be towards the middle of the directed/child-centred
continuum. Both extremes are useful teaching strategies but there needs to be a balance of
teaching strategies. It is important that the K-2 learning environment be considered to
examine some new questions. What kind of interactions are taking place? How do these
differ from preschool settings? Other aspects to be explored include determining who
initiates interactions in K-2 settings and the role of the teacher in the development of
spatial concepts?
Similar questions should be posed for children with special needs in K-2 classrooms.
Are their needs being catered for? Are teachers sensitive to their particular needs and
individual learning styles? What happens to special needs children in mainstream classes?
Are teachers aware that children with special needs may be at different positions on the
learning continuum when compared to their peers (Wyne & O'Connor, 1979)? This
could affect the type of spatial activity that is appropriate for individual children.
Similar questions about interactions could be asked for the two to three year olds and
for children younger than two. It is an area that has not been researched. This research
could be conducted in a day care centre to cater for the suggested groups. Such a project
offers exciting possibilities and would provide valuable insights into the earliest
acquisition of spatial concepts.
Teachers in K-2 settings need to reconsider their teaching philosophy as this
determines the learning environment. Constructivists such as Piaget and Inhelder (1948)
contend that children learn by building on prior knowledge. The implications for K-2
teachers are that teachers should carefully monitor each child's progress. Then teachers
can provide the scaffolding, through organised experiences, to enable children to proceed

to higher levels of achievement (Mannigel, 1992). Social constructivist (Cobb, 1994)
agree with this strategy and they encourage teachers to establish an environment based on
pupil interaction, indicating that this is vital to the leaming process. These ideas should be
examined in K-2 settings to determine efficient teaching strategies.
Research could be conducted within infants special education classes, integration
classes and mainstream classes to determine to what extent group work fosters increased
interactions among children. This project would seem to be appropriate for the infants
school situation.
The pedagogical implication for teachers are that they should attempt to structure
leaming experiences that encourage group participation in the problem solving process.
Perhaps the use of "group challenges" could assist. It should be noted that individuals
also need to be catered for.

3. Language
In this research one of the main differences between the special needs and mainstream
children was the use of language.
The special needs children used language to summon assistance when they needed
support in their play. They also used language of description and reinforcement as a self
commentary during spatial activities (Painter, 1990). The special needs children seldom
used language to signal their intent to achieve a goal. As they did not interact with their
peers, the special needs children seldom engaged in social chat. Occasionally they would
volunteer this social information to an adult.
The utterances of the special needs children, as recorded, were short. They used
simple sentences on occasions but oral communication frequently consisted of key words
such as "up, here, look". The special needs children often used one word answers in
response to questions. Perhaps the adults' questions should be examined. Adults often
used closed questions with the special needs children. These required a one word
response. So the children were not given the opportunity to engage in open ended

explanations. Sometimes the special needs children were non verbal as they played and
this reflects their lack of interaction with peers.
Adults asked different questions of the mainstream children (Tough, 1976). These
questions tended to be more open ended and the children were encouraged to respond in
more detail.
It is important for teachers examine their own questioning techniques. The use of open
ended questions should encourage all children to provide more complete responses. In
turn, this could extend their speech patterns and vocabulary.
The mainstream children used language far more effectively. It was the means of
communication with the group (Cobb, 1994). Sentences were often long and complex as
the children interacted with each other. Social chat was also employed by the mainstream
children. They frequently shared previous experiences or news items with their friends in
the group or with adults.
In this research, language was seen as being a vehicle that assisted the children's
social interactions. So the aspect of language was not examined in detail. Language use is
an interesting area and there are strong links between language and mathematics. It has
been said that mathematics is a language.
There are many aspects that could be examined in K-2 settings. These include
ascertaining the use of language during all mathematical activities. The type of
mathematical language used by teachers and children could be compared to texts and
syllabuses. The effectiveness of mathematical language of children in group situations
could be compared to children working as individuals. Classrooms could be compared to
identify the organisation and teaching strategies of teachers to create an environment that
fosters the use of mathematical language by the children. The strong links between
language and mathematics need to be more fully investigated in the future. This could
form the basis of a new research project.
The role of the teacher in encouraging and extending the use of mathematical language
should be examined. Ideally this research should take place in a variety of settings,
covering different age groups with children under eight years of age. This could help to

identify the factors that facilitate the communication of mathematical ideas. These
pedagogical implications, once identified, would be important for teacher to consider.

4. Summary
This research project has examined what is happening as preschool children, including
those with special needs, learn spatial concepts. It has shown that there seems to be a
hierarchy in the type of spatial concepts explored by young children. Children with
special needs were at more elementary stages on the learning continuum than their
mainstream peers.
The learning environment was also examined. Mainstream preschool children were
found to be active learners who constantly interacted with their environment, their peers,
adults and concrete materials as they explored spatial concepts. The special needs children
and the mainstream mainly differed in this area of interactions.
The special needs children interacted with toys and adults and had few interactions
with peers. Language was used to monitor activities or seek help when faced with a
problem. In contrast, the mainstream children were nearly always seen in groups
working in a co-operative manner. Language was used in a more social context to
contribute to group cohesion and they were active problem solvers.
The researcher suggests that preschool children's language and its effects on the
development of mathematical concepts be investigated. This aspect of language has not
been examined comprehensively in this research. This would include questioning,
children's interactions and the development of mathematical vocabulary.
This topic will be considered by this researcher in the near future.
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Appendix A

Data

Preliminary Visits Centre A.

The researcher had organised with the director, L to attend the centre. The
visiting days were organised, were days that L was not present as she had
teaching commitments at the university. The researcher was introduced to the
other teacher, J who was happy to assist with the study.
The teacher, J explained that the centre had some special needs children
attending both groups of the 4-5 year olds.
In J's group. Group B, these included Adriana who had a delay in the gross motor
area.
Betty, Fabian and Cristos all had limited command of English.
Kenneth had behavioural problems and James had a general developmental delay
especially in the cognitive area.
A new exceptional child, Alex, had just begun attending on that morning. He
had multiple problems and the first aim was socialisation. When preliminary
observations were complete, the staff would decide on a comprehensive set of goals
for him.
The normal morning routine is to set up activities for the children from 9.30am
till 10.45am. The children are free to select from a variety of indoor and outdoor
activities. Planned activities cover a range of developmental areas each day. other
activities are set up as requested by the children or as needed.
The centre is about thirty years old, it has one classroom and an observation
room with one way glass. This room is not being used in this study. Over many
years, various directors and teachers have bought toys and equipment. There is a
huge variety of equipment and although it is not all new, it has been well looked

after. A selection of materials have been arranged on shelves and tables within easy
reach of the children. Much of the equipment is stored on shelves and in boxes in a
store room. Equipment that is required, is easily found and put out for the children.
The outdoor area has a paved area or verandah next to the building. The rest of
the area is grassed and there is a sloped grass area well away from the building.
Other improvements include a large circular sand pit. A wooden climbing frame and
a balance walk connecting the level ground with the lower branches of a tree. There
is also a selection of movable frames and boards that can be assembled in a variety
of ways.
The children accepted the researcher very quickly as they were accustomed to having
visiting parents, lecturers-and teachers. Most of the children were very socially aware
and had advanced language skills. The exceptional children were well accepted by their
peers and seemed to participate in all activities.

Centre A
1/5/91

CODE

OBSERVATION

COMMENTS

9.35am.
The Block Comer.
S

James (5.2 years) was sitting on the There were building blocks

CM

carpet with his mum and was playing with in the area too
the duplo train. There were five carriages
on the train and he put one of the toy
people onto the train track and the rest of
the toy people (nine of them) into the first
carriage.

P

CM "Bye, bye." He pushed the train around D. Relationship
the track and underneath the bridge until train/boy
he reached the toy boy. The train knocked position
the boy over.
"Oops!" Chuckle. The train was now A
stationary so he counted the people in the
first carriage.
"1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

CA

8." He looked to Able to count to 8

his mother for approval. His mother Field dependent
AC nodded.

P
CM

Seeks assistance

James then continued to push the train James is aware of position
around the three loops he had made while
he talked to himself.
"Up, over and down." as the train was D. R. Comparison of height

CM

pushed over the bridge. He touched some
of the buildings he had made and said D. R. Haptic perception
"Tall" or "Short" to indicate the building
CM height.

S

P At this stage another child. Ken (4.8 Anti social behaviour

C2C

years), came to play. Ken broke up some
of the track. Ken ran outside. James

C2M

looked exasperated.

9.50am.
S

P James slowly rebuilt the track using trial Problem solving strategies.

CM

and error to reconnect the track and other
pieces. His mother had moved a little
distance away but he kept glancing at her

CA

to see her reaction.

M

S

P

Joshua (4.9 years) and Alex (4.6 years) Alex was a spectator.

C2C3M

came over and looked at the track. Joshua
placed a big box of toy bricks on the
track, saying.

P

CM "Can't get through 'cos it's brick!" James D. James aware of position
pushed the train towards the box, yelhng,
"Lookout, lookout!"

I

C2C

Alex called, "Bricks!"

A

CM

James then stopped the train and tipped Cause/ effect
the bricks out over the floor.

9.55am.
SS2

CC2
P

C2M

Alex stayed playing with James saying.
"That's a train." (A) Went to a second D. R. Parallel play.
train and put it on the track.

P
CM

"Toot, Toot. Around, round. ..up, up Aware of relative positions
(over the bridge). It's round." He pushed
the train around the loop and around
under the bridge, saying,
"Under, under, under."

D. R.

He explores the positions of under and Haptic perception
CM

over with his hand.

10.07am.
S

Alex went over to the painting easel

C2M

leaving James at the train.

S2

P James then carefully lined up the toy Note shape.

CM
Q

houses and building blocks to form three
sides of a rectangle beside the train track.

10.10am.
The Sand Pit
MMM

Madelaine (4.10 years), Allana (4.6 Girls alone in sand pit
years) and Emma (4.4 years) were
playing together. Emma said.

P

"We're having a party." She then buried I

CC2

an object in the sand. The researcher

AC

asked "Where is it?" Emma replied,
P

CA "It's in here." pointing to the spot. "Make D. Precise language.
a big cake. We need sugar. Put sugar in I

CM

it." She pretended to make the cake. D. R.
"Bury it." She then buried a ball in the
"cake".
Madelaine had assumed the role of leader
and she announced.
P
C2C

"We're going to make the biggest cake in 1.

D.

Demonstrates

the world." She proceeded to organise the positional knowledge.
other children. Allana sat and filled the
containers and put the sand into the large
pan.

10.45am. Morning Tea.
The children all sat down on the rugs for moming tea. The children had brought their
"little lunches" from home and they sat and compared the different containers. James
had some difficulty in opening his box and in putting the straw into the juice carton. His
mother came over to assist.
The teacher, J was very interested in the train incident. She was a little surprised
that Alex had joined in and had interacted with the other boys. It appeared that

Kenneth was showing his normal behaviour patterns. If he was not included in a
group, then he would seek attention by annoying the other children.
J was interested in James showing his knowledge of position and that he vocalised
it. James had also shown that he was developing some problem solving skills as he
persevered in replacing the train tracks.
11.00am
Group Time.
Th children came inside for group time with J. James' mother came over and introduced
herself to the researcher. The researcher introduced herself and explained about the
research. James' mum said that she was happy for James to participate especially if we
could leam more about how he leamed. That could help James in the future.
Centre A
8/5/91
CODE
9.15 am..
S
CM

G

P

OBSERVATION
Outdoors
James (5.2 years) was sitting on a carpet
on the covered verandah. He was playing
with a basic lego set and a lego farm set.
He had made a rectangular structure with a
sloping roof. He placed a door in one wall
and toy people within. He demonstrated
the motion of a door.
"Open....closed."
CM "Boo!" He peeped a toy man through the
door. Then he placed the man on the roof.

COMMENT

Note regular shape

Haptic perception.
D. R.
A.

135

CA "Up he goes and down." demonstrated the D Demonstrates positional
position and motion.(To the researcher)

knowledge.

"Man goes through the door."

D.

AC (Researcher) "Will he fit?"
"Look!" James showed that the toy man A. R. Relative positions.

p

would go in and out.
9.21am.
S G
T

CM

James made an enclosure out of lego Note regular shape and
fencing and he put the animals inside. angles.
Then he carefully put one toy person on
each animal. He named the animals.
"Sheep, cow, horse, pig." The teacher D.

AC came by. "How can the horse get a
drink?"
James then opened up part of the fence Cause/ effect.
and moved the horse out.
"Slurp, slurp." He moved the horse back D. Purpose.
CM

to its original position and reclosed the
fence. James then started to experiment by Exploring

topological

making large holes in the fence. He took concept of enclosure/open

P

all of the animals out for a drink.

and closed space.

9.28am.
M

C2M Leon (4.7 years) came to play. He began Note the
G

to make simple lego houses.

geometrical shapes.

(SI

"I put the roof on. This is a city." said D. I
C2C

Leon. "Put people over there,

sophisticated

AC " D o

you

have

enough

people?"

(Researcher). James then put some of the
CM toy people through the open door of his
original house.
CA "Look!" Pause.
"Bye, Bye."

9.3010.30am.
SS2

Fabian and Cristos (4.2 years, twins) had

ACC2

spent the morning in the company of their
mother. She was interacting with them as
they explored the set activities and spoke
to the boys in Spanish and English. The
boys replied only to the Spanish

10.05am.
On the covered verandah.
This area had been set up with a rug on the
cement, a tape recorder playing dance
music and a box of scarves as props,
s

Madelaine (4.10 years), Adriana (4.5

CC1C2

years) and Allana (4.6 years) had

MM

wandered over to the area. J (teacher)
suggested that the girls might like to dress
AC up with the scarves and dance. Madelaine
looked in the box and chose some pink
scarves. She wrapped these around her

CM

head and her neck.

A.

P

CM "I like pink. Look at me! I'm beautiful." D. A. Position- stayed on
She began to twirl around and dance rug.
around on the rug.
Allana chose red and pink scarves and tied Body awareness

C3M

them around her waist. She too began to

P

dance to the music.
"I like dancing. I want to be a ballet D. I.
dancer." She began to move around in
circles.

S

C2M Adriana (4.5 years) looked in the box. She
chose a white scarf and looked again in the
P

box then she chose a blue scarf. She tried
to tie these around her head but could not
do so. She asked the researcher to assist.
C2A Then she tried to copy the other girls as
they danced to the music. Adriana turned Poor body awareness,
around a few times and looked pleased
with herself. "Look!"

A

11.00am.
The researcher spoke to the teacher, J. J was interested in the observation of James. J
said that the centre had been providing James with activities to enhance concepts of
position. She said that it was fairly normal for James to play alone early in the day. Later
on the caregivers would encourage involvement with other children.
The researcher asked about Fabian and Cristos. J explained that they were very young
and would not be eligible for school next year. They had been enrolled to assist with their
acquisition of English and to enable them to socialise. The family had recently migrated
from Chile. Both parents spoke excellent English while the children spoke only Spanish.
The mother had trained as a primary teacher and she was very keen for the children to

attend preschool as it would assist their integration into the school system and acquisition
of English. The children hadn't ever attended a kindergarten or been minded by non
family members so the mother agreed to stay with the boys and help their transition to
preschool. She was confident that they would soon settle and that she could gradually
lessen her presence.

Centre A
15/5/91.
CODE

OBSERVATION

COMMENT

10.30am.
Block Comer.
SSM

Alex, Leon and Kenneth were tidying the
block comer.

M

Leon said, "Can you get me some middle

D Descriptive language.

sized ones?" James (5.2 years) came over
CC2C3C4M

and picked up some long blocks.

S
AC "Where do these go?" (J, teacher).James James needed help to sort
pointed.
G

CM

"In there." and he put them with the other D
long blocks.

P
AC

the blocks.
Matching

shapes

"Make them go the same way as the
others." (J). James watched the others Trial and error,
and pushed and turned the blocks to fit,
and then said.

geometric

"Here's some (middle sized) to go in D.
there". He put them in. Ken(4.8 years)
also put some on the shelves. James then
settled down and sorted the blocks by size
and geometric shape.
Alex (4.6 years) picked up a block.
C4M
AC "What one is that?" (J). Alex replied,
"Small." J asked,
P

D.

"Can you put it in here?" and she pointed
to the shelf. Alex put it on the right shelf
and looked at J who pushed it along to
the designated place. Alex then picked up
a middle sized one and pointed to the right
shelf.

Matching

"There." And he put the blocks on the A.
shelf.
G

CC4M

Alex and James sorted the blocks into Attributes of shape and
shapes and sizes without speaking or size.
communicating.

9.3010.30am.
SS2

Today Fabian and Cristos (4.2 years)

CC2A

were accompanied by their father. They
did not stay with him all morning. They
became involved in parallel play with
other children in the sandpit and on the
climbing apparatus. The centre staff

CC2AM

supported their play. However they kept
watching to see that dad was near. They Adult nearbyness.
spoke Spanish to their father and did not
speak to any of the other children.

9.45am.
Fixed equipment.
This area had been made into a cubby
house by placing blankets around the
sides leaving the front open.
MM C/C2M Jessie (4.7 years) and Emma (4.4 years) Position - inside.
P

were sitting inside. They had brought
some books in and were "reading" them.
J (teacher) walked by and looked in.
Jessie said,
CA "J, please read us a story." J agreed and
AC sat with the girls and began to read Request to read a story.
Enmia's book. Josephine walked by and
said,

M

C3/Cs

"Me too. Can I come in?" She joined the

S

C4/Cs

group. Betty (4.8 years) was just behind
Josephine (4,10 years) and she too joined
the group. The children all sat and listened
to the story. When it was finished J and

ACs most of the children went out into the
yard.

11.00am.
James' mother approached the researcher and inquired about James progress. The
researcher replied that she was only just getting to know James and that no conclusions
had been reached at this early stage. James mum went on to talk of her concern for
James. She was anxious that he attend a "normal" school if possible. She was looking at
several public schools in the area as options. It had been suggested by J and the other
teachers that she approach the local educational authorities and liaise with them. This
notion was supported by the researcher. James' mum said that once they realised that
James had learning problems, they had sought private professional help. James was
being assisted by an early intervention teacher with a session every week. James
apparently had made good progress with this early intervention teacher according to his
mother. He knew his colours, numbers and shapes and could read a few basic words

11.10 am.
J came to compare notes. J said that she too had noticed an improvement in James'
relationships with the group. He was now more able to play with others and was
becoming more verbal.
Alex had proved to be the surprise. He was quite able to stand up for himself. J said
that she had not thought much about repacking the block shelves. Now she said that she
realised that there was a lot of mathematics involved and that it could be a valuable
teaching moment.

Centre A
22/5/91

OBSERVATION

CODE

COMMENT

9.25am.
Outdoors
Josephine(4.10 years) and Jessie( 4.7 Note 2D geometry.

MM

lasiaQ
mna
mmm
m^m

years) were playing at a table set out under
CC2M

the tree, They were playing with a shape

G

and colour matching game.

Jessie spun a circle. "That's a circle." She D. Instant recognition.

G

put a green circle on her board.
She spun another circle. "That's two D. Matched two attributes.
circles." The spinner indicated blue. "That
one - a blue." She successfully matched
the blue circle with a blue counter,
G

C2M

Josephine spun a blue triangle. She Error in matching.
pointed to the blue triangle but put a
yellow counter on a yellow square.
Jessie correctly counted the full squares

CM

on the board. Then she correcdy counted
the empty ones. This done using one to
one correspondence.
G

C2M

Josephine spun a red triangle. She said, D.
"Triangle." and pointed to each triangle.

G

Jessie spun another triangle and said,
CC2 "I got three."

Recognition

generalisation

and

9.35 am.
Outdoors.
CM Betty (4.8 years) was sitting alone at the Shape matching.
jigsaw table. She was attempting to solve problem solving by trial and
an animal jigsaw. She worked silently, error.

G

testing out each piece in turn to find one
that matched. She completed the jigsaw by
continuing

to use trial

and

error

techniques, and by matching the shapes
and colours.
9.45am.
Indoors.
MM

The children were

mixing dough. Spherical shapes.

CC2M

Tim(4.11 years) and Joshua (4.9 years)

G

were dividing the dough into smaller
sections by rolling ball shaped pieces.
Tim said. 'T'll make the biggest."

^
D. I. Size

AC Teacher, "Do we have enough for
everyone? There's 25 but some are away.
Let's put them into a row."
Tim, "There's lots. We'll have to make D. 1. Estimation,
ten."
CM He counted out ten shapes correctly using
one to one correspondence.

Use of 10?

oooo

Tim (pointing) "1, 2, 3,
teen, 19,
4, ...(silence)

13, 16, Use

of

one

to

one

Then quietly, "1, 2, 3, correspondence.
29." After the 29th one Numerical sequence...

there were other balls of dough. Tim pattern,
pointed to one of the end ones.
"That one."

D. R.

AC Teacher. "Biggest?" Tim pointed to the
biggest one.
Teacher. "Smallest?" Tim found a small Size comparison not fine,
one but not the smallest.
10.05 am.
Outdoors at the tree house.
MMMM

The teachers had placed a set of hats and
helmets at the base of the sloping plank
that led to the tree house.
Joshua (4.9 years), Leon (4.7 years),

CC2C3C4M

Nicholas (4.6 years) and Tim (4.11 years)
were trying on the helmets. Joshua said,
"Let's all be firemen and we'll put out the A. L The boys were all

P

fire."

He picked up a piece of hose and aware

of

the

relative

pretended to put out a fire in the tree positions of the tree, plank
house. The other boys put on various and their own position in
types of helmets and joined in the game, space.
Kenneth (4.8 years ) put on a police hat Kenneth tried to copy the
S

C5/Cs

and walked up the plank saying,

others.

"Stop. Stop." The other boys ignored the A.
Cs/girls

unwanted intrusion. Joshua and the boys
would not allow any girls to participate in
the game saying.

boys/girls

"We're grown up. We're firemen. No R. D. 1.
girls, this is for boys. Girls can't be
firemen." The girls gave up and went over
to play with some shadow puppets.

S

James tried to join in the game of heroes James had a poor concept
P

C6/Cs but he was unable to play cooperatively of his own position in space
with the other boys. James kept getting and did not understand the
into the wrong places such as the fire game,
itself

P

Then James began pushing boys off the
plank. The researcher intervened and
reminded all of the children that it was
AC time to wash hands for morning tea. The
children stopped the game and put the hats
in the box.

10.15 am
Outside on the verandah.
MM

Madelaine (4.10 years) and Josephine Excellent

notions

CC2M

(4.10 years) moved the puppet show. J position in space to make
had set up some shadow puppets and a these puppets work,
screen. The girls experimented with the

P

puppets. Madelaine managed to make
her's dance while Josephine was able to
make her's sit down and walk. Madelaine

p

CM hummed a tune as she moved her puppet.
C2M She invited J to come and see the A.
C

performance.

Not dependent.

of

9.25-10.30am
This was a very noisy and disrupted morning. Fabian and Cristos had been left at the
centre without parental support. They would return at 10.30am to check on progress.
Both boys became very upset and cried and cried very loudly. They would only be
consoled if picked up and nursed by a caregiver. This meant that the caregivers were
almost fully occupied with Fabian and Cristos. At times Fabian would become distracted
and become involved in an activity with J. These were brief periods as he would hear his
brother and begin to cry once more. It was a trying time for everyone. The twins were
upset and the other children did not have interactions with the usual caregivers.
Everyone was relieved when the parents remrned and Fabian and Cristos quietened.

11.00am.
This was not a morning to talk with J. She was exhausted but said that she
appreciated having the researcher there as she knew that there was an extra adult to assist
with the other children.

Centre A.
13/8/91

CODE

OBSERVATION

COMMENT

9.30am.
Indoors
P Tim (5.2 years) was sitting at a table Position.

M
CM

threading laces through a picture board. Tim was rotating the card.
He was trying to put the thread through
the round hole. He had already made lots
of attempts. Then he looked around for
adult help.
CA "It won't go". He had put 5cm of thread D.
through the hole but it kept pulling back
out.

P

AC The researcher held the card up off the Problem solving.
table and the thread hung through. Then Tim was able to use the
CM Tim began to turn the card over but he information
did not catch the loose thread. Tim then extend it.
put the card on the edge of the table so
that the hole was off the edge of the table.
Then he was able to push the thread
through from the top. Tim sighed, smiled
at the researcher and pushed another
thread through the next hole.

given

and

9.40
S

James(5.5 years) was in the dolls comer. James was unable to match
P

CM He was dressing one of the dolls in a the

arms

and

legs

to

tracksuit. He needed help from the teacher openings,
to manoeuvre the garments.

James

verbalised the process as he dressed the D. R.
CA

doll. He kept glancing at the researcher.

P

"Put head through. One arm ....Find the D.

R.

Language

of

Matching

and

hand. Other arm...find the other hand, position.
Pull top down."
9.55 am.
Indoors.
MM

James left the dolls comer and Josephine
(5.1 years) and Jessie (4.8 years) came to

CC2M

play. First, they took all of the dolls off
the beds. Then they took the bedding off

P

the beds and pram. Josephine lined all of
the dolls on the floor. "This one goes
here." She matched the biggest doll to the D.

P

R.

CM longest bed. Then she sorted the dolls into sorting.
large and small groups and put them on Sizing,
the beds. The toy animals were put into
the pram.
Jessie was looking at the sheets and

C2M

blankets. She said,

"Gotta make the bed," and took the dolls I. Problem solving.
off the small bed. She tried to make up the Size and shape.
small bed but the sheets were too large.
So she chose smaller ones for the next
attempt which was successful. The two
girls then made the beds and put the dolls
to sleep.
10.15 am.
Indoors.
MM

The dress up clothes had been hung on a
rack. The very pretty and frilly party
dresses were on display. Some of the
girls were very excited. Adriana (4.9

S

years), Enmia (4.7 years) and Madelaine
P

(5.1 years) were busily making their
choices. Emma chose a pink taffeta dress

CC2C3M

and asked the researcher to help tie the
fastening tapes. Madelaine chose a cream

C2M

ribbon

lace dress and managed to put it on

C2A by herself. Adriana chose a red chiffon Good body awareness.
C3M dress but could not work out how to put it
on and looked for assistance. So the Parallel play.
CM researcher helped. The girls paraded
CA around the centre to show off their
P

dresses. Madelaine,

Poor body

awareness.

Lack of problem solving
techniques.

C2M

"Look at me. I'm going to a party ."

A. I.

C3M

Emma said, "I'm grown up."

A.

150

Adriana smiled and turned around to be
CM

admired.
The boys came to look but were not
interested in the party dresses.

10.0010.30am
Outdoors.
Obstacle course.
MMMM

Most of the boys had gathered at the Awareness of body position
obstacle course. They were trying to see in space.
how quickly they could go from start to
finish and negotiate the obstacles.
C/Cs James (5.5 years) came over to join in. Copying others.

S

CM He stopped at the top of the A frame.
P

"I'm on top. I'm the biggest."

A. D. Conservation?

AC "Are you. bigger than me?" asked the Comparison.
researcher
James replied,
"Yes."
P Alex walked on the connecting board. He Aware of position in space.

S2
C2M

stood in the middle and bounced up and
down. He said,
C2A "Up. Down."(Looking at J ).

A. D.

The researcher had visited the centre on 29/7/91 and 6/8/91. On these occasions the
researcher's role was to interact with the children and not to take notes. Some of the
children had become wary of the note book and this provided a change of roles and a
chance to interact more freely with the children.

The first thing that was noticed was that Fabian and Cristos were not there. The
director explained that the parents and staff had jointly decided that as the children were
very young, it might be best if they were to return in 1992. This would give them more
time to adjust to being in Australia and to learn more English. They would have a full
year of preschool before starting school.

10.30am.
Moming Tea.
J. was very interested in the observations of James. She said that he was becoming
more socially aware but he didn't get it right all of the time. He was beginning to speak
in longer sentences and join in more group activities.
Some of the girls had been trying to "mother' Alex. This posed a problem for a while
as J wanted him to gain independence. Although Alex was nearly five, he looks much
younger. Alex was a determined child and he did not like to be treated like a baby and the
girls soon stopped giving him unwanted attention.
J was very interested in the day's observations and said that it was good to get another
perspective on what was happening. She also said that she was trying to incorporate
spatial activities into the activities each day.

11.00am.
Alex's mum came over and introduced herself. She explained that Alex was multiply
handicapped. So far they had concentrated on his medical problems. Some of these were
visible. Alex was tiny, wore thick spectacles and he had a hearing aid. He also had mild
cerebral palsy. They realised that he would need some additional help with his learning
and this would be assessed in the near future. Alex was at preschool to develop social
skills and to become more independent.

Centre A
21/8/91
CODE

OBSERVATION

COMMENT

9.30am.
MMM

Andrew (4.9 years), Kenneth (4.11 Group project.
years), Nicholas (5.1 years) and Joshua Children have a mental

CsM

(4.10 years) were in the sand pit. They picture of what they are
were digging a swimming pool and building.
Kenneth was trying to copy them. The Pool was 3D shape.

S G

children were discussing their project Following others.
using descriptive language to explain the Shape.
size of the pool and to compare the D. I. R.
different sides. They were also using Size.
language of position to clarify the
instructions they were giving each other.
Language included,
"In, on, beside, with, high, low, deep. D.
down...."

9.45am.
S

CCs James (5.5 years) came to play too. He
did not speak to the other children. He
CM wet the sand with a bucket of water. This James trying to play with
did not gain the approval of the other the others.,
boys, so James began to throw sand to Parallel play,
gain attention. The teacher asked James
twice not to throw the sand. James then
AC moved on to another activity. On this day
James was not able to settle on any
activity.

10.10am.
S

Alex (4.9 years) came to play in the sand Alex aware of his body
C/CsM pit. He tried to copy the other children but position in space,
he was too clumsy. This also was not
appreciated by the other children. Alex did
not speak. He jumped into the large hole
that the other boys had made. Then Alex
P

CM

T climbed onto the heap of excavated sand
P

and he slid down into the hole, saying,
"Whee! Down!"

A. D.

9.3010.30 am.
S

James was having a very unsettled day. Poor concentration.
He tried the blocks, cooking, painting and

CM

the sand pit but he did not stay at anything
more than five minutes. He could not get
interested in anything and was quite
disruptive to other children.

10.35 am.
Morning Tea.
J explained that James was "off the air" today. She said that he had improved so
much in the last few months. His attention span and social skills had developed
significantly and today was not typical. J. said that James performed best in one to one
situations.
J. also indicated that Alex was becoming more assertive. He would persevere until he
got what he wanted. Alex liked to get lots of positive reinforcement from the teachers. J
was amused when told about Alex and the sand pit. It showed that he has developed
some spatial knowledge and is aware of his body's position in space.
It was interesting to note that the staff at Centre A had gradually become more aware
of the spatial aspects of the children's activities. They were encouraging the children to
verbalise and to use problem solving techniques.

Centre A
4/9/91
9.40am.
S

James (5.6 years) was sitting at a table. They

were

using

a

CM He was with two students and they were commercial game.
AAC watching James match object cards into
G

the corresponding silhouettes. James
would pick up a shape and scan the base
board to find the matching shape. Then he Some problem

solving

CA would pause and look to the students for strategies.
assistance and or guidance.
CA "Is this right?"

"Will this go here?" A.

"Which one will fit?"
This behavioural pattern was repeated for
the ten minutes that James was at that
activity.
9.55am.
S

Alex (4.10 years) was playing a game on
CM the computer. It was a number and shape
G

matching activity. He seemed to recognise
some of the numerals. "One ...Two." He
also could recognise when there were one Seems to have concepts of
or two shapes to be matched.

oneness and twoness.

He did not have any strategy to solve the No

problem

problems. Alex did not attempt to count strategies,
the groups of shapes. He typed in any
numeral or letter that he happened to
strike. He was reliant on adult help to play
CA the computer game.

solving

But he was pleased when assisted efforts
were successful.
M

C2M Joshua (4.11 years) was next at the
G

D. Strategies.

computer. He recognised the numerals Knowledge of shapes,
and named the shape of each set. If he
was not sure, he would carefully count Rational counting,
the

shapes

using

one

to

one

correspondence to ascertain the number so
he could find the matching numeral.
10.05am.
S

Alex walked out the door and picked up a Watched the ball - position
CM basketball. He held the ball in both arms in space.
P

and threw it up in the air and watched as
the ball bounced on the ground. He then
took the ball

inside.

The

teacher

AC intervened,
"Alex, we play ball outside." Alex had to
be led outside and the rule explained to
him. The teacher, J. began a game of
throw and catch with Alex. James came

I i A,
JaiMi«
JAWM«

<J.

S2

over to play too. James stood in front of Position.

C2C

Alex so that he would catch the ball. J. James aware that he was

p

said,

blocking Alex.

"Not in front of Alex." Alex responded
with,
CA "Front." J. then asked the boys to put the D.
ball in given positions (up, down, front, Haptic perception,
p

back). Alex responded physically to these
instructions

"Put hands out. Bring the ball here. James followed the spatial
Throw the ball up or down." James was commands.
able to respond to directions such as,
"Kick it to me. Through the legs. Over
here."
CM At times Alex had his own agenda with J a m e s

has

more

the ball. Sometimes he acknowledged J. sophisticated

spatial

CA and James, but at other times he would concepts.
CM play as he wished.
10.15 am.
Verandah.
Woodwork Bench.
MM

CC2M Tim (5.3 years) and Joshua (5.1 years)
were at the woodwork bench. They had
been there for a long while. They were Models were 3D based on
intent on finishing the models they were simple geometric shapes.

G

making. There was little language as both Good problem
were concentrating.

S

solving

skills.

James came over to the bench. He picked
C3/Cs up a hammer and some nails. Then he
tried to take a piece of wood from Joshua

C3M

p

who protested loudly.
C2M "I need that to finish my boat!' James D. I. James'

lack

C3M picked up another piece of wood and tried perseverance

-

poor

to hammer a nail in. When this didn't problem solving skills,
work inmiediately he became frustrated
and banged down the hammer and left.

of

10.35am.
Morning Tea.
J. indicated that most of the children were ready for school in 1992. A few of the very
young children would return in 1992 as they would be considered to be border line cases
on the criterion of age. The parents in this area liked the children to spend an extra year at
preschool and be confident rather than be considered too young or immature. This trend
was evident in the ages of the children.

Early Observations At Centre B
The teacher, L explained that this was a very special playgroup that was funded by the
area health centre. It was set up to assist children who required early intervention so
activities were set up to cater for the children's needs. L said that she was careful to try
and cater for all of the developmental areas. That was the reason behind the group activity
time, that followed the indoor activities, being carefully structured to involve all of the
children and encourage musical activities.
This playgroup has served a large low socio-economic area for many years. Many of
the families that have used this service have a single income and one or no cars. The
mothers and the special needs children have been house bound so a mini bus has been
provided by the local health region to enable families to attend.
As well as catering for the needs of the children, the playgroup has acted as a support
system for the parents. Parents have been able to meet other families with special needs
children and to talk and assist each other. Parents have been able to network and share
vital up to date information regarding available services and agencies. This aspect was
evident at morning tea time when the parents sat around the table to talk with the children
and with each other.
Not all of the children in this playgroup were classed as having special needs. Siblings
of special needs children were welcomed as this helped families who could not afford
kindergarten fees. Also it has provided a variety of developmental levels. This playgroup
has met in a school hall so the infants department has sent a group of children in to
participate in the group session. These were children who were considered to be "at risk"
and might benefit from the experience.
L was the only trained person. She was helped by a group of active senior citizens who
had come to regard themselves as "honorary grandparents" to the children and the
families. These grandmas and grandpa told the researcher that they really looked forward
to coming to help each week. They had been attending for a number of years. This meant
that this special playgroup had a very favourable pupil/carer ratio. The children also were
able to relate to adults other than their mothers.

The playgroup had a quiet and relaxed atmosphere. The children interacted well with
the honorary grandparents and the grandparents enjoyed helping and chatting to the
children. This meant that the parents also could relax. For some of the parents, it was the
only break they got and they looked forward to it. It seemed that everyone involved gained
from attending this playgroup.

Centre B
24/9/91
10.15 am.
Slippery Dip
S
CM

P Yo Han (3.2 years) was climbing up the
slippery dip ladder. He was proceeding
very slowly exploring each step as he
climbed. He moved one foot onto the next Aware of position,
step and then moved his second foot up.
He proceeded in this way until he reached
the top and he put one leg onto the slide.
He looked around for his mother or adult
assistance to get his second leg onto the
CA slide. Yo Han needed adult help to slide Unable to balance body on
down the slide as he was having difficulty slide.
AC keeping his body balanced and upright.
The adult said "Down." and Yo Han
smiled.

D-

The next time Yo Han climbed up the
ladder, he was able to climb up using the
alternate leg technique. He could place his
feet correctly on the rungs. He waited
CA each time for an adult to be near as he
climbed the ladder and needed physical
assistance as he slid down the slide.
10.30 am.
Toy Shelves.
S

Yo Han had a basket of small hand sized

CM

toys. He picked up a soft ball with his left
hand and a piece of duplo in his right hand
from the basket. He watched carefully as
P

he brought the toys together to hit each
other in front of him. He put the toys back

CM
T
CM

into the basket.
Yo Han kept taking toys out of the basket Topology - inside/outside
and putting them back in again.

There was very little parental interaction as
his mother appeared to be just watching
him. Yo Han was using his right hand for
most of these actions. He seemed content
to continue to pull any toy at random out
of the basket and put it back. Then he
found a rattle and he waved it over his
CM head. He seemed to like the rattle's sound. Position in relation to his
Next he pulled out a rubber snake and body,
finally he found a small teddy bear. Yo
CA Han smiled and looked at his mother and
said,
"Ah." His mother began to take more
interest as he began to sort the toys. He Exploration,
pulled out the various toys and explored
the potential for making sounds by
banging the toys on the floor or against Sorting toys,
each other. Toys that produced no sound Attention seeking. A.
were discarded and put back into the Aware of position of mat,
CM

basket. Toys that made loud sounds were shelf and basket,
put on the shelf beside him. His mother
said something to him in Mandarin and Yo

AC Han nodded.

Understands.

CA Yo Han appeared to like the rattle best and A.
he used this to gain his mother's attention.

9.4510.30am
S

Brendan (4.7 years) kept moving all Some exploration of the
morning. He seemed to like the stage area surrounding space.
P

CM and kept climbing up and down the steps.
At times he lay on the floor in front of the
stage or on the stage itself and rolled
around. L (teacher) came past and
AC

suggested that he might like to come and
join in some of the activities that were set
up. He moved away briefly and then
returned. Brendan appeared to have his
own agenda. He responded to few of the
attempts at intervention made by the
adults.

T

CM At one stage, Brendan went over to the Topology - within and
drawing table and sat with the children outside the bounds of the
and adults there. He did not seek any paper,
attention. He did one simple crayon
drawing, keeping within the sheet of
paper. When one of the adult helpers Assistance rejected.
AC spoke to him, Brendan got up and walked
away.

11.30 am.

^

The researcher helped the teacher to put the equipment away. This had to be done
carefully each week as this playgroup was situated in a school hall.
L commented that Yo Han had been coming for a few months. He is of Chinese
descent and different cultural values have been a major hurdle. His mother believed that
Yo Han should be learning rather than playing. Play was thought to He a waste of time and
therefore had no value. It has only been recently that Yo Han's mum has started to
appreciate play as she has been able to see what he is discovering and learning. At times
she has joined in the play sessions. This is encouraged by L.
Another problem has been the behavioural expectations. Yo Han has previously been
praised for sitting quietly and being inactive. There has been no use of positive
reinforcement. So L and the helpers have been praising Yo Han when he is active and
participating. Yo Han seems to have responded to the strategy. His mum agreed that this
has worked but found it difficult to do so herself.
Brendan was attending the playgroup because he had a developmental delay. The most
obvious problem was that he was displaying symptoms of autism but this had not been
medically confirmed. It was hoped that the high child/adult ratio of the playgroup would
assist Brendan as well as provide a break for his mother.
L was interested in the observations of Yo Han. She said that she was encouraging his
exploration of space and that they had set up the slippery dip especially for him. Yo Han
was slowly responding and that it was good to see him involving his mother. He was
becoming more aware of topological notions such as enclosure and proximity and he was
tending to explore his own body position in space.

Centre B
22/10/91
CODE

OBSERVATION

COMMENTS

9.32 am.
Playdough
S

Christopher (3.5 years) was playing with Aware-'of the shapes- was

CM

the playdough. A helper rolled out the tracing

G

AC

them with

dough and Christopher used a lid to cut a finger.
circular shapes in the dough. He kept
striking the lid into the dough and cut out
a piece about 90% of the time. As
Christopher did this, he kept looking up

CA

to the helper for positive reinforcement.
Daniel (3.10 years) was also at the

S2

playdough. He found a rolled out piece of
G
G

CM

dough and cut out a circle with his cutter.
He looked at the cut out piece and put it Aware of shape.
back into the cutter. Some duck shapes
had been precut and left on the table.
Daniel picked up one duck shape and Shape.

P
G

superimposed it over another duck shape.
AC The helper made a dough ball and said.

Matching strategy.
Spherical shape

"Daniel, what is this?" Daniel replied.
"A ball." Then Daniel turned his attention D
to other precut shapes and successfully
match two wombat shapes. Then Daniel
said.

his

G

CM "I gotta make some more balls." He rolled

T

~

about four balls. Then he rolled the cutout
shape into a ball. He flattened the ball and
cut out a new shape.
T

Exploring aspects of
topology

"A duck!" he said. Daniel proceeded to D.

^
*

CM

combine several balls to make a large
piece and when it was large enough to fit
the large man shape, he cut out the man Topology,
shape.
CA "Look!" he said.(to the helper.)

A^^

9.38 am
Painting.
M G
T

Kelly (5.1 years) was at the easel. She
CM carefully painted a house. The painting
had all of the usual parts of a house
including chimney and smoke. The Use of basic shapes,
painting filled the paper. All aspects of the
painting were topologically correct. She Concept of enclosure,
stood back and looked at her work, then
she went to get her mother to come and
CA

admire it.

9.44 am.
Obstacle Course.

s

Y o Han (3.3 years) looked at the soft Aware

p

CM

T

of

inside

and

tunnel. Then he crawled through it outside.
unaided. Yo Han went over and got his

CA

mother and took her over to the tunnel.
He stood beside the tunnel and then he Body position.
rolled it over. Yo Han stumbled and rolled
over with the tunnel. He laughed with
glee. Yo Han tried to do it again but he R.
did not make bodily contact with the No problem solving skills.
tunnel so he failed to repeat the action. He
then crawled through the tunnel and back Body position

T

out the other end.
9.55 am.
Skittles.
S

G

CM

Y o Han was exploring a skittle on the Haptic perception.
mat. He kept turning the skittle over and
over and tried to balance it on its base.
Then he tried to roll it with his hand. Yo Exploration.
Han kept turning the skittle over and
rotating it.

M
CM

P Kelly came over to play skittles. She Arrangement of skittles.
stood up all of the pins. Then she went
back to the line and bowled the ball. She
knocked down four of the six skittles.
Then Kelly went to see how she'd fared.

CM "One, two, three, four." She correctly R.

One

to

one

counted the fallen skittles. One of the correspondence,
adult helpers came over and tried to help
AC

Kelly to set up the skittles again. Offer Kelly did not need help.
refused.

10.02 am.
Indoors Obstacle Course.
S P

CM Christopher had crawled into the material Position of body,
covered tunnel. He stopped at the centre
point and then began to roll from side to Exploration of space,
side moving the tunnel with him. A helper Waited for help,
came over and slowly rotated the tunnel

AC

180 degrees. Christopher rolled over with
the tunnel and laughed. This process was
repeated

twice

with

Christopher R. This was a repeat of a

thoroughly enjoying the experience. Then previous experience.
Christopher crawled to the end of the
tunnel and looked out and smiled at the
T

helper. He turned and crawled back to the

P

centre where he remained for about a Aware of body position.
minute. Then Christopher crawled back to In and out of regions.
CA

the point of entry and climbed out.

10.25 am.
Painting.
S

CA

Kirry Lee (3.7 years) indicated by gesture
that she wished to paint. A helper moved Pointed
her wheelchair into position and put a

AC

coverall on Kirry Lee. The helper had to
assist Kirry Lee to hold the sponge in her
right hand but Kirry Lee was in control of
the movements. First she chose red paint

ACM

and made a few strokes. Then she
changed the colour to yellow and covered
most of the paper, With her left hand,
Kirry Lee began to rub and spread the
paint further exploring the boundaries of Boundaries,
the paper sheet.. During this time Kirry

T

Lee expressed her joy with squeals and
giggles.

She was having

CM interactions with the helper.

constant
A. R.

10.50 to 11.30 am.
Group Time.
This was carefully structured to involve all of the children. The session began with a
greeting song and each child was greeted and responded in turn. L used a hand puppet to
interact with the children. Kirry Lee especially seemed to enjoy this interaction.
A tape recorder (same tape) was used to provide the music. This meant that the
children were familiar with the music. Favourite songs were repeated if requested and
most of the songs were action songs so the children could join in the actions. Yo Han
enjoyed the action type songs as he did not sing.

One song was "I See You." where the children had transparent scarves put over their
heads. L later explained that most of these children are afraid of covering their heads and
faces. But they can see and laugh and join in and hopefully this activity song will help
them to overcome their fears.
The session ended with percussion. L gave out the instruments to the children. She
carefully selected the instruments to ensure that the children could play them and enjoy
themselves. Yo Han was smiling and sitting on his mother's knee. She helped him to
play the castanet and she seemed to enjoy it too.

Activities.
The prepared activities for the day were:Tunnel for gross motor.
Painting for gross and fine motor and kinaesthetic activities.
Playdough for fine manipulative skills.
Skittles for coordination and cognitive skills.
Toy comer was always set up though the toys were rotated every few weeks.
L explained that she was attempting to cater for the children's needs.
Christopher had Down's syndrome.
Daniel had a developmental delay. His older sister, Kelly also attended the play group
to socialise.
Kirry Lee had severe cerebral palsy and a developmental delay. This was one of the
few times that Kirry Lee and her mother could have an outing.
L said that she was very interested in the observations as she was very busy keeping
an eye on everyone during the activity session. She added that the tunnel had been a
great success as it encouraged the children to explore had learn more about the position
of their bodies.
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Centre B
5/11/91
CODE

OBSERVATION

COMMENTS

9.35 am..
Indoors
S

G
P

CM Christopher (3.6 years) was doing a four Christopher was aware of
piece animal jigsaw. His mother took out the task.
AC all of the pieces and asked Christopher to
put them back together. Christopher's
mother told the researcher that he could do
this puzzle. Christopher tried to match the
pieces at random his mother then Unable to match the pieces
AC intervened and assisted Christopher to unless they happened to be
match the pieces. He was praised as each in the correct alignment.
piece was put into place. Christopher Could not rotate the pieces.

ACM

paused and waited for the praise as he R.
placed each piece.

9.45 am.
Activity Table.
CM Christopher moved to an activity table and Aware

of

the

correct

selected a hammer, tray and matching position to place the balls,
balls. He used his left and right hands to
put the balls into the right place and then
hammer the balls into the box. He did not
interact with anyone.

9.55 am.
S
CM

T

CA

10.00 am.
S

P
G
CM
G CA

Painting.
Christopher then went to the painting
easels. He picked up a sponge and
covered the piece of paper with red paint.
He kept the paint within the bounds of the Aware of the boundaries of
paper. As he painted, Christopher the paper.
continually sought adult approval.
A.
The trapezoidal shaped tables were being
put together at the end of the hall in
readiness for morning tea. The middle
table in a line of three had been pulled out
of the row.. Christopher came over and
carefully pushed the table back into the
space. He looked at the adults watching
and laughed.

Aware of the shape of the
tables.
Able to join the shapes.
A.

10.05 am.
S
P

Toy Comer.
B r e n d a n (4.8 years) wandered over to the
toy shelves. He paused and then pushed
CM all of the toys off the shelf. One of the
AC helpers came over and quietly suggested
that they put the toys back on the shelves
together. Brendan stayed for a few
moments, put about four toys back and
then raced off to the stage area.

Brendan aware of the
different positions.

Rejected the
intervention,

adult

10.20 am.
Finger Painting.
S

Adrian (3.1 years) indicated by pointing Aware of the surface of the
AC and grunting that he wanted to finger paper,
paint. So he was wheeled over to the

ACM

finger painting. His guardian placed the
paper within his reach and dipped his Kinaesthetic appeal of the

T

fingers into the paint. With assistance paint.
Adrian covered the paper with the paint.
He did not speak but showed his R.
enjoyment through body language. He
grinned and curled and uncurled his hands
and feet.

10.50 am.
Group Time.
This was much the same as in previous weeks. This week the children sang the duck
song. The children came out to the front and participated by bobbing up and down when
it was their turn. The song had to be sung four times to accommodate all of the children
as six extra children from the school were present.

Later.
L said that Adrian was severely handicapped. He had severe malformation of the
brain, was partially sighted and had cerebral palsy. He had been abandoned at birth and
was fostered out to a remarkable lady. He had responded well to all the love and attention
and had far exceeded his original life expectancy of twelve months. Adrian was often
sick, but when he was well enough, his guardian brought him for social interaction. This
was also a welcome break for the guardian.

The parents explained that this playgroup was a real godsend. The children had an
outing that provided for their needs as well as social interaction. L's thoughtful
preparation was very much appreciated. The parents were thankful for the break, the
company and the opportunity to network with other parents in a similar situation.
The researcher and L compared notes about the morning's activities. L was most
interested in the observations of Christopher. She said that he was making excellent
progress in all areas. He has become more aware of body position and had gradually
become more independent.

Preliminary Visits Centre C
This was very much a community preschool. It was in a very restricted site between a
busy road and the railway line. The centre shared a carpark with the local School of Arts
and many of the parents attended courses there during preschool hours.
The preschool building was once a cottage and it has been extended many times to
increase the available space from one room to two. It has also been remodelled to meet
the changing regulations over the years. As a result the centre has a very homely feel but
it is also very functional.
Centre C was very well equipped. The local committee have raised large amounts of
money and this has been spent on attractive interior decoration as well as good quality
equipment that is appealing to the children.
The outdoor area was very restricted as it is bounded by the high wire fence of the
railway. There was a large covered sandpit, a spiral tyre climbing frame near the building
and a fort by the back fence. There were tall trees along the north side for shade. These
trees have prevented the grass from growing so the parent committee covered part of the
area with synthetic grass and put in a concrete area for activities that needed a firm
surface.
The director was M who was also the teacher in room two. M explained that she was
very busy with student teachers and that the research could be carried out in the other
room. Room one's teacher was M who was keen to have the researcher in her room. The
two rooms functioned independently during the first session and then joined together for
outdoor play after morning tea. This seemed to work well and the children interacted
weU and mixed freely.
The children were very outgoing and friendly. They immediately asked the researcher
for her name and asked if she was a teacher. The researcher replied that she was a
teacher and the children did not hesitate to ask for assistance if it was needed. They were
a very confident and articulate group and the exceptional children were successfully
integrated into all activities.

The special needs children who were enrolled included Tom who had Down's
syndrome. Jay with cerebral palsy and a developmental delay and Emily who had a
language delay in room one. In room two there were Becky, Mitchell, Matthew and
David all with developmental delays.
An early intervention teacher was employed in room one for Tom and Jay. The
director, M, had put in a submission the previous year for the extra funding to pay the
specialist teacher. It was not known at the time that some of the children in the other
room would need assistance too.
Tom's early intervention teacher. A, explained that Tom was receiving intervention
assistance to enable him to attend a "normal" school the following year. Tom had made
good progress in the cognitive area and now it was proposed to concentrate on his
language skills. At the beginning of the program, Tom had been nonverbal and
communication had been made using simplified Auslan signs. Now it was necessary to
encourage Tom to become more verbal as he did have some language but was reluctant
to speak.

Centre C
25/9/91
CODE

OBSERVATION

COMMENTS

9.35 am.
Dolls Comer.
S

Tom (5.2 years) was engaged in free play
in the kitchen with his early intervention
aide. Tom unpacked the shelf and then he

AC

carefully placed the cups on the table too. Position

P

He managed to find a space for each item.
Tom did not speak but was watching for

CM

any reaction from the aide. The aide was Communication by signing
using Auslan to communicate with him.
The activity seemed to have no purpose,
as Tom was moving items randomly and
with no real purpose. He then put all of
the spoons in the teapot. At this stage, the
aide encouraged Tom to match some Sorting

P

ACM objects - red to red and blue to blue.

9.55 am.
Window Printing.
S

CM Tom painted all over the window rather Covered the surface.
T

than confining his painting to a confined
AC

space. The aide intervened.
"What colour's this?" Tom repUed,
"Red." He then painted a red face.

D. Topologically cofrect.

P

With help from the teacher, Tom put Topology - surface to

ACM

paper on the glass to make a print and surface
then peeled it off. He was reminded by
the teacher to write his name on the print.

M

Anna (4.11 years) and Gabrielle (4.8 Topological^ correct.

CC2M

years) were also at the glass painting.

T

Gabrielle painted a girl and said to the

C2A

researcher,
"Look, that's me!" and proceeded to A. D.
make a print.

M

T Anna slowly painted a house. She went Relative positions of house,

CM

to a lot of trouble to paint in the sky and grass and trees all correct,
grass. She stood back and looked at her
work and smiled. Then she took a print
and hung it up to dry.

10.15.am.
Lego Pictures.
S

Jay (4.10 years) was making pictures Jay needed assistance to

CM

from

the lego tiles. The teacher was sitting sequence this activity,
with him and asked him to point out the
front and back of the truck to highlight the

P

AC parts to be matched. Jay did this
successfully

and

picked

up

the Some difficulty in relating

corresponding tiles. The teacher asked Jay the parts to the whole,
to find what came next and he was able to
ACM complete the picmre.
CM Jay then selected the house set. Teacher,

AC "Find the first one. What comes next?" Pieces needed to be the
Jay picked up pieces at random rather than "right" way up to be
finding parts of the picture that matched, recognised.
He needed to be prompted by the teacher.
MM

Stephen (4.10 years) and Laura (4.9 Note rotational skills. Both
years) were also sitting at the table. They children could rotate the

C2C3M

were able to match the blocks quickly tiles to check for a match.

PP

when the pictures on the blocks were
turned the same way. Laura only needed
to be reminded occasionally when the tiles

G

were turned around. Stephen rotated the
tiles 90 degrees and then 180 degrees to
match the correct direction.

10.20 am.
Dolls Comer.
Tom had returned to the dolls corner to Position.
CM play with the dolls. He lined the dolls up
P

on the floor and then put the dolls into the Problem solving.

T

cot. It took him three tries to fit the girl
dolls into the cot.

Sorting.

AC The researcher gave Tom the small Assistance rejected,
blanket. He put it down and did not use it.
Then Tom picked up one of the dolls and
CM nursed it. He moved over to the large
lounge and placed the doll in a sitting
P

position beside him in a space. He put Social skills. Position of
another doll on the small lounge. Tom dolls and bedding.

P

then put the blanket on top of the cot over
the doll.

11.15 am. Morning Tea.
This was prepared by the children with a little guidance from the teacher. The children
chatted to the researcher and shared all their news from home. The boys were an
especially vocal group.

11.30 am.
Outdoors.
The children from both rooms mixed and
were able to choose from a variety of E x p e r i m e n t i n g

with

activities. The sandpit was a popular different shaped buckets to
MM

digging spot. Laura (4.9 years) and Philip make castles.

G

CC2M (5.0 years) were busy filling buckets with

P

sand and making different shaped castles.
Some boys, including the twins, Shane
and Greg (5.1 years) were climbing a
nearby tree and swinging upside down.
The researcher expressed some concern to Excellent coordination and

MM

CsM the teacher. W. W said that initially the body awareness,
tree had worried her, but when she
observed the children, it was discovered
that only the capable children who were
confident and well coordinated attempted
to climb. There had been no accidents.

Later.
The researcher was able to talk to A, the early intervention teacher. She said that she
had ben using some of the Macquarie University Down's project material to form a
checklist. This was used to monitor Tom's progress through a range of basic skills.
Everyone seemed pleased with Tom but his language development remained a problem.
A explained that she had been working on Tom's concepts of position. She had tried
to use the dolls comer as a vehicle to reinforce some positional words. But it seemed that
Tom was not interested today.
W suggested that the researcher might like to visit the other room in the near future.
There were some special needs children there too.

Centre C
Other Room. rRoom TwoV
26/9/91

CODE

OBSERVATION

COMMENTS

10.04 am.
Indoors
S

CM Becky (4.6 years) was playing with some
P

lego farm animals and a lego base board.

T

Becky put some of the animals onto the

^ODS^
^
.
'
•. : ; I
»» • . .

•
• HI

jr

* •

base. When an animal would not fit at the No problem solving skills,
first attempt, she would not persevere.
CA She turned to the researcher and said,
"It won't fit." The researcher replied,
"Try

and turn it."

D.

There was no

response..

C

"You fix it." said Becky.

S

A

She began to build a lego tower around Note geometric shape.
T
G

CM

the outside of the base board. This was a
difficult task and some of the animals
were in the way and causing obstructions.

"I'm making it go higher. It won't go. 1. D.
CA Help me." The researcher suggested that
she move the polar bear out of the way
but Becky had lost interest and walked
away.
10.10 am.
Mitchell (4.8 years) was sorting some Sorting simple shapes.
CM cubes and counters into sets. There were
three different kinds of counters and he
sorted them on the criterion of shape. He
G

correctly grouped all of the cubes, circular Matching
counters and bottle shapes.
AC The teacher, M, asked,
"Why did you put these (counters) here?"
"Cos I want to." M then asked,

ill
vf

y
IHM

•O

II)

R. Unable to vocalise the
concept.

"Where does this (bottle shape) go?
Mitchell replied,
"I'll put it in a different place."

I. Uncertain

Kate (5.1 years) came over and
M

C2M picked up the teddy bears and
other objects to sort.
M (teacher) said,

A

"I like teddy bears."

C

Mitchell added,

"I like the teddy bear lollies."

'•/b

R.

R. Language use.

CM Mitchell put all the bottle shapes into one

Sorting by shape,

space but as he had too many counters to
fit in the confined space, he mixed a
G

group on the criteria of colour. He was Able to change criteria,
consistent. When the teacher gave
Mitchell some extra bottle shapes, he put
AC

them in with the others. He needed no
teacher intervention to complete the

CM

sorting.

10.30 am.
S

^
P Matthew (3.5 years) lined up some Position - line.

CM

coloured cubes on the table.

M G

Jodie (4.9 years) came over and helped Peer assistance.
Matthew to match the cubes with the same

C2M

coloured bears.
Matthew could cope with the one to one M a t c h i n g

in

correspondence. Jodie was being very correspondence,
bossy and asked,
C2
C2C

"Where are the teddies?" Matthew replied,
P "Up there." and nodded.

D.

CC2
"I've got new shoes." He pointed under Social talk,
the table to show her.
C2C

"What colour are they?" Matthew replied,

CC2

"Red and blue." This answer was correct. D. Matching by colour.
He then matched up the coloured blocks
to his shoes and the teddy bears. He
CA showed M.
CA "I've got new shoes."

A.

1-1

Matthew was very happy sorting the
teddy bears. He sorted all of his shapes
G

CM

on the criteria of shape or colour. Then he
filled all of the spaces with circles.

CA Matthew said, (to M).
"I've got a dog." He spaced his hands A.
about twenty centimetres apart to indicate Size - estimation,
the size. "He's white and brown." Then
Matthew went back to the sorting task for
CM

a few minutes.
"Do you know what the little dog does to A. R.
the big dog? He bit him on the nose!"
Giggle.

G

The sorting had been completed.

S

Mitchell came over and then asked,
"What goes in there?" He pointed to the Question

CSC

circles and teddy bears. M asked,
"Where do these go?"(meaning the
cubes). Mitchell pointed and said,
P

S2 G C4M

"In there." indicating therightcolour.

D. Matching.

Becky was also sitting at the sorting table.
She was able the sort the shapes into the
container without help.

11.00 am. Morning Tea.
M indicated that Becky had a general developmental delay. So far she had had no early
intervention. The centre was presently preparing a proposal for an early intervention
teacher for next year to assist Becky and other special needs children prepare for formal
schooling the following year.

M was interested in Becky's responses and indicated that she was usually not so
verbal. Her low frustration level had already been noted.
Mitchell also had a developmental delay and suffered from mild epilepsy. M was
pleased with his language development and his ability to make links between related
events. M agreed that he was developing a sense of humour.
Matthew had been enrolled early because he was under investigation for developmental
delay. Both of his parents had major cognitive problems and it was thought that Matthew
could need early intervention. Since being at the centre, Matthew had shown significant
progress. Perhaps he was benefiting from the stimulating environment and might not
need extra assistance.
The researcher had visited the other room at Centre C because the teacher, W was
away and the relief teacher was not really familiar with the children and would rather have
no visitors. The previous day, M had suggested that the researcher visit the other room.
So this seemed to be the ideal opportunity.

Centre C
18/10/91
CODE

OBSERVATION

9.40 am.

COMMENTS
—

-

The Dolls Comer
Tom (5.3 years) was at the wooden dolls Matching and sorting.

S
P

CM

house. He matched all of the people to the
beds using one to one correspondence.
Then he began to sort the people into
groups of mothers, fathers, children and

CA

animals. According to Tom,
"Dog's hiding in the box."

p

CM He placed the toy cars in a straight line.

D.

M

C2M Timothy (4.7 years) came to play. He
P

initiated putting the people up and down
on the different levels of the house.

P

Tom then used the dogs and children Copied Tim's activity,
putting the people "up and down" the D. R.
levels too. He put all of the people up on
the top level and then down to the bottom Aware of position of the
level. Finally he put the people on the top toys.

P

level and made them all fall to the ground,
saying,
CA "Fell down." (Looking at the researcher.)

A. D.

CM He turned his attention to the cars lined up Problem solving.
P

in front of the house. Tom found extra
cars but they would not fit in the row with
the other cars. He put these into a new
row in front of the first row and continued
the pattem.

11.15 am.
Outdoors.
S

David (4.9 years) was climbing on the

CM

fixed play equipment. He climbed to the

P

top of the tyre spiral. W looked up at him

AC

sft^
/
/

A \
\

and said,
"You're bigger than me."

D.

CA "Yes, I am." said David.
AC "Where are you now ?" asked W.
p

CA

"Up here in the tyres." said David.

D. Descriptive language.

Then David climbed down, ran over the Body awareness.
CM

bridge, and swung from the monkey bar
to the ground.

P

As David was performing these actions, Exploring space,
he was mostly following other children
who were already on the equipment. He

CsM

was very tentative as he explored the
space and he did not verbalise any of his
actions.

S2

CM Jay (4.11 years) was also on the tyre Jay also copied the other
P

stack. He climbed cautiously leading with children,
his right leg and finally reached the top.
CA He sat there until an adult came to help
him climb down.

Later.
The teacher, W, had also been watching Jay climbing on the tyres. She said that it
was great to see him climbing as he usually avoided such activities. Jay's cerebral palsy
had weakened his left leg. The centre had been trying to encourage Jay to use his left leg
to help strengthen it. The next time that Jay climbed the tyres, one of the teachers would
encourage Jay to use his left leg as well as his right leg to lead.
W said that Tom had begun to speak a few words. Today's observations confirmed
that fact. The intervention teacher was not present and Tom had to organise his own
activities. W thought that it was a good experience as he would be attending school next
year. The teacher and the researcher compared notes and came to the conclusion that
Tom's play today very closely mirrored the type of activities initiated by the intervention
aide.

W also explained that David had begun to make progress with communication. At
times David was non verbal but now he was speaking more and at times could sustain a
conversation with an adult. This was confirmed by the researcher.

Centre C.
25/10/91.
COMMENTS

OBSERVATION

CODE
10.20 am.

Mat Area
S

Tom (5.3 years) was sitting on the mat

ACM

with his intervention aide. The teacher

P

placed the shells in a row. 0
Tom

matched

the

shells

0

0
in

oo o

0.
1-1

correspondence.
AC

The teacher asked Tom if each line was
the same. Tom answered,

CA "Yes." The teacher counted the shells. Aware of the arrangement.
Tom did the same using one to one
correspondence.
The teacher then encouraged Tom to sort

Matching and sorting,

the shells into smaller containers. He
compared and sorted on the criteria of
big/little and rough/ smooth. He sorted
quietly, occasionally muttering to himself Size,
but all the time monitoring the teacher's
CA reactions.

10.50 am.
Outdoors
S

P

C David (4.7 years) was climbing on the Some improvement.

CsM

fort. He had followed the other boys but More aware of position of
only climbed to the top slowly as he had feet and hands,
to work out where to place his hands and
feet with each movement.

11.05 am.
Indoors.
S

P Tom made a complicated road using large Use of 3D shapes.

CM
P

G

wooden blocks.

Copy of earlier activity.

He ran his hand over the bridge and said,

Haptic perception.

"Over." Then he looked under the bridge D. R.
CA and saw the researcher looking too. This
provided

reinforcement

and Use of shapes,

encouragement for Tom. He balanced a
huge rectangular prism block on top of Exploration.
the bridge and said..
P
CA
P

"On top." He put a truck on the road and D. Relative position.
pushed it under the bridge.
"Crash!" the car he was pushing ran into I. D. Position.
the back of another car already under the Cause/effect.
bridge.

11.15 am.
S

CM David was playing with the clay. He was Making 3D shapes,
making snakes as he rolled out the clay.
G

CA

He indicated (to adult) that he wanted to
make a robot but was having difficulty in
making the clay long enough. He tried Some

problem

solving

putting a straw inside of the clay to use as skills,
a join.
P

"See, I told you it's a robot." said David A. D.
as he joined some of the pieces together.
AC

The intervention teacher began to point at This was not what David
the clay and verbalise position and wanted,
descriptive words.
"Long, top, bottom and taU."

D.

VII

David was asked to put the straw into the
positions nominated.
AC "Put the straw behind, beside ...through
the clay snake." David answered,
P
CA

T "Yeah." and did as he was asked, making Position
no further comment. He indicated that he Topology,
was aware of the position of the body of
the robot. David pointed out the end of
the robot's legs and the top of the table.

(OH

11.28 am
Painting
S T

CM

David had moved to the painting easel. Topology.
He began painting at the top of the paper
and worked his way down the paper. He
kept the paint within the lines already
drawn on the paper by the intervention
aide.

Later.
The researcher noticed that Tom was often withdrawn for sessions with the
intervention aide. W explained that it was more convenient for Tom and the aide to have
a quiet time inside when the other children were playing outdoors. This meant that there
were less distractions and the time could be used more profitably. It seemed a pity that
Tom was often denied the social interaction that happened in the less formal outdoor
area.
W said that Tom was starting to show a little more independence however he was still
actively seeking reinforcement from adults. So far Tom was not confident enough to take
a risk. Most of this had been confirmed by the researcher's observations.

Centre C

CODE

OBSERVATION

COMMENTS

9.20 am.
Indoors - Mat.
S

Tom (5.4 years) was playing with the
CM dolls house and lego. He put all of the
cars and trailers end to end to make a long
P

line. He moved this line of vehicles
around the house two times. Tom Aware of relative positions
stopped the vehicles and then turned his
attention to the lego people. He matched 1-1 correspondence.
the people to the vehicles in one to one Rational counting.
correspondence. Tom then counted the
people 1-20, then paused for help from Assistance not requested.
CA the intervention teacher for the teens
numbers

P

CM Tom took the people out of the vehicles
and placed the on the lego furniture. He
matched the people to every available 1-1 correspondence.

P

joining nob. The left over people were
arranged in a line. Tom then pushed the Problem solving,
vehicle train around, stopped it then
broke the train into two

sections

separating the cars and the trailers. Once Sorting,
again he put the lego people into the
P

vehicles matching from the front vehicle
back. He selected a fire engine and Relative positions.
carefully put two matching people into it.
The fire engine was pushed around the Matching.
house while Tom make siren noises. Tom
said,

P
CA
P

"Put the people in." Tom then walked A. R. To researcher.
away but returned a few minutes later.
CM Once again, Tom lined up the vehicles but Position.
did not join them. He put in the people Order,
carefully putting the driver in each vehicle Matching.
before the passengers.

10.40 am.
Outdoors.
MS

CsM It was a very hot day so the teachers put
out the watering cans for the children to
water the garden. There were not enough
watering cans to go around so W and M
brought out paint brushes and buckets of
water for all of the children to paint the Awareness of surface area.
fence.

10.45 am.
Outdoors.
MMM

Shane and Greg (5.2 years), Stephen I.

CsM

(4.11 years) and some of the other boys
asked if they could set up the aqualab.
M said that they could and told the Problem solving activity,
researcher that it would be a challenge as
it had not been set up since last summer.

P

Shane and Greg appeared to take charge.
They put the kit on the cement area and I. D.

G

began to sort out the parts. They indicated Sorting.
that it should be set up as a square shape Using good strategies,
and started to clip the sections together.
Language used included,
CCs "We need three more pieces."

D.

CCs "Give me an end bit."

A. R.

CCs "This won't fit, get me a longer one."

D. A.

P

CsM After much trial and error the children Strategies.
finished the trough. The teachers helped

G

the children to put the water in and
brought out the boats.
Every child wanted to play.

S

Tom picked up two boats to put into the
P

CM water trough. He soon found out that he
could only manage one at a time but

S2

would not surrender the spare one. There

AC

was an altercation with David until W
arrived and persuaded Tom to share with
David.

Later.
Tom's mother and young sister came early to take him to an appointment. The
researcher was introduced to Tom's mother and his younger sister. Tom was the second
youngest of seven children. His mother told W that the local Catholic school had agreed
to enrol Tom. He had been tested by the school authorities and his intervention program
would continue at the new school for at least another year. She appreciated the help that
the director and the centre had provided.
W said that it was very interesting watching the boys set up the aqualab. It was a
difficult task for adults but the children were determined to succeed. W indicated that the
children showed excellent problem solving skills as the kit was really a three dimensional
jigsaw. The task involved knowledge of shape and position as well as measurement.
The twins, Greg and Shane seem to have become the self appointed leaders of the
group. They showed leadership and initiative with the aqualab. They are well and truly
ready for school next year.
W was also interested in the observations of Tom with the lego. It was good to see
him gain some independence and try to solve problems. Tom seemed to have adopted a

methodical approach to assist in such tasks. He was able to apply some of the concepts
leamt during his face to face work with the integration teacher.
M came over and indicated that the staff had become more aware of the need to
provide spatial activities for the children. Some of the staff had also become aware of
spatial elements in the routine activities set out for play.

APPENDIX B

Focus Children

1. Centre. A
Special Needs Focus Child
James (5.2 years).
James had attended the preschool during the previous year and he was the oldest of the
children. He appeared to have a delay in passing some of the developmental milestones
according to information supplied by his teacher. James had been privately assessed as
having a developmental delay and it was evidenced in his slow hesitant speech, poor
coordination and a difficulty in acquiring cognitive concepts. The original assessment
was done because his parents were worried that James' overall development was slow
when compared to his siblings. James' parents had engaged a private tutor to provide
early intervention strategies to assist in preparing James for school the following year.
The parents were anxious that he attend a "normal school" and had approached several
local schools with this intent. The preschool had no access to the private assessment or
the early intervention and this information was provided by James' mother. The teachers
at the preschool based their plans for James on observations and then determined the
areas that could be addressed. They were concentrating on social skills to enable James to
function in a group situation. This was seen as being a valuable skill that would be
needed to facilitate his future education. Other aspects included the provision of language
experiences and basic mathematical concepts of counting, sorting,
ordering, one to one correspondence, basic shapes and position. This information was
provided by the staff at Centre A and James' mother. James was observed every day that
the researcher visited the centre.
On many occasions James explored concepts of position in his play. For example, he
was very involved in placing the lego train tracks in a series of connected loops. He was
very pleased with this arrangement. He had placed the track so that the bridges were in

the correct alignment to be joined with other connecting pieces of track. Often James
would run his hand over the play materials to feel the different positions of the various
objects. James frequently used a verbal commentary to accompany his actions. This
included,
"Up, over and down," as he demonstrated by running his hand across the tall and
short buildings to feel them and demonstrate their height. Again he used this strategy
when he said,
"Tall and Short," as he touched the corresponding building to demonstrate the
comparative heights.
When James purposely moved his hand and the lego door to show open and closed,
he was actually feeling the position of the door. This activity is termed haptic perception
and is described by Piaget and Inhelder (1960). James seemed to be reinforcing his
understanding of the comparative positions of the concrete materials. The teacher, J said
that she had been providing James with many experiences involving position. Perhaps
some of his play explorations were a reflection of the activities that J had initiated.
Formal geometric knowledge was used on several occasions in his explorations. This
was apparent when he used conventional geometric shapes to make the buildings he put
beside the train line. He arranged the building blocks, which were three dimensional
prisms, to form a row of buildings. This row or line was a two dimensional construction.
Later James rearranged the building bricks and lego houses to form three sides of a
rectangle.
"James lined up the building blocks to form three sides of a rectangle."
On another occasion, James sorted out the blocks according to their size and three
dimensional shape when he helped to put the blocks back on the shelves. Thus James
was able to demonstrate a knowledge of two and three dimensional shapes.
James displayed an understanding of how shapes could be used in play situations. He
used the larger blocks to make the foundations of the walls that he built. This was seen
when he made part of a rectangular shape. James also used blocks that would stack and
discarded any curved ones in this instance. He did not seem to have any formal

knowledge of the correct geometrical terms to be used or the interrelationships between
the figures.
James was involved in a number of social interactions. In some of the field notes, he
sought the approval of his mother when playing with the train. Here he actively looked
for adult support. This was reinforced when his mother reciprocated as
"He looked to his mother for approval. His mother nodded." He kept looking at his
mother as he counted the Ccirriages and when he rebuilt the track. At other times he
looked to adults who were nearby. This included the teacher, J, the researcher and other
staff and students for affirmation of his activities in the dolls' comer. His commentary
was overt as
"James verbalised the process...he kept glancing at the researcher."
James seemed to be very keen to show his knowledge of position to the researcher when
he demonstrated various aspects of position as he was playing with the lego farm and
when he was trying to dress the doll. He seemed to be reinforcing the relative positions
of the doll's limbs and clothes as he dressed it. His commentary included,
"Put head through. One arm...find the hand. Other arm...." to adults who were
nearby. This included the teacher, J, the researcher and other staff and students for
affirmation of his activities in the block area and the dolls' comer. His commentary was
audible
"James verbalised the process...he kept glancing at the researcher." James seemed to
be very keen to show his knowledge of position to the researcher when he demonstrated
various aspects of position as he was playing with the lego farm and when he was trying
to dress the doll. He seemed to be reinforcing the relative positions of the doll's limbs
and clothes as he dressed it. His commentary included,
"Put head through. One arm...find the hand. Other arm...."
James especially enjoyed unexpected intervention from adults as shown when the
teacher, J, asked him to help sort the blocks and put them away. James helped with the
task and showed that he understood the sorting process as he categorised the blocks

according to geometrical shape as well as size. James was able to show J that he knew
how to sort the blocks.
"Where do these go?" (teacher) "In there!" (James). He put them with the other long
blocks on the shelf. James, with Alex's help was able to put all of the blocks away.
There were nine occasions when James looked to his peers and tried to copy or join in
their play. This was evident when the children were sorting the blocks. James had
watched what the other children were doing and came over and joined the group and
copied their actions as shown when he sorted the blocks with Alex.
"James came over and picked up some long blocks." In this instance, James initiated
the interaction. On one occasion, James tried to join his peers in a game of super heroes.
He often watched the actions of his peers but this time he tried to join in the game and
copy them. But he got it all wrong. This angered his peers. In frustration he tried to
retaliate and the game ended abruptiy as James used physical force to gain the attention of
the other children.
"Then James began pushing the boys off the plank."
On another occasion the other boys were playing on the obstacle course when James
joined in. Once again he tried to
copy the others but he did not understand that speed was more important than his
position. James responded by saying,
"I'm on top. I'm the biggest." This was egocentric behaviour and not appreciated by
his peers, especially as he was impeding the progress of the game.
James explored spatial concepts by interacting with the various types of concrete
material. This included blocks, the train set, lego and the lego train. He interacted with
these materials on 22 occasions. During these sessions he asked adults for approval to
reinforce his activities nine times. Adults responded to James or offered assistance on ten
occasions.
James described what he was doing (13 occasions). He spoke, often in commentary
form, as he played, to reinforce his activities. This was evident when he reinforced the
action of opening and closing the door and used a descriptive commentary.

"Open...Closed." and "Man goes through the door."
There were seven occasions when he actively asked for adult attention including the
time when he was up on the fixed equipment and he called out to the researcher, to make
her aware of his dominating position,
"I'm on top. I'm the biggest." At other times James was silent and one of these times
was when he was concentrating to make buildings out of blocks. James seemed to have
adequate communication skills and was able to express his wants and needs and to gain
attention when required. He was more vocal than the other special needs children, such
as Alex and Ken, at Centre A. The reason could have been that James was older and had
more practice with communication skills.
At first James appeared to prefer solitary activities and enjoyed playing and exploring
spatial notions with the train, lego and building sets. As the year progressed, he tried
more often, with varying degrees of success, to join in activities with the other children.
He was unwilling to risk on tasks where he had to solve problems and tended to seek
assistance or reassurance mainly from adults. James was the only child at Centre A who
had experienced early intervention. Perhaps this previous experience in interacting with
adults in one to one situations has caused James to be very dependent and to seek
attention.

Other Special Needs Children
This section examines the same aspects as the previous discussion with the other
children who were included in the special needs group from Centre A.

Adriana (4.5 years).
Adriana had a language delay as she seemed to be slow in reaching the developmental
stages (Painter, 1991). She did not communicate easily and if she spoke, her speech
consisted of very simple one or two word utterances. The observations indicated that she
seldom interacted with her peers. She played with concrete material on each occasion that
she was observed. Adriana preferred to be with a small group of girls that usually

included Madelaine and they frequently played at homely activities. The two observations
recorded were characteristic of their usual behavioural patterns. Adriana often participated
in parallel play where she would mirror the other girls without really becoming involved
in their activity. This was shown when the girls danced with the scarves:
"Then she (Adriana) tried to copy the other girls as they danced to the music."
On other occasions, Adriana would become a peripheral participant of the play and
would watch the others carefully to provide guidance. She interacted with other children
on only one occasion, when the children were dressing up:
"Adriana, Emma and Madelaine were busy making their choices." This was in contrast
to interacting with adults on four occasions. When participating in activities, Adriana
requested adult assistance when she could not put the dress on and she wanted to
participate in the activity.
"Adriana paused and looked for help."
Spatial activities included positional activities involving body position or object
position rather than the activities involving geometric notions.

Alex (4.6 years).
Spatial activity was mainly that of position. This accounted for most of his spatial
observations. Alex was aware of and was actively experimenting with his body position
in space when positioned himself in the centre of the connecting board and bounced up
and down.
"He stood in the middle and bounced up and down saying " "Up. Down."
He was also finding the position of parts of the train set as he pushed the train around the
track and said,
"Under, under, under." He showed that he had some knowledge of three dimensional
shapes when he helped to sort out the blocks and put them away using the criteria of
shape and size.
Sometimes Alex engaged in solitary play at the computer but at other times he
participated in parallel play as shown when putting the blocks away with James.

Occasionally he followed the lead of the other children as seen at the obstacle course and
train set. At first he watched the other children and then he joined in the play.
"Alex was a spectator."
"Look out. Look out!" (Alex had joined in the play.) Once part of a group, Alex
stayed and participated in the game.
"Alex stayed playing with James."
Alex actively looked for peer interaction on four occasions. His play activities were
very "hands on" as he interacted with concrete material on many occasions. At times he
used a conmientary to accompany his actions:
"Toot, toot. Around, round...He pushed the train around the loop." At times he was
very independent as shown when he was playing with the large ball. Alex had his own
agenda and this was seen in the following extract.
" Alex walked out the door and picked up the basketball...He took the ball inside."
(This was not allowed.)
He did not want to be helped by other children as revealed in the discussion with J
Alex looked for adult approval when he was sorting blocks in the block corner. He had
seen James indicate to J that he (James) could sort the blocks. Alex was not to be outdone
as highlighted in this extract.
"Alex picked up a middle sized one and pointed to the shelf. There." He said as he
looked for J's approval."
He was totally reliant on adult assistance when he attempted computer activities. This
was very much a hit and miss affair as Alex had no understanding of the computer
process. This was iUustrated by the following extract.
"He struck at any numeral or letter. He was reliant on adult help."
Alex communicated well using body language and gesture. He often spoke in very
short simple sentences such as,
"Whee, down!"

At other times, especially when engrossed in an activity, or when exploring something
new, Alex was silent. This was seen when he stood watching the other children in the
sandpit.
"Alex came to play in the sand pit. He did not speak." He sought adult attention on
four occasions as when he could not proceed with the computer activity.
Alex used descriptions to reinforce his activities on two occasions. One of these was
when he played with the train. Alex could use positional language to answer questions as
shown when asked by the teacher and to indicate his position, he said,
"Up. Down." This occurred when he bounced on the board. It is interesting that he
indicated up and down rather than middle as he had carefully positioned himself in the
centre of the board. Perhaps he lacked the explicit vocabulary to describe his position.
Alex was busy experimenting with his environment. He was seldom alone as he
interacted with both children and adults as he explored spatial notions. Language was
most often used to reinforce his actions.

Betty (4.S vearsV
Betty had a limited knowledge of English because it was her second language as her
spoke Polish at home. The observations showed that she did not speak at all when the
children asked the teacher to read the story. Betty liked to join in with the other gids' play
and she was reliant on her peers to provide the cues needed to support her play activities.
She would often follow the group and then join in as demonstrated when she became a
listener in the story reading group.
"Betty was just behind Josephine and she too joined the group."
At other times, Betty was content to play quietly at activities that she chose. She liked
to sit and sort objects and solve jigsaws.
"Betty was sitting alone at the jigsaw table."
Betty chose when she wanted peer interaction or to play alone at self chosen tasks.
These types of activities meant that her lack of English was no disadvantage.

Betty could not express herself in English so she either explored her environment
silently and alone or in parallel play situations.
Cristos and Fabian (4.2 years).
These two boys were grouped because the observer was unable to distinguish between
them as they seemed to be identical twins. Apart from their parents, other adults and the
children could not tell them apart. They appeared to have little understanding of English
and so could not communicate effectively. This was substituted with grunts, pointing,
facial expressions and crying. They were very fluent in Spanish as indicated in
interactions with either of their parents. This was seen in the following extract:
"Their mother was interacting with them and speaking to them in Spanish and English.
The boys replied only to the Spanish."
As they were unable to communicate orally to peers or staff, they were dependent at
first on their parents for social interaction. Later, they did settle to some play activities
and depended on the lead of their peers when in the sandpit or on the climbing apparatus.
This was illustrated by this extract:
"They became involved in parallel play with other children in the sandpit."
The staff helped to support their play and reassure them when their parents were not
present.
Fabian and Cristos actively explored their environment. Communicating in English
was a problem but they had many interactions with their parents in Spanish. When either
of their parents was present, they interacted with the toys and materials just like the other
children. The only difference was that Spanish was spoken. Then it was "hands on" and
lots of talking as they played. In the latter observations showed that they were supported
by the teachers and they played actively after they had forgotten that their parents had left.
In these instances, the boys' play was non verbal and the teachers provided the
explanatory commentary in English.

Kenneth (4.11 years).
Kenneth was present every day at the centre but he was difficult to observe. He moved
constantly from one activity to the next and seldom completed any, as seen when he
broke up the train track and then moved on to another activity. He interacted with
concrete materials on three occasions and one of these was when he was trying to tidy the
block comer. Kenneth happened to be in that area and J had asked him to help.
"Alex, Leon and Kenneth were tidying the block comer."
Many of his attempts to join in group play were poorly received as he was unable to
"read" the cues being given by his peers. Ken really wanted to join in the firemen game
but he dismpted it when he tried to join in because he was not aware of the mles of the
game. This was seen in the following extract,
" He (Kenneth) put on a police hat (It was a firemen's game.) and proceeded to stop
the play ("Stop. Stop.")."
There were two successful group play sessions involving Ken. One was when they
were in the sandpit and he copied the other boys' activities. He watched the other children
and mirrored their actions.
"They were digging a swimming pool and Kenneth was trying to copy them."
The other was when he helped to put the blocks away and in this instance the teacher
gave some directions.
During the activity times. Ken was nearly always silent. The only time he spoke to the
other children was when he tried to gain the attention of the other boys by stopping the
firemen game. This was not appreciated by his peers. Ken was continually seeking
attention and on many occasions, his negative attention seeking behaviour succeeded as
seen in this extract:
"Ken came to play. He broke up some of the (train) track. Ken ran outside. James
looked exasperated."

Ken interacted with the various toys and materials in the centre. Spatial exploration
mostly occurred during solitary play. When other children would not allow him to join in
activities. Ken would retaliate with anti social behaviour.

Children from Centre B

2. Centre B
Special Needs Focus Child
Yo Han (33 years).
Yo Han was Chinese and had Down Syndrome. He was seen at one of the local area
health centres and referred to this playgroup because he was showing a delay in reaching
some of the developmental milestones. This was seen in his poor gross and fine motor
skills. Language skills were also developing slowly. The language spoken at home was
Mandarin but Yo Han showed a delay in mastering his first language. As well Yo Han
had little understanding of English and the playgroup was seen as an excellent
opportunity to expose him to the English language. It was thought that Yo Han would
need some English skills to be able to access early intervention and other support
services.
Yo Han's parents were Chinese. They wanted Yo Han to be a "good, quiet and
industrious" child. There were several occasions when his mother disapproved of her
son's overt behaviour. Yo Han's parents did not value play, seeing it as a waste of time
and frivolous. The teacher at this playgroup said that her main task was to convince the
parents of the value of learning through play simations.
Another aspect was that Yo Han was not given positive feedback from his parents.
They were very quick to tell him that he was a naughty boy and to stop undesirable
behaviours. The teacher explained that she was trying to encourage Yo Han's mother to
provide him with positive reinforcement when he was being good or when he had done
something well. This information was supplied by the teacher and Yo Han's mother.

Yo Han enjoyed exploring positional concepts. Activities included body position as he
climbed up the slippery dip. Here he carefully moved his feet into place on the ladder as
described in the following extract.
"He moved one foot onto the next step and then moved his second foot up. He
proceeded in this way until he reached the top." He was also aware of the position of toys
being on and off the shelf as he moved and sorted the toys around him.
"Toys that made loud sounds were put on the shelf beside him." He was aware of the
position of the rattle relative to his own body as he waved it over his head as described
here.
"Then he found a rattle and waved it over his head. He seemed to like the rattle's
sound."
He also investigated the topological aspects of inside and outside a region when he
placed the toys inside and outside of the basket.
"Yo Han kept taking the toys out of the basket and putting them back in again."
Yo Han displayed his awareness of the boundaries and inside/outside concepts when
playing in the crawling tunnel, as described in this extract.
"He stood beside the tunnel and then rolled over it. (Later) He crawled through the
tunnel and back out the other end."
Proximity was another aspect that Yo Han explored. Mostly he stayed close to his
mother. When he moved further away, he kept looking back at his mother to ensure that
she was still present. This was clearly seen when in these extracts when he went over to
the tunnel and the slippery dip and looked for help.
"He looked around for his mother or adult assistance to get his second leg onto the
sUde." "Yo Han went over and got his mother and took her over to the tunnel."
Yo Han could initiate an activity and explore some of its potential. One example was
when such as he selected the tunnel, crawled into it and then rolled over the top of it.
"Yo Han looked at the soft tunnel. Then he crawled through it unaided."
Yo Han would proceed for a short time on his own. Then he would pause and seek
approval or assistance and wait for the help to arrive from his mother or one of the other

helpers. Yo Han was only completely independent on the occasion when he used haptic
perception to run his hand over the skittle to feel its shape as described below.
"Yo Han was exploring the skittle on the mat. He kept turning the skittle over and over
and tried to balance it on its base."
Yo Han did not appear to speak English but he seemed to comprehend some of what
the adult helpers said to him in English.
"The adult said "down" (at the slippery dip) and Yo Han smiled. "He understood and
responded when his mother spoke to him in Mandarin as seen in the following extract.
"His mother said something to him and Yo Han nodded." He seemed to be understand
some of his first language but he seldom spoke.
Yo Han was busy interacting with the materials. During this play he explored many
aspects of space. He looked to his mother, as described below, for approval when he
was playing with the small toys.
"Yo Han smiled and looked to his mother and said "Ah." "His mother began to take
more interest."
This also happened when he was over at the tunnel and went away to get his mother to
participate. Yo Han was able to convey his wishes to the adults present as he could use
non verbal communication. He would stop and look around to gain the attention of one of
the adults. When an adult came to assist he would smile and interact with that person as
shown at the slippery dip.

Centre B Special Needs Children
Adrian (3.1 years).
Adrian was severely and multiply handicapped and had been in the care of a foster
mother since he was two months old. The foster mother was unable to be specific about
the nature of Adrian's condition as she did not know the exact medical terminology.
Adrian's visible signs were severe cerebral palsy and hydrocephalus which was partially
hidden with a woollen hat. He was confined to a wheelchair was completely dependent
on adult assistance for his every need. There was one recorded observation of Adrian and

this was when he tried to finger paint at the easel. This activity had been specially set up
for him. He indicated to the adult, by pointing and grunting, that he wanted to finger
paint. Adult assistance was required for Adrian to interact with this medium as described
in this extract.
"With assistance Adrian covered the paper with paint." The adult actually supported
Adrian's hand on the paper but he controlled the movement of his hand on the paper and
indicated his pleasure, in the following observation, with body language.
"He grinned and curled and uncurled his hands and feet." Adrian showed that he was
aware of the surface of the paper and the general region of the easel. This was a
topological activity.

Brendan G.IO vearsV
Brendan did not speak in any observation. He did not conform to the social rules of
the group and wandered continuously from one activity or place to another as when he
climbed up on the stage, steps and ran around various areas of the hall
"Brendan kept moving all morning. He seemed to like the stage area and kept climbing
up and down the steps."
He did not seek adult assistance and rejected uninvited adult attempts to intervene by
moving quickly away from the situation, as seen below.
"When one of the adult helpers spoke to him, Brendan got up and walked away."
Spatial activities mainly involved body position as he climbed and rolled around on the
stage. His favourite place was the stage and he kept returning to it. Brendan climbed up
and down the stairs and rolled around on the stage. He seemed to be aware of the location
of the stage and of his body position on the stairs and on the stage because he did not roll
over the edge. The stage was out of bounds because the teacher, L thought that the drop
to the main floor was dangerous and there could easily be an accident. In spite of
numerous attempts by adults to move him away, Brendan kept returning to the stage. He
was also aware of the position of the toys both on and off the shelves as he emptied the
shelves to gain attention.

"Brendan wandered over to the toy shelves. He paused and then pushed all the toys
off the shelf."
There was one instance of topology as Brendan sat down and drew a picture
completely within the region of a piece of paper as indicated below.
"He did one simple drawing, keeping within the sheet of paper."
The teacher thought that Brendan possibly showed signs of autism as he did not
interact with anyone.

Christopher (3.5 years).
Christopher had Down Syndrome and he was an especially active child. His play
covered all aspects of spatial exploration. Christopher favoured positional activities which
involved body position. He enjoyed playing with the soft tunnel and moving his body
into various positions when he rolled over in the tunnel.
"Christopher had crawled into the material covered tunnel. He stopped at the centre
point and began to roll from side to side." Christopher explored the topological notions of
region and proximity in this manner. He explored aspects of shape as he cut circles from
the play dough as seen in this observation.
"Christopher used the lid to cut a circular shape in the dough." Geometry was also
involved when he was solving simple jigsaws by placing pieces into the matching vacant
spaces. He was helped by his mother.
"Christopher was doing a four piece jigsaw...His mother intervened and assisted as
Christopher matched the pieces."
Three dimensional space was used as he experimented with the tables and was able to
complete the arrangement of the trapezoidal and rectangular shaped tables. The tables
were scattered and Christopher was able to set up the formation ready for morning tea
time as indicated.
"Christopher came over and carefully pushed the table back into the space."
Christopher was dependent and actively looked for adult assistance during many of his
activities as seen below.

"As Christopher did this he kept looking up to the helper for positive reinforcement."
He needed adult physical help to roll over with the tunnel so he waited for one of the
helpers.
"A helper came over and slowly rotated the tunnel 180 degrees. Christopher rolled
over with the tunnel and laughed."
He also looked for adult approval when playing with the play dough. Sometimes he
would act on his own initiative but would later seek adult approval. This was seen, as
indicated below, when he painted with the red paint and looked to an adult for approval
as he was finishing.
"As he painted, Christopher continually sought adult approval." Christopher was only
completely independent once, when he was using a hammer board and was able to
complete the activity unaided. This is indicated in the following observation.
"He did not interact with anyone." Christopher did not speak to adults or peers during
the observations but he was able to make his wants known by gesture or by waiting until
an adult saw his plight and came to help as was the case with the tunnel activity.
Christopher actively interacted with the materials provided as he explored his
environment.

Daniel (3.10 years).
Daniel indicated that he was aware of three dimensional shape when he cut out pieces
of dough and stacked them back into the cutter and when he superimposed the duck
shapes as seen in this extract.
"He looked at the cut piece and put it back into the cutter...Daniel picked up one duck
shape and superimposed it over another duck shape." This activity showed that he was
aware of the shape of the circle when he put the cut dough back into the cutter. This could
also have been an instance of reversibility. Daniel was also aware of the relative positions
of the shapes as he made a stack of the duck shapes.
Daniel made decisions about which activity to try. He made up his own game

with the play dough and the cutter. An adult joined in the play dough activity and asked
Daniel a question. Daniel accepted the intervention and correctly identified the ball and
then proceeded to make copies of it while the adult was present. Then he quickly returned
to his original activity of making duck shapes but looked for adult approval when he had
finished the task by saying,
"Look!" (to the helper).
Daniel had developed effective language skills. He was able to correctly name the
shapes used in the cutting activity and he communicated his intention, as indicated in this
observation, to make more play dough balls.
"I gotta make more balls."
This was a marked variation from the other special needs children at centre B who had
poor communication skills.

Kirry Lee (3.7 years).
Lee had severe cerebral palsy and she was totally dependent on adult assistance. Kirry
Lee was confined to a wheelchair and she had the be pushed around by an adult. She
only participated in one painting activity. Kirry Lee indicated by gesture to an adult that
she wanted to paint. She pointed to the easel. Kirry Lee depended on adult assistance, as
indicated, to hold the sponge.
"The helper had to assist Kirry Lee to hold the sponge in her right hand." She was
able to control the large movements of moving the sponge on the paper as seen when,
"Kirry Lee was in control of the movements". This activity involved topology as Kirry
Lee was aware of the size and shape of the piece of paper used for the painting as shown
by her actions.
"Kirry Lee began to rub and spread the paint further exploring the boundaries of the
sheet." This was the topological notion of region.

3 Centre C.
Focus Child
Tom (5.2 years').
Tom had Down syndrome. He was tall, fair and he was the fourth in a family of five
children. The director of Centre C said that Tom had received no formal educational
assessment. He had a developmental delay as seen by his poor coordination and lack of
communication skills.
Tom's parents were anxious about his slow progress and supported the preschool
application for early intervention assistance for the children, including Tom. This
assistance had been taking place since early in the year. The trained early intervention
teacher spent two mornings a week at the preschool. Most of the time was spent with
Tom, although other children were also included. The one to one early intervention
sessions were very structured and closely followed the probes from Macquarie
University.
Initially, a lot of time was spent on communication as Tom was non verbal. The early
intervention teacher improvised and taught Tom a number of the Auslan signs. This
enabled Tom to communicate to a limited degree. The aim for this term was for Tom to
speak more in preparation for school.
Tom's parents were anxious for Tom to reach a level of achievement that would allow
him to attend a normal school next year. They had approached a number of schools with
this intent and these included the local Catholic school attended by his siblings. This
information was supplied by the director of Centre C and Tom's mother.
Many of the observations concerning Tom occurred when he was with the early
intervention teacher. She set up highly structured play situations that tended to be closed
activities and product oriented. The sessions were mostly conducted in a withdrawal
situation.
The observations showed that Tom most frequently engaged in activities involving
position as shown by a majority of the entries. The early intervention teacher had been

concentrating on position so perhaps this influenced Tom's play. Activities involving
position accounted for 88.5% of his spatial explorations. Tom demonstrated his
knowledge of position when he was at the dolls' house. Tom sorted the people and
animals and said,
"Dog's hiding in the box."
He showed his understanding of up and down as he moved the toy people onto the
different levels. When he let the toy people fall from the top, he said,
"Fell down."
On another occasion, Tom was playing with the dolls' house and the lego. He
matched the people into the cars and fire engines. He said,
"Put people in."
There were two topological activities that involved boundaries. These happened when
he was window painting.
"Tom painted all over the window."
Another occurrence was when he put the dolls to the bed.
"He put the dolls into the cot."
The spatial observations indicated that Tom frequently put toys into a line as seen in
the following extract,
"He put all of the cars and trailers end to end to make a long line." This showed a
knowledge of position but it also showed that he was aware of the geometrical concept of
a line.
There was one incident that showed some knowledge of three dimensional geometry.
Tom lined up several rows of blocks to make an elaborate road as described below,
"Tom made a complicated road using large wooden blocks."
He also showed that he had some knowledge of prisms when,
"He balanced a huge rectangular prism block on top of the bridge." Tom sometimes
used haptic perception as he ran his hands over structures. He ran his hand over the
bridge and commented,
"Over."

Tom liked to play with blocks and lego and to be in the home corner. These were the
activities that he preferred and most of his interactions involved play with concrete
materials.
Tom constantly monitored reactions from his early intervention teacher and other
adults as he played. On eight occasions, Tom received adult attention. This should be
carefully examined as it was not quite what it seemed. Tom did not always overtly seek
assistance but the intervention teacher or regular teacher were often hovering in the area
to monitor Tom and this seemed to encourage approaches by Tom. When this occurred,
Tom would make a brief comment about the activity to the adult. As he played
with the blocks, Tom used descriptive words to tell the researcher what was happening,
"Over." "On top." "Crash."
The early observations indicated that interactions were initiated by adults. Towards the
end of the study this had begun to change and it was Tom who had started talking to the
adults. Twice Tom was seeking attention but mostly his overtures to adults were social
exchanges or descriptions of what he had made or done. The purpose seemed to be that
Tom liked to receive positive reinforcement. This was evident when he put the toy people
in the fire engine and spoke to the researcher saying,
"Put the people in." In this he was reinforcing his actions and gaining the researcher's
attention at the same time.
Tom's solitary play closely mirrored the activities that he had previously had with his
special teacher as he used the previously practised one to one correspondence concept
when,
"He matched the people to the vehicles in one to one correspondence." At other times
he copied what he had seem the other children doing earher as when he lined up the cars.
Tom often played alone when his special teacher was not there. There was one occasion
when Tom interacted with another child. Timothy came over to the block corner and
began to put the toy people on different levels of the house. This was indicated in this
extract.

"Timothy came to play. He initiated putting the people up and down on different levels
of the house." The boys did not speak to each other. Soon Tom was engaged in parallel
play as he copied Timothy's actions.
Communication had been a major problem so the early intervention teacher had
introduced some of the Auslan signs to alleviate the situation. At the beginning of the
study, Tom did not speak to teachers or peers. Later he was communicating in single
words or simple sentences. Sometimes Tom muttered to himself to reinforce his play
activities.

Centre C Special Needs Children
Becky (4.6 vearsV
Becky engaged in a wide range of activities in the observations. She was involved in
all types of spatial activity. Becky explored topographical notions as she placed the lego
on and off the region of the base board. This was seen in the following extract,
"Becky put some of the animals onto the base." She placed the lego blocks to
represent a geometric shape as,
"She began to build a lego tower."
She was also aware of the different geometrical shapes as she sorted the shapes into
the sorting tray.
"She was able to sort the shapes into the container without help."
Becky was independent when she selected an activity but she quickly called for help
when problems became apparent. Becky said,
"It won't fit." This happened when some of the lego animals could not be attached to
the base board. The researcher tried to persuade her to try an alternate strategy. She
responded with,
"You fix it." to the researcher, as she did not want to persevere.
Becky was able to correctly describe what was happening in her play. "It won't fit,"
and "It won't go."

She did not hesitate to ask for adult assistance but then did not accept a verbal
suggestion as opposed to actual physical help.
"Try and turn it "(researcher). There was no response. Becky could indicate what she
intended to do. She said,
"I'm making it go higher," It seemed as if she had made the decision but she was not
willing to take a risk to achieve her goal. When Becky was at the sorting table, she sat
and quietly sorted the objects without any assistance.
Becky spent much of her time interacting with the lego during the observation session.
She seemed to like the hands on situation. She would ask for adult assistance rather than
interact with peers during play.

David (4.9 yearsV
David showed a preference for activities that involved position as indicated by six
positional activities out of nine spatial activities. He was exploring body position, and he
especially liked to follow the other boys onto the climbing frame and climb to the top.
This was described in the following extract,
"He climbed to the top of the tyre spiral. As David was performing these activities, he
was mostly following other children."
Other activities included topology when he painted within the boundary set by the
early intervention teacher. This is described below,
"He kept the paint within the lines already drawn by the intervention teacher."
David explored three dimensional geometry when he made cylinders as he rolled out
the clay to assemble his model robot. He explained,
"See I told you it's a robot."
He liked to make his own selection from the available activities such as climbing on
the fort. Here he followed the other boys but he was not proficient and so had to seek
some form of assistance, even if it was to copy his peers. At other times he would pause
and look to adults for reassurance and to monitor their reactions to his play. This was
seen in the following extract when David was sitting at the top of the tyre stack.

"W looked up to him and asked David where he was. David replied that he was up on
the tyres." David could communicate efficiently. He tended to be silent when
concentrating on climbing the fort and was fluent as he described his model.
"See, I told you it's a robot." David had some excellent interactions with adults. This
was demonstrated when he was on the fixed equipment and they had a conversation
about height. David was able to ask for and accept assistance when it was required. This
was seen when he asked for assistance to make his robot because the clay "snakes"
would not join easily.
David enjoyed interacting with the concrete materials as he played.
Jay (4.10 years).
Jay occasionally saw the early intervention teacher. His left leg was weakened by
cerebral palsy and the early intervention teacher encouraged him to use both legs in
outdoor climbing activities.
Jay seemed to enjoy preschool. He was involved in two activities involving position.
One of these occurred when he was on the climbing equipment and he was concentrating
on body position as he climbed.
"He climbed cautiously leading with his right leg and finally reached the top."
The other instance was when he was solving some simple lego jigsaw puzzles. He
was having difficulty in relating the puzzle pieces to the whole picture and he needed
adult prompts to correctly align and place the pieces correctly as described in this extract,
"Jay picked up the pieces at random. He needed to be prompted by the teacher."
In both of the preceding activities, Jay was dependent on adults.
Jay was keen to play the same games as the other boys but he could not keep up with
them. As a result he became stuck on the tyres and needed adult assistance when he could
not work out where to place his feet on the tyre stack.
"He sat there until an adult came to help". He did not actually ask for assistance but it
was implied when he sat and looked around to be rescued.

The early intervention teacher was watching Jay when he was at the puzzle table. She
appeared to expect his need for assistance and helped him to correctly orient the lego
pieces and prompted him to make a complete picture. Jay did not request this assistance.
The activity that followed was a structured one to meet Jay's needs as perceived by the
special teacher.
In all of the observations Jay did not use language in his interactions. He played with
the concrete materials during play sessions. Jay seemed to play in parallel situations with
the other children and was content to be a follower and imitator.

Matthew (3.5 years).
Matthew was very young in comparison with the other children at this centre and he
came as a special enrolment because he was considered to be "at risk" because of his
family situation and the disability of an older sibling.
Matthew was able to explore aspects of space position as he sorted the shapes as,
"He sorted all of his shapes on the criteria of shape or colour."
He was able to put the coloured cubes in a line and to show that he understood some
of the positional words such as,
"Up and In."
He was interested in shape and correctly sorted the material on the geometrical attribute
of shape. He proved to be independent as he sorted the shapes. At one stage he spoke to
the teacher as she walked past but this was social chat, not a request for help when he
said,
"I've got new shoes."
He accepted some assistance from Jodie who tried to take over the sorting activity. He
changed the subject and started to talk about teddy bears when he didn't need the help.
Matthew was silent when concentrating on a task but he had excellent communication
skills with both adults and peers. He showed that he had good social development when
he engaged one of the teachers in social conversations about new shoes and his dog.
Matthew was able to interact with the materials both physically and verbally during play.

Mitchell (4.8 years\
Mitchell enjoyed the activities at preschool. He proved to be very competent at sorting
shapes into various categories. He decided on the categories and,
"He correctly sorted according to simple geometric shapes."
During these observations, Mitchell was independent as he played. At one stage the
teacher came over and asked a question. He did not explain his reason for his decisions
on sorting criteria. He simply commented,
"Cos I want to."
Mitchell was uncertain when the teacher questioned his decisions after he had
completed the initial task. When the sorting was finished, Mitchell asked the teacher a
question.
"What goes in there?" This was possibly to get confirmation of his decisions.
Mitchell chatted to his peers during play sessions. He interacted with the adults when
they intervened and asked him questions. When challenged about the placement of an
object, he indicated that he would put it in a different place. Mitchell seemed to have good
social skills and was able to relate to similar themes such as the teddy bears and the teddy
bear lollies.
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